


1. Sentimentalism and Compassion 
(from lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
“O descendent of Bharata, he who dwells in the body can never be slain. Therefore 

you need not grieve for any living being.”1 
 This verse actually gives the definition of sentimentalism. Because one definition of 

being sentimental is when you try to give more compassion to a living entity than God. 
Although this is a very difficult definition, if you try to give more compassion to an entity 
than God, then this is sentimental. How to understand this? This definition is very much 
connected with karma. Karma means action and reaction, you get what you deserve. You sow 
the wind – you reap the tempest. Whatever we do, there will be some reaction. This is one 
element of this question.  

So, fate is written on the foreheads of people. Whatever happiness, success, suffering 
and failure is awaiting you in this lifetime, it is given in the beginning. So, do not revolt 
against your fate. Actually fate is not a punishment, but fate is a chance to fulfill our progress. 
Therefore we should be thankful for getting all the different opportunities in our lifetime.  

Of course, during our spiritual progress, we must learn what is compassion. But 
remember the definition: sentimental means you try to be over-compassionate – 
compassionate over the path, over karma, over the fate of people. Of course, it does not mean 
“do not give help” if help is needed. But there are certain things that we cannot change. We 
should identify our limits. There is a nice prayer: “O my Lord, please, give me the power to 
change what I can change, give me the patience to tolerate what I cannot change, and give me 
the intelligence to recognize both.” This is not sentimental, this is practical.  

Depending on our spiritual elevation, we enter into different relationships with others. 
There are actually three steps of compassion. The first is understanding. Understanding means 
that if you meet someone, you are ready to listen to the difficulties of the person. And simply 
by opening their mind or sharing their troubles, they are diminished. Therefore in the church 
there is this confession. Because if you give out your secrets, or sins, automatically you are 
relieved a little bit. If we enter into such a connection with others, we listen to their problems 
– this is called understanding. Considering activity and who is active in this sense, active is 
the suffering party: “I have the trouble, I go to you and I tell my trouble to you.” The other 
party is passively listening, giving an ear. Is that enough? Is there a next step? There is 
another step. The next step is called compassion proper. Compassion means that I am ready to 
listen to your troubles, and I am ready to share your troubles. In this case both parties are 
active. “I give you my troubles and you take part.” How would you feel if somebody is ready 
to take part of your trouble? I think it is good, because then it becomes more easy for us. But 
the third level of compassion is called love, affection, affectionate love, where you not only 
listen, you not only share, but you take away the sufferings of others. You relieve the other 
person of the trouble. In this way the person who relieves is the real active principle. He is not 
over-compassionate, he is not sentimental, but he is able to make the miracle. This is our 
magician. This is our master, this is our teacher. As Shrila Sadhu Maharaj says: “You just 
give the poison to your master. He will give you nectar instead.” This is the exchange. 

You can identify yourself according to that scale – on which level you are. We are 
very happy even to meet a person, who listens to us. And when you give all your troubles, all 
your feelings, all your ideas to someone, then you will have the feeling: “Ah, such a nice 
conversation we had. At least somebody was listening to me.” Then real sharing means that 
you are ready to share the problems; and be ready to share the happiness also. But the real 
miracle happens on the third platform, when you feel: “I am changed! Hey, where are my 
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attachments?! Where are my troubles!? I have lost something.” Miracle means when the 
dimensions start to change. When time starts to flow in a different sequence. When space is 
shrinking. And in the company of a pure devotee you can have that feeling, you can perceive 
that the dimensions are changing. Therefore guru is able to change the disciple. By initiation 
the divine knowledge is transmitted and the character of the practitioner is given a chance. 
The rest depends on the practitioner. As it is said: you can take the horse down to the water, 
but the horse has to drink alone. Guru leads the disciple to the spring of pure water, but you 
have to drink it. 

This process can be practiced not by imitation, but by following. If a lady goes to the 
delivery room and starts to shout, no baby will come from that. Something else is necessary 
for that, some nine months before, some preparation. Simply imitating the voice – no result. 
You can try! Simply to say: “Hare Krishna!” – is that enough? Yes! By the mercy it is enough, 
because Mahaprabhu is so great, that He said: if somebody repeats once the holy name, he is a 
devotee. Still we should not use it as an excuse: “Gurudev, I have already once told the holy 
name, so I am all right! I have done my job.” It is not an excuse; but from this you can 
understand the quantity of that mercy, how big is God’s grace to embrace you. From this we 
can understand that Chaitanya Mahaprabhu is sentimental. He is ready to be more 
compassionate than your fate, than your karma. He is ready to over-write your karmic path. 
The only little requirement is to say “Yes” to Krishna. Bhakti Yoga is very simple: it means to 
say “yes”. 
 
 
 

2. The orange juice 
(from lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
Thank you for coming this evening also, because in this way you engage me in 

service. Otherwise I would plop in illusion totally. You are my masters, you help me to 
remember what I have learned. Actually you should go on like this – help others to do service, 
help others to remember the divine message – in any way, by any means that you possess. By 
giving glorification, by offering services, by revealing the problems or kicking the garbage 
bin – there are so many ways to engage others in devotional service. But if somehow we can 
help ourselves and others to remember that we do not belong here, but we belong to a divine 
world – this is a great service.  

The soul is a miracle. According to the scientific view, matter all of a sudden starts to 
produce consciousness. This is called the fossil evolution of consciousness. We believe in the 
spiritual evolution of consciousness. We believe that the spirit is more powerful, so powerful, 
that it can be condensed, manifested into matter. So matter is the product of consciousness 
and not consciousness is the product of matter. Material fate, material karma is also a product 
of the spirit soul. Everybody has to traverse the path to its full extend. Still we have to be 
compassionate. 

And what is the compassion of a devotee, a bhakta? Just what I mentioned to you in 
the beginning: try to help others to remember Krishna. First of all, we have to remind 
ourselves to remember God always. First by some practice; then by some natural instinct it 
comes by itself. The real compassion is to help others’ spiritual growth. It is not enough to 
save the coat, we have to save the person. If the spirit is so powerful that it can produce 
matter, then we shall understand that everything returns back from where it is taken. Body is 
material, it is taken from matter, it will return to matter. The soul is spiritual, it is taken from 
God, it will return to God. Life comes from life; consciousness comes from consciousness; 
love comes from love. And from love only love comes! Nothing else! Very important! If the 



result is something else also – then it was not pure love. Love comes only from love; and from 
love only love comes. This is not only a tricky game of the words. Think deeply! Recently we 
were discussing that from the orange only orange juice comes. Nothing else. However you 
squeeze it, however you press it – only orange juice is coming. Orange juice comes from the 
orange. And from the orange only orange juice comes. 

This is a very important equation. From the result we can judge, we can understand the 
source. If more and more spiritual feelings are cultivated and growing in your heart, then what 
you have done so far is good, it is spiritual. If more misunderstanding, dissatisfaction, hatred 
you feel in your heart, may be you should change the practice.  
 
 

 
Editors’ note: Dear devotees!  
This is the 108-th issue of Sharanagati and we would like to celebrate it with all of 

you, with a cup of virtual orange juice (unseen, but not would-be). Let us express our 
respectful and loving gratitude to the merciful devotees and friends who are (or once were) 
helping for the transcription, translation, editing, issuing, sharing and spreading of the 
message of our beloved Gurudev Bhakti Kamala Tirtha Maharaj. 

Thankful appreciation to: Abhay Charan Prabhu (Hungarian editor and Sanskrit 
consultant), Chitra Devi (Hungarian translator), Madhava Sangini Devi (Hindi translator), 
Manjari Devi (English and Bulgarian editor), Hari Lila Devi (Russian translator), Vasanti 
Rasa Devi (German translator), Damodar Prabhu (Russian translator), Yashoda Devi 
(Russian editor), Krishnapria Devi (transcription and editing), Yamuna Devi (blessings and 
support), Dora Solakova (Ukrainian translator), Svetlomira Solakova (Spanish translator), 
Veselin Hajiev (Russian editor), Vrindavaneshvari Devi (Russian translator), Prema 
Anandini Devi (German translator), Prema Shakti Devi (Russian translator), Premananda 
Prabhu (English and Bulgarian editor), Paramananda Prabhu (podcasts and technical 
support) and Sarvabhauma Prabhu (English and Bulgarian editor). 

Always praying for your blessings, 
Yours in the name of service and in service of the Name: 
Palana Shakti dasi (technical support, English and Bulgarian editing) 
Manohari dasi (transcription and Bulgarian translation) 
 
 
 
 

3. What we have to learn from our master 
(from lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
“Do not grieve for any living being”2. Because grieving is not enough! If I am 

grieving about you: “Ah, I am so sorry about you, I am so sorry! I feel so bad!” – is that 
enough? It is not enough! From this you will not be happier. We must be actively helping 
other people’s spiritual progress. We have to learn this, how to do it right.  

Usually we learn this from an authority. Therefore people go to spiritual authorities. 
“Please, help me!” – this is the main reason. “Please, help me, I am suffering so much!” The 
second reason: “I want to achieve perfection. Please, help me!” This is a little more humble. 
Because the first says: “I am suffering; I want to give all myself to you, all my suffering to 
you.” The second says: “I have a goal, help me in that respect.” But a real disciple would say: 
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“I am full of suffering and I have a goal, but it does not matter. How you like, what you 
want.” This is very rare. Right, because you are a little selfish, a little or more selfish. “I want 
this, I want that.” But “How you want. Please tell me, what is to be done.”  

So many things we have to learn from our spiritual authorities. First of all, we have to 
learn how to live. In most of the cases we do not know how to live. We have no standards of 
human existence. Therefore the great teachers must give very elementary rules.: “Do not kill. 
Do not lie.” Just imagine if you have to educate your followers on that platform: “Do not 
kill…” This is mercy! You go to the company of murderers and you start educating them: 
“Do not kill.” Or you go to those, who tell lies and start to teach them: “Do not lie.” What will 
be their reaction? “Guruji, that is impossible! It is too high for us. This is our daily practice, 
how can we give it up?!” You can go on with the commandments: “Do not steal,” etc. etc. 
Very basic rules. Or, in the vaishnava tradition: „practice ahimsa”. Again: do not kill, do not 
cause sufferings to others. Very elementary things we have to learn, because somehow it is 
missing. We did not thinк that to be an egoist is violence.  

But after the elementary platform there must be something else. We have to learn also 
from our masters what is the practice. What should be avoided: do not do this, do not do that; 
and then what should be practiced, what am I to do. Guru will teach us the practice: come to 
the temple, listen to the lecture, chant your rounds. This is the same elementary platform: “Do 
not kill/ chant your rounds.” Although we think: “Ah! I am chanting my rounds, that is great!” 
No. This is very basic. Just like “do not steal”. Because if I do not give myself fully to God, 
then I am a robber. I try to use His property for my own purpose. Because life, my small little 
life, comes from Life with a capital letter. So if I use my little life for my own purpose, then I 
am stealing this from the big Life. “Dedicate yourself” as a positive engagement from the 
guru is also very elementary. Still, practice is better than avoidance. Because by practicing 
good you automatically avoid bad. So practice should be also learned from the spiritual 
master.  

But ultimately rasa should be learned from the master: how to worship God and how 
to perceive, how to feel this connection. This is not the elementary platform. This is for the 
elevated, for the high practitioners: how to worship and how to feel. This is the ultimate topic 
that we have to learn from our master. 

These are the different things that we have to learn: how to live properly, what is the 
method and what is the goal. And by the mercy and by the help of the spiritual master, we can 
progress nicely. But we have to be serious about studying and performing. And in this way 
you do not lament over the fate of others, but you become an active instrument of help to 
improve others’ conditions. 

 
 
 
 

4. Patience and tolerance 
(from lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
Question: How shall we proceed if somebody is constantly coming to us, giving all 

his troubles, sharing them into a full extent, not accepting any advice and happily going back? 
What is the proper attitude towards such a person? I am not an active helper, I am just 
accepting as a garbage bin. 

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, somebody has to do that also. That’s a good transaction, 
because at least one person is happy. So it is fifty percent gain. May be you are not powerful 
enough to give better advice. If we polish our hearts, then that reflection can help people. If 
the spiritual qualities of a devotee are manifested more and more, then simply by his presence 



he can have a great elevating influence over the others. Simply by his presence the 
dimensions start to change. And do not forget, the problem that you have heard hundred times 
and seems very insignificant to you, is the greatest trouble for the person concerned. But if we 
are able to connect his or her attention to the divine, then sooner or later the problems will 
stop.  

We have a very nice friend in Hungary, she is a simple heart. And she started visiting 
our programs some almost twenty years ago. Since that time every second week she is writing 
a letter, sending some poems, telling: “O respected Swamiji, this life is very difficult. I am 
going on. Faithfully yours…” The same message is repeated for twenty years. And now she 
has got my telephone number also. Usually on every very simple message, she is calling me 
minimum three times. Last time the topic was: “A new magazine is open and there will be 
discount price for the first two days.” And I said: “Thank you very much for the information, 
this is very important.” Then after two days she is calling again: “Hey! The discount price is 
on!” So what can I say?! This is her offering. But every time she comes, she brings 
something. Last time to the lecture she was bringing the crystal vase she has got for her 
wedding. You see? From one hand, very simple problems or messages; from the other hand 
she is dedicating the best that she has! What is more important? At the final judgment, what is 
more important? Definitely her dedication, that she is giving something. Actually I am 
amazed by her fateful activities. Whatever beautiful, whatever nice she meets, immediately 
she connects to the devotees and sends it. I think this is her way to express her devotion. 

What is our part? Our part is to be patient and tolerant. May be the simple problems of 
others to you seem to be very elementary and you think: “My problems! May I have personal 
darshan with Gurudev for ten hours to describe my personal problems, because this is a great 
problem!” And what will Gurudev say after one sentence? “Stop. Complaining is your nama-
sankirtan?! Complaining is your glorification of God?” May be then you will come to your 
senses: “Ah, sorry, sorry! These problems are not so great.”  

I think you understand that we have to be tolerant, we have to be patient with others. 
And we have to be very serious about our own progress and service.  

There is another chance to stop the flow of problems of others. Put some prasadam 
into the mouth. While eating they cannot talk. So you see? Bhakti is theoretically very well 
established: be patient, and humble, and tolerant… But sometimes we need a practical 
solution: give prasadam.  

 
 
 
 

5. The complaint as a compliment 
(from lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
Question: For example, you help many people without asking anything in return. But 

the social rules are different. They are based on trade principles. Sometimes when you do 
something for someone, he recognizes it. But I think in most of the cases, they think you are 
stupid or strange. How to cope with this?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Go on! You want to prove yourself? Until we want to prove 
ourselves, this is not a selfless service. Activity is the best service, activity is the best 
compassion. But sometimes it does not work. The other party is not ready to accept any 
service from you. Then how can you express your compassion? There is a way. By your 
meditation, for example. But again, on the meditative or the prayer platform you can commit 
violence: “Please, my Lord, make him understand what I know!” Many times we pray like 
this! “O my Lord, please, make him a devotee!” And we think: “Ah, I am so compassionate, 



because I am praying for his spiritual benefit.” But actually you are doing a spiritual violence. 
You try to intrude into his karma, intrude into his path.  

Then how to pray nicely, correctly? “Please, my Lord, make his path smooth. Let it be 
as You like, let it be good for him, not as I think.” Selfless meditation is a prayer for the 
spiritual benefit of the others.  

We are not concerned about proving ourselves. If our authority says: “Do like this” – 
do like this. Sometimes the complaint of others is actually a compliment. Let’s take a very 
simple example, the students in a classroom – they will all complain about a strong teacher. 
This is the dharma of a student. They are always complaining: “He is so heavy, he is asking 
so much, he is requiring so much!” But after twenty years which teacher you will remember? 
This one! So today’s complaint is twenty years’ later compliment. 

Once a devotee visited his old priest friend. And the priest asked: “Ah, my dear son, 
very nice that you came; how are you?” He knew that the boy was practicing bhakti. So he 
said: “Ah, I am a little bit in trouble. My guru is very heavy with me.” What did the priest 
say? “Very good, my dear! You are so fortunate!” A complaint from one side, a compliment 
from the other side.  

So we do not want to prove ourselves. If you act according to the absolute truth, you 
do not have to prove yourself. And do not forget, in the company of fools, the only one 
normal guy will be considered stupid. 

 
 
 
 

6. Observation 
(from lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
“Some look on the soul as amazing, some describe him as amazing, and some hear of 

him as amazing, while others, even after hearing about him, cannot understand him at all.”3  
You can go on with your austerities for lifetimes, but by the divine touch of a pure 

devotee it is easier to understand how Krishna is the Supreme. This verse describes the 
different activities of the senses: like hearing, seeing… One sees that the soul is amazing, one 
has the vision that the soul is amazing, another has heard, the other thinks – like this. But 
others do not understand the wonders of the soul even after hearing about them. Actually 
these are the methods, these are the ways to understand these wonders.  

Let’s take observing. Introspection or observation is one major spiritual path. This is 
the monastic way. They hide somewhere up in the mountains, secluded, isolated from the 
society, and they lead a different lifestyle – praying a lot and watching, observing the world. 
By observing how people live, what problems they face and how life is flowing, you can 
understand a lot. Putting a seed in the earth and after half a year reaping the harvest, you will 
understand so much. You will understand that it is not your power to produce your bread. In 
these activities it is very easy to recognize the divine touch of God.  

Observation also means elimination: eliminate what is not the soul. Consciousness will 
examine itself, search for itself. It tries to identify itself and first tries to eliminate what is not 
itself: I am not the body, I am not matter, I am not even my thoughts. Something beyond. If 
we are determined and strong enough in our research, then we can find what is not the soul. 
Let’s take pain for example. Who feels the pain?  

Hari-lila: The mind. Actually the brain experiences everything.  
Tirtha Maharaj: So then pain exists or not?  
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Hari-lila: Only in the brain.  
Tirtha Maharaj: Easy to say when you have no pain. Immediately when you have a 

little toothache, you will have a different opinion, right? You will say: “Ah! This is very real! 
Pain is too much real.” And if somebody comes and tells you: “O, it is just your mind,” you 
will kick him out.  

But, correct: the pain is a malfunction of the body, which is reflected in the mind as 
pain. Still through the mind the feeling is transmitted to the soul, because ultimately the soul 
is the perceiver.  

The search for identity is a long search. “I am not the body,” all right, we understand 
easily. But “I am not the mind” – this is more difficult to understand. So observation and 
elimination go together. And if by this deep search you will come to the vision of the soul, 
then it is a very blissful state. 

 
 
 
 

7. Glorifying is an active principle 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
“Some look at the soul as amazing, some describe him as amazing, and some hear of 

him as amazing, while others, even after hearing about him, cannot understand him at all.”4  
The second method depicted here is: “Some describe him as amazing”. They speak 

about the beauty of the soul or the wanders of the soul. This is a more active way. First is 
observation, which is more like a passive meditation. Describing and glorifying is an active 
principle. And this we have observed last time in India, in Vrindavana. In the afternoons the 
temples are closed, because then Krishna is taking some rest. This is His daily routine, so we 
had to wait in front of one temple. And you know, in the peaceful afternoon very little motion 
was there, very few people. There was one elderly lady, enjoying the sun, and there was one 
man also, who was finishing some duties. And the man started to describe Krishna and the 
loving connection between Radha and Krishna. At first he did not have any audience. Then he 
was turning to this lady and describing that Radhika’s love is just like Krishna’s love – giving 
a lecture in the afternoon – sometimes quoting some verse, describing nicely and very 
enthusiastically, practically to nobody.  

So – describing the amazing beauty of the soul; and the other is – to hear,  “some hear, 
that the soul is amazing.”  Shravanam-kirtanam is here, glorifying and listening. These are 
other ways to understand – to describe and to listen. And it is said that you can explain 
something only if you understand the topic. Right? If we do not understand, we cannot 
explain, we cannot glorify. Sometimes with children or people who are inquiring you can 
really feel this: that the question helps me to understand better. By describing our faith will be 
stronger. And also by good listening our faith will be stronger. You know the story…. Sorry 
to quote always some stories, but from the stories it is easier to understand. Telling stories is a 
Kali-yuga symptom. Because in this age people are a little stupid, they do not understand too 
high philosophy, they fall asleep. But in an interesting story, they can catch some message. 
Here is described… “they describe that the soul is great” and by description we can improve 
our faith. So, once there was a thief. And you know, the thief had an idea, that “I have to rob 
this very wealthy house with the big garden.” He decided to enter during the night; he was 
sneaking into the house, catching some valuables and then running out. But while running out 
he made some noise, so the guards were chasing him. But the garden was big enough, so he 
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was running and running and trying to escape. Then he understood: “Ah, I cannot climb the 
walls, they will catch me, what am I to do?” Finally he decided that :”O! Here in the garden is 
hanging some orange cloth. I will put it as my turban and I just sit under this tree in a 
meditating pose.” The valuables he had thrown already, because he was running, and finally 
he decided to sit like a sadhu. Then the guards were coming and said: “O swamiji, very nice 
that you are meditating here, but haven’t you seen the thief? “ And he said: “Yes, in that 
direction he was running!” But you know, if you pose as a sadhu, then you have to act as a 
sadhu. So, next morning the villagers came to visit the sadhu; some bringing the children: 
“Give blessings to my child”, others asking for advice: “What is your opinion, what is your 
secret teaching, please, give us…”  So, he started to give spiritual advice. When a baby came, 
he said: “Hare Krishna!” When somebody else came, he said: “Behave nice, do not steal, 
always tell the truth.” So by activity he had to act as a sadhu. He started to describe the beauty 
and the wonders of God and the soul. And look what happened: he really became a sadhu. He 
gave up the bad habit of robbing and stealing – and not only for the reason that this was a 
better income and a safer job – giving good advice. You know, because people were coming 
with some chapatti, a little rice, a little this, a little that – so the business was flourishing. Not 
in that sense. But by describing he understood what is right and what is wrong.  

In the same way we should be ready to describe the beauty of Krishna. Because in this 
way we will understand it better, we will come closer to this. And anyway, if you tell to some 
friends and some people: “You should surrender to God,” then ultimately you will 
understand: “Hey, I must also surrender to God!” And if you describe it nicely, then the others 
will take the benefit by hearing it.  

 
 
 
 

8. Unity and difference 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
“Others will not understand it even by hearing about the soul.”5 Shrila Prabhupada 

many times describes the monistic conception that everything is one. And sometimes you do 
not understand: why is he talking so much about it?! But actually this is very widespread – in 
India on a philosophical basis and in the West on some other basis that “me and God are the 
same”. Ultimately “I am God”. Therefore Shrila Prabhupada says that this “only one” 
principle in philosophy is not good, not perfect, we can say. So by describing the secrets and 
beauties of the soul, we have to understand the unity and the difference also – both. Because 
somehow all the living entities are originating from Krishna, so in that sense we are one. All 
the creatures, all living entities are one, and one with the Father also. All His qualities are 
reflected in the small particles; He has an identity, therefore everybody else has an identity. In 
the same way – „like father, like son”, or sons, we can say – they are one, their genetic 
structure is very similar. Even the face is very similar – in the fortunate case. But still there is 
difference, different identity is there. In the same way, we belong to one family, we are the 
same; and at the same time we are different. In the spirit sense, on the spiritual platform, it is 
also true – we come from the same spiritual source, so in this way we belong to one family. 
At the same time everybody is individual personality. Sometimes this personality is distorted 
– then we talk about the false egotism – but by purification we can come to our original 
identity. And in “Shrimad-bhagavatam” it is said that we have to go on with this search for 
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ourselves, search for the spiritual identity - until you find it! We have to go until we find 
ourselves.  

This search for ourselves should go on. We should find ourselves. And if you have 
found something, then you can describe it. And when you have observed something, then you 
can listen to this also. Because the beauty of Krishna is unlimited. There is no end to penetrate 
the loving contact between the soul and Krishna. 

 
 
 
 

9. Search for ultimate identity 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
How to find ourselves? This is not an easy question. You try to analyze, that I am not 

the body, I am not this, not that – yet how you will find your identity? We were discussing 
recently with the devotees and we came to the conclusion that you can find yourself if you 
identify yourself with something. Do you understand what I mean? On the material platform 
we usually say: “I am this and that. I am representative of this company, I am a family man, I 
am the father of my children, I am this and this.” We identify ourselves with something – with 
a role, with a name, with a position. By this identification, we feel safe – yes, I am this – and 
then we are satisfied. But these roles are changing too fast. From the sweet sixteen quickly 
you become an old sixty. These roles are changing: from the sweet boy you become a very 
ugly old man. Or first from an uneducated young man you become respected elder; and then 
become an uneducated and stupid old guy again – forgetting everything. So these identities 
are changing. Therefore on the spiritual platform we also have to identify ourselves with 
something – some roles, some positions. 

In devotional life for example we identify ourselves with our gurus: “I am a disciple of 
my Gurudev.” Then you feel safe: “Yes, this is my identity.” This is one role, one position, so 
to say: “Yes, I belong to him, I belong to this line. I am a vaishnava. I belong to vaishnava 
faith. I am a Krishna bhakta.” But sometimes this is too general, therefore we need a more 
private family: “Here are my sisters and brothers, and here is my master.” But the more 
elevated will identify themselves with the services that they have. Therefore we say: “Daso’ 
ham, I am your servant, I am a servant.” “I am the main pujari of Mahaprabhu in Sofia.” Or “I 
am the sankirtan devotee of this group.” Or “I am distributing the prasadam every evening.” 
In this way we can identify ourselves with the services that we have. And if we avoid the trap 
of egotism and prestige, then we are very fortunate. Because you can identify yourself: “I am 
the great pujari of this God.” So we have to be careful about this. Still we can identify with 
our service.  

But then what is the difference: bodily identification or devotional service 
identification? It can also change. So many things can change, no doubt. May be next year 
you are not only worshiper of Mahaprabhu, but Radha-Krishna also. Who knows?! Things 
might change. But our connection, our deepest ultimate identification: “My Lord, I am Your 
eternal servant” – that should not change. “My dear Lord, from today on I am Yours”- that 
should not change.  

Question of Yashoda: What is the search of a dedicated soul? What exactly does this 
mean? Because I myself feel that I have found my place, my master, my brothers and sisters, 
my service. And I feel that I am not searching anymore.  

Tirtha Maharaj: But you have searched enough. So, that’s it! It is not enough to 
search, we also have to find something. Because searching is that you did not find yet. “I am a 
searcher.” Better we become “I am a finder.”  



But times will come when you have to question your identity, present identification. 
When your guru passes away, you have to redefine your identity. Or  when you have to leave. 
Again you have to redefine yourself. So there are different phases, there are different 
situations, when it is necessary to evaluate again what is going on. Or I make a major mistake 
- then I have to define myself again, so to say. Or I come to a higher level of realization, a 
kind of enlightenment. These are different ways to improve our vision. But what you say, this 
is very nice, this is the fulfillment of the search: yes, I have found my place. And this is what I 
am talking about – we have to search until we find this nourishing environment – where you 
feel the attention, the care, the chance for progress, where you feel at home. Home comfort. 
While you are travelling, it is good to have a hotel to rest. But you cannot compare it to your 
home. And immediately when you find your home, you forget about all the stupid hotels that 
you have taken so far. We take shelter in so many things meanwhile – while we are searching 
for ourselves. But let’s forget about it. Because the ultimate shelter is God, no doubt.  

Still, a surrendered soul should also search - search for opportunity for deepening the 
connection with Krishna, making it more sweet, more penetrating. So the process is unlimited, 
never-ending, therefore we have a permanent chance to improve. And as Krishna’s and 
Radhika’s qualities are unlimited, you can always inquire about it. There is no end of 
devotional service, no end of the search how They are. 

 
 
 
 

10. About pain 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
Question of Hari-lila: Some pain we feel in the body, but there is also emotional 

pain, that the body is not experiencing. At the same time the soul is sat-chit-ananda. Is this 
experience reflecting on the soul? This question concerns the topic that the soul is happy but 
is also suffering in the spiritual world. 

Tirtha Maharaj: It is very difficult to understand the spiritual suffering, because we 
are conditioned to think that suffering is bad, something wrong. But anyway, there are two 
types of people: one is tragic type and the other is magic type. Tragic character and comedy 
character. One can take everything easy; the other takes everything very difficult, very 
painful. One is tragic, the other is comedy type. If we are a tragic type, whatever happens to 
us, we think: “Ah, this is the end of the world! This is the ultimate tragedy. So much suffering 
is there!” If you are a comedy type, you will laugh about it: “Ha! So funny! I have lost 
everything – so funny! This Krishna again is playing tricks.” If you are a tragic type, you will 
say: “God does not exist. He does not like me, He is giving me the trouble.” 

So there are different ways to reflect or to react to the things happening to us. The 
same way is with pain. A pure devotee also feels pain. To have spiritual identification and not 
bodily consciousness does not mean that there is no pain for a pure devotee. But he does not 
identify with the pain. He does not say: “I am this tooth pain.” He does not identify.  

Now we are describing one direction: when the body is aching and then there is a 
reflection on the soul – through the mind, or somehow. But it works the other way round also. 
If the mind is imbalanced, then bodily imbalance will manifest. It is called… I don’t know the 
name of this syndrome: when the state of mind will reflect on the bodily platform. When you 
are strong and healthy in spirit, you will be healthy in body also. But if you are weak in spirit, 
even some real disease can manifest. For example you have a disease of your joints – that 
means you are not flexible enough. You are an orthodox blockhead. It is impossible to move 
the guy, so stiff. Or if you catch cold. What is the meaning of catching cold, do you know? 



You need love, you need more attention: “I am here!” This is the meaning. Or… what else, 
what should I say…? Of course, if you have problem with your ears, it is obvious – you are 
not ready to listen. Or coughing too much – it means you have to speak up something, etc. So 
this works in both directions: body has some influence over consciousness; mind and soul 
also have influence over the body. But it is said, that everything is decided on the top 
platform. So if on the soul platform you are OK on the lower platforms you will be also o.k. 
Therefore we cultivate the soul, therefore we want to purify our self, our spiritual identity. 
Because if we become healthy servants of Krishna, then we will have a healthy body. And 
with the spiritual knowledge and with the power of the spirit, of the soul, we can overcome 
the pain of the body.  

 
 
 
 

11. Spiritual experience 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 27.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
Question of Hari Lila: In “Bhagavad-gita” it is said, that we are in illusion, and all 

that is happening to us – good or bad – we should stay away from it. Is this important for us – 
all these emotions,  that we are experiencing now in our body? Are they important for our 
spiritual development? Or we are in illusion, it is not important, we should not experience all 
this?  

Tirtha Maharaj: If I would be a fanatic, I would say: it has no importance. But as I 
try to be less fanatic, then I would say that we are living in a world of experience, and by 
experience we can come to conclusions. Because it is easy to speak about divine love, but if 
we experience divine love – that is completely different. Spiritual experience we can have 
even on the bodily platform - some visions, some deep feelings, some purification - we can 
feel. And also we have to evaluate our feelings and what is happening to us in this world from 
the spiritual point of view. For example if you suffer a lot, then you will be very 
understanding – in a good case. If you are a materialist, you will be a bitter person after much 
suffering; if you are a nice soul, then you will be very understanding . Or if our heart is full of 
divine love, then we shall be able to share it, give it to others. Usually humans learn from 
extremities: the very difficult moments you will remember, and the very best moments. These 
are important turning points in our lives. And definitely, I would say, they help our spiritual 
growth. Especially disillusionment. When we enter illusions – well, that will help you only 
after coming out of the trap. When you understand that this was wrong – then it will help your 
growth. And if we experience the power and the beauty of the attraction between the souls, 
for example – now, this is very scientific description – if you fall in love, to put it simply, then 
you will understand what does it mean to fall in love with Krishna. When you feel the 
euphoric feeling of flying over the earth minimum ten centimeters, divine love is not the same 
– it is much better, it is much stronger. But in this way we have a glimpse, a small little 
reflection of the original. Or another feeling: love of the mothers. What a deep feeling you 
have for your kids! It is almost beyond description. But how beautiful it is that Krishna is 
described as a little boy! And you can reflect on the feelings of the mother and father: how 
Mother Yashoda is kissing the soles of  little Krishna… Who has this capacity to kiss the 
lotus feet of God?! It is reserved only for the mothers. You can do it free, nobody will check 
you.  

So through the human feeling we can have understanding about the divine feelings – if 
we have the right vision. If we understand, that these are reflections and if we take it as a 
cultivation, like a practice. I do this service to my child, in order that I learn how to offer the 



same to God. Because to your child you give everything – beyond your capacity. I had 
observed: ladies without children – they are complaining about everything. I mean, the young 
matajis in the ashram: “Ah, I am so tired, I have to lay down, I cannot do this…” Immediately 
when they start to become mothers, so much energy is coming to them. They are ready to 
wake up at midnight. Before if I would ask: “Please, come to the morning arati,” they say: 
“Ah, I am so tired!” But for the kid they are ready to jump any time, right?! Why? Because 
the loving energy is manifested there. And what is very difficult to give to God, or even to the 
deity, you can give to your personal deity, to your personal god so easy. Naturally you do! 
You do not have to explain, this is not a philosophy – you do! You feel, you do! To that 
platform we should come – when devotional service is so natural for us.  If you hear the flute 
of Krishna, you do not say: “I need another half an hour sleep,” but immediately you jump. 
This is a natural state of devotion. And in this way we can train ourselves on the human 
platform.  

Hari-lila: I hoped that it will be like this, because otherwise the material world has no 
meaning, no reason. 

Tirtha Maharaj: This is just a training field. And when the mystery happens to you, 
then it will be converted. When we have this vision, that this is not a different world, but this 
world also belongs to Krishna, this is also His lila  here – then this is very close to perfection. 
With Krishna hell becomes paradise. Without Krishna paradise becomes hell.  

 
 
 
 

12. The missing knights 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 28.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
 

“O Partha, happy are the kshatriyas, to whom such fighting opportunities come 
unsought, opening for them the doors of the heavenly planets.”6  

This verse is an advice to kshatriyas; they are the fighters, or we can say – the knights. 
Is there any knights here in this room? Secret knights? The time of the knights is over. This 
type of people is very much missing – who live in austerity, who are very powerful, very 
much dedicated and always ready to help others. By the divine connection he takes the power 
to help human beings.  

Now we are living in a very special age, when we think that without the divine 
connection we can resolve questions or problems. Therefore kshatriyas are missing these 
days. We want to use technical equipment or we want to use some other type of energy, like 
machines or money, to resolve the problems. But we should not forget that ultimately 
blessings are coming from divine contact. May be we are not kshatriyas in the original or 
classical sense, but if I would ask: “Is there any fighters in this room?” then more people 
would reply: “Yes, I am ready to fight for some good cause, for my cause.” But without the 
divine connection, from a knight you will become an insignificant street-fighter. Therefore we 
should not forget about this divine contact. We can be kshatriyas in the symbolic sense also – 
fighters for the truth. Not fighters for our own interests, but fighters for the truth.  

What is the duty of a fighter? Obviously this is fight. But fight for some higher 
principle. Actually this is the signal or the quality of a saint – that he is ready to dedicate his 
life to some higher purpose. This is a very important definition: the saint is ready to dedicate 
himself for a higher purpose. The sacred fighter is ready to sacrifice even his life for the 

                                                 
6 „Bhagavad-gita” 2.32 



spiritual benefit of others. If a kshatriya, or a fighter, dies in the battle… There are two 
options: either he wins – then he gets everything; or he dies – then he achieves heaven. 

For a kshatriya it is enough to die once – for perfection. Dying on the battlefield – 
achieving heaven. But there is another caste, there is another group of people – this is called 
the bramins. And the bramins have to die many times. Because their progress is not just this 
simple transaction: I die and I achieve. No, they have to die for the lower level of 
consciousness and they have to progress. All the steps that they are making – this is a kind of 
death, death for lower and rebirth for higher. In that sense we are all bramins also: we have to 
die for the limited and we have to take birth for the higher causes.  

The bramin ultimately fights with himself. He wants to win over himself. In the holy 
scriptures it is said that the greatest loss is gain. And the greatest victory is against ourselves. 
If somebody knows, he is intelligent; if somebody understands, he is wise. If somebody 
overcomes others, he is powerful; if somebody wins over himself, he is a…? Hero.  

So, we all should become kshatriyas, heroes, bramins and many other qualities we 
should achieve. If we are symbolic fighters, if we want to overcome our own shortcomings, 
then we should risk so many things. So, this is about being a kshatriya – we should fight our 
shortcomings. And we should fight for some sacred goal.  

But then this verse says: the kshatriyas should be happy to fight! So, do not lament: “I 
am full of bad conditionings, I am full of bad habits, I am full of shortcomings.” At least we 
have some enemies to fight! At least we can be engaged in our spiritual progress. These 
shortcomings and difficulties are for our own benefit. And these fighting opportunities come 
unexpected. Sometimes we think that we had gained one battle and we think: “Ah, this is 
peace.” But all of a sudden, unexpectedly, some other attack is coming. And then you might 
lose your temper: “Ah, again!” No, you should be happy that you are provided a chance to 
show your dedicated power again.   

So, we should be happy if another chance is provided for us to make some progress. 
Please, remember this verse not only when your things are going smooth, but when unseen 
difficulties are coming to you. When you feel: “I had enough!” Then you should remember: 
“Ah, I should be happy that I am given a chance to fight for the spiritual benefit.” And then 
extra energy will come to you. 

 
 
 
 

13. How to win a war 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 28.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
 

Please, turn off your mobile phones. We use a different type of communication, which  
is our mantras. And we do not pay telephone bills. You know the long-standing classical 
joke… One person is wandering in Europe and entering a temple. He goes to the priest and 
asks: “Hey listen, I want to talk to God. Can I use the telephone?” The priest says: “Yes, of 
course, here it is.” Then the guy asks: “I had finished my talk. How much am I to pay?” 
“Hundred Euros.” “All right, I am paying the hundred Euros.” The same guy walks around in 
India and again he has the idea: “Well, I want to talk to God.” So he enters one temple and 
asks the priest: “Can I use the telephone? I want to talk to God.” When he has finished he is 
asking: “How much am I to pay?” “One Euro.” “One Euro? How is it? Back at home I was 
paying hundred Euros for the same talk!” He said: “You know, it’s a local call.” We should 
use that type of telephone. May I ask you, how you would win a war? What is necessary to 
win a war?  



Hari-lila: Intelligence and weapons. 
Somebody else: Faith. 
Yamuna: Winning many small battles.  
Ramvijay: Krishna on your side. 
Somebody else: The last battle is the most important.  
Tirtha Maharaj: So many things we need, right? This is the way how to win the war 

– to have good allies. But usually if people start a war, they make some fierce attacks, they 
take the strategic points of a city – for example the energy centers, then the government places 
and – very important – communication! Do not forget, local call! Communication is very 
important. This is the way how to win a war. And if we want to win over ourselves, we must 
apply the same method: have some fierce attacks over false egotism, then occupy the strategic 
points, the energy centers. Take prasadam – in this way you conquer the energy centers of the 
body. Breathing exercise – in this way you control the mind. And – communication! Mouth 
we use for chanting the holy names. This is the way how to win this war on the personal 
Kurukshetra. Find the energy sources; occupy the intelligence, the guidance – use it for 
Krishna; and your communication – your words and your ears – use for the spiritual message 
and glorification.  

If we are fighters for a divine goal, we should never give up. And in most of the cases 
we are not fighters in a classical sense. But every day, almost every day, we have to fight – 
smaller or bigger battles: fighting for a chance in our spiritual practices; fighting to protect our 
children from bad influence; fighting for spirituality to win over materialism; fighting our lack 
of faith; and so many others small little fights.  

On material plane people think: “winning” means “smash the other” – so one party 
wins. But the spiritual side, the spiritual alternative is: both parties win. So if you should enter 
these little fights, try to fight in such a way that both parties win. Because do not forget: if you 
win, this is the greatest loss. If you win in a devastating manner – this is the greatest loss.   

May be after this lecture you might think that this Bhakti Yoga is some kind of 
military training, military religion. But I tell you: not! Because Mahaprabhu, the Golden Lord, 
the Golden Avatar, came as a secret fighter. He did not use His weapons openly, and He had 
very special weaponry. Like one of His weapons was the holy name. Ah, very interesting 
weapon! Holy name as a personal meditation, like chanting. You know, the fighters, they 
have mantras. “Kill him! Smash him!” – this is their mantra. Recently I had seen a 
documentary about the Iraq war; and this is horrible what mantras are projected into the minds 
of those young Latinos and Negros from America to kill the Arabs there. Their minds are 
totally under control of these heavy and smashing and killing “mantras”, so to say. And what 
was Mahaprabhu’s mantra for the spiritual fighters? “Hare Krishna Hare Krishna!” It also 
controls your mind; but what is the meaning? “Ah, my Lord, please, engage me in Your 
service, engage me in Your service!” So do not be surprised if He will take it serious. 

Then, Mahaprabhu’s weapon for mass destruction was the Sankirtan movement – 
when His army was coming: hundreds of devotees, fully equipped with mridangas, just like 
cannons. And the big karatals making big noise. And the dancers, who would mesmerize the 
audience! This was Mahaprabhu’s army. He had one secret weapon also. The secret weapon 
was the mahaprasad. In these days they use a kind of chemical warfare also; for example they 
poison the water system of a city. In the same way: if you put few drops of nectar in the water 
system of Sofia, then everybody will be intoxicated. In this way prasadam, or divine mercy, is 
just like the chemical warfare against illusion in the body. Therefore – to put it very simply – 
Bhakti Yoga means to fill the body up to the neck with prasadam. And on the top you put the 
mahamantra. This is a full victory. No place for illusion.   



This is Mahaprabhu’s war. Everything should be surcharged with divinity. All the 
divine energy should be invited – into the body, into the mind – and all the divine dedication 
should be reflected back.  

Is this a good war? Is this a nice battle? Mahaprabhu is a nice hero, yes… Charming 
hero.  

 
 
 
 

14. Perfection is reachable to all 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 28.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
 

“O Partha, happy are the kshatriyas, to whom such fighting opportunities come 
unsought, opening for them the doors of the heavenly planets.”7  

For the common fighters a battle opens the door of heaven. But for a bhakta, a 
devotional fighter, prema bhakti – or natural state of loving dedication – is achieved. And this 
is a goal beyond liberation. 

By performing their duties, all the different stages of life or categories of men can 
achieve perfection. But heaven is not a very high achievement according to the ancient Indian 
vision. Because heaven is not a final destination, this is just like a holiday. This is not a final 
destination, you can achieve that easily. But then your term is finished and you have to return. 
Tea-break is over, go back to work. Because heaven belongs to the material platform, this is 
the top material platform: there are hellish, earth-like middle stage, and higher type of planets. 
But the ultimate goal is to go back home, back to Godhead - to the transcendental world, to 
His realm. 

But how to achieve this? Let us talk about how to achieve the heavenly planets. 
Kshatriyas achieve that by fighting. Bramins achieve by doing sacrifice or meditation, prayers 
– direct spiritual activities. Vaishyas, the managers, achieve it by giving donations – by being 
selfless. Shudras, those who serve others – they achieve by service, by being obedient, by 
being reliable. Because these four classes manipulate different grades, different types of 
energies. The bramins take care of the spiritual energy – I mean, religious or sacred energies. 
The kshatriyas – or the knights, the kings – they take care of influence and power. They 
manipulate the worldly powers and energies. The vaishyas take care of the economic part. 
And the shudras take care of the physical side. But whoever performs their duty nice can 
achieve the spiritual destination.  

There are these worldly categories and there is divine structure of society. Because 
devotees also have different capacities. One has the capacity to cook the prasadam. The other 
has the capacity to eat it. This service is more popular. But either by cooking or by eating you 
can achieve perfection. Whatever abilities we have, we can serve God with them. 
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15. Appreciating the service of others 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 13.06.2004, Sofia) 

 
Usually we accept that we glorify superiors. But here in his very unique song “Shri 

Krishna Chaitanya Prabhu doya koro more” Narottam das Thakur glorifies his spiritual 
brothers. They were three good friends; it is mentioned in the last paragraph: Shrinivas, 
Ramachandra and Narottam. They were three big preachers. And they had such an intimate 
connection, that Narottam das Thakur, who was – we can say – most famous and most 
influential, still he was glorifying and desiring the company of his godbrothers, spiritual 
brothers – Ramachandra and Shrinivas.   

We can see this example with the spiritual brothers of Bhaktivedanta Swami 
Prabhupada also. Just like this very beautiful Krishnadas Babaji – he was a spiritual brother of 
Prabhupada and Shridhara Maharaj. And he was chanting the songs, written by Shrila 
Shridhara Maharaj, including in his daily routine.  

This is a very good example. Not to fight and be envious. Instead of being envious, 
they were glorifying, they were singing each others’ songs! Do you have this big heart? One 
of your brothers and sisters is writing a beautiful song for Krishna – when people hear it, they 
cry incessantly – and what kind of feeling is in your heart? “Ah, this is not so nice.” Many 
times it happens like this. They say: “I can write better.”  

But the real thing is when you churn your feelings, the nectarean ocean of your 
feelings – then treasures will come. We should appreciate the service of others. And it is very 
easy when we speak about this theoretically. But, for example, somebody arranges the altar 
with flowers or something, and then you come and rearrange: “No, this is not the way. Only 
the way I want!”  

So we have to appreciate services of others. This is the way shown by the great 
acharyas. And sometimes we can see good examples also, fortunately!  

 
 
 
 

16. Create Vrindavana in your heart 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 13.06.2004, Sofia) 

 
This is how the treasure land of Vrindavana is described: the trees, out of ecstasy, are 

always showering nectar and the flowers are just falling off from the trees. Flowers are just 
pouring down like flower offerings from demigods from the sky. This is the way how the 
trees and the plants are expressing their devotion to Krishna – they bring flowers, they bring 
fruits. 

You are just like a tree. Where are your flowers and fruits? You have to grow in 
spiritual life and be fruitful. To have something to offer to Krishna.  

Even trees were showering flowers upon Krishna when He was passing by. And you 
know, in India there are so many different plants and trees, and birds, and animals! According 
to the vision of the vaishnavas, everything is connected to Krishna. There are some special 
trees, which can blossom only after they are touched by a loving lady, lady in love. Others 
blossom only during the night. Another tree is black like Krishna… and so many others…  

And the birds also; because trees without birds are not nice. Everybody knows that 
Shuka means parrot. But Shuka is a he-parrot. And Shari is the she-parrot. Parrot is always 
repeating, always talking. But the spiritual parrot is talking about Radha and Krishna. And 
you know, sometimes people keep parrots as pet animals; they can learn human voice, human 



words. Therefore it is very dangerous if you have secrets to have parrots. Because you speak 
your secret only to a selected few, but if the parrot hears, then he will say it. 

Still, Radharani and Krishna were using the parrots as messengers. Because they can 
tell the message! If the bodies are limited, obstructed from meeting, messengers can help. 
Sometimes you can have human messengers, but sometimes even this is forbidden or 
impossible.  

Our hearts and souls are just behind high and thick walls. You cannot push through 
these stones. But if you let your parrot free, he can fly above the walls. So, send a messenger 
to Krishna! And He will send also a messenger to you.  

Vrindavana is full of miracles. And, you know, this is very strange, but is mentioned 
that the trees have precious stones under their roots. I never understood this verse – until… 
Did I tell you the story? …Until once I was doing parikrama in Vrindavana. Parikrama 
marga8 is going all around Vrindavana. We were visiting the different places and the different 
lila  spots of Krishna. Previously it was a dirt road and then they started to pave it – with 
bricks! – which makes it very difficult to go, because in the dirt usually you go barefoot, and 
it takes minimum two – two and a half hours, but you go fast, you need to go fast! Sometimes 
you see only the dirt. But once after finishing the big circle I was just approaching the ashram, 
still on the parikrama marga, and you know, while chanting I was just looking down. And all 
of a sudden there was some little precious stone. I could not believe my eyes! Because that 
part of parikrama marga was crossing pile of garbage. And there was this precious stone! So 
maybe Krishna was trying to impress: yes, under the roots of Vrindavana trees there are some 
precious stones. Sometimes these little things make you think and believe what is written in 
the shastras or in the books. 

The goswamis, in such a beautiful setting, were always worshiping Radha and 
Krishna. This is also an important point to remember. Nature is beautiful; but without the 
devotees, it is a frozen beauty. Maybe one place is hellish; but if the devotees are there, it 
becomes heaven. Because of the vibration and the atmosphere that a pure devotee brings. So, 
you all should create such a vibration in your respective areas. In your families, in your 
homes, in your ashrams, in your hearts. Create a Vrindavana in your heart. Because in 
Vrindavana you cannot do anything else than worship Radha-Krishna.  

You know, there the riksha-drivers are very famous. Sometimes these riksha-drivers 
are so poor, that they do not even have a ring bell. The whole riksha is falling apart, but still 
they try to earn their money by this. And without having a ringing bell on the very small road 
– they have very small roads – and quite many people, and their traffic is chaotic, so without 
this… You can imagine what is happening – thousands of pilgrims are moving on very 
narrow streets and the rikshas are coming. So when they want to give a sign, a signal that “I 
am coming!”, they say “Radhe, Radhe!” Even the riksha-driver makes you to remember 
Radha.  

Or – they also have these graphites in Vrindavan, Vrindavan graphites. Here certain 
stupid things are written on the walls; there: “Always remember Radha!” Next wall: “And 
never forget Her!” Only auspicious marks are there. In such a surrounding it is very easy to 
remember and worship. But it is said, it is more glorious to create Vrindavana atmosphere 
somewhere else.  

And they were talented; the goswamis were very much talented. And you are also 
talented! Use your talents for the best purpose – to give people this treasure of divine love. 
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17. Devotional practices 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 13.06.2004, Sofia) 

 
The main practice of the goswamis was to chant and to offer dandavats. Shrila Puri 

Maharaj mentions something about the dandavats of the goswamis.  He mentions that 
Raghunath das Goswami was chanting some twenty-two hours a day and for his personal 
maintenance he had one - one and a half hours, including eating – if he was eating at all – and 
sleeping. And he was offering one thousand dandavats every day. Puri Maharaj says: “Today 
people are so weak, they cannot offer one thousand dandavats.” Just try, calculate – how 
much time does it take and how many devotees you must meet every day to offer one 
thousand dandavats?! Therefore Puri Maharaj says: “You westerners have only one chance – 
this is the holy name. Chant!” and he says: “But loud!”  

These practices make you humble. Offering dandavat when meeting a superior or 
entering a temple - we should not be negligent. If we offer our atman in a humble way, then it 
is an expression of our inner feelings.  

The goswamis’ precious time was spent like this: Chanting for themselves and for the 
benefit of others, churning the scriptures, associating very deeply in a spiritual way – and in 
this way they were able to overcome sleeping and eating. And they always had smaranam. 
First shravanam and kirtanam, and then smaranam. Talking, learning, understanding; and 
then remembering.  

And if you have spent some years in Bhakti, you will have so many things to 
remember. For example, this time we are here just few days, two or three days. But it is just 
like an eternity. Few days – and so many things are happening! So, there is a lot to remember. 
Once Shrila Shridhara Maharaj was looking out of his terrace. And you know what he may 
see there – the jungle. But he said: “Ah, there are so many things that remind me of 
Mahaprabhu!” You see only the trees and something green, but to him everything is 
reminding of Mahaprabhu.  

This is the vision that we were discussing: “If a devotee sees Me everywhere and sees 
everything in Me, I am never lost for him.” Do not be satisfied by seeing the form; try to get 
the essence.  

The goswamis had full ecstasy. And this was a kind of mad ecstasy. But at the same 
time they were charmed by devotion. 

Question of Hari-lila: Many times I have heard that we have to chant aloud. Why 
aloud? My understanding is that every connection is unique. When we want to call somebody, 
it is not necessary every time to shout, we might say the name tenderly and whispering.  

Tirtha Maharaj: It is possible, yes. Still, who is the main authority on chanting? 
„Namacharya Haridas Thakur - ki jay!” You say this every day! You should know what you 
are saying! He is the nama acharya – acharya, spiritual master, teacher of the holy name, how 
to chant. And what was his practice? He was chanting three hundred thousand names every 
day. One hundred thousand in full voice, aloud; one hundred thousand quietly; and one 
hundred thousand in the mind. What for what? The third one, the chanting in the mind, was 
for his inner peace, peace of mind. The second one hundred thousand in a low voice was for 
his spiritual benefit – to purify himself. And the first one was to purify others. Because the 
holy name has good effect on everyone. So, if you have the capacity to chant as Haridas 
Thakur, you can follow this.  

But chanting together, loud, like singing – this multiplies the power. But, I agree, this 
is a personal meditation. You have to find your way how to express your feelings. Sometimes 
you cry out loud: “Krishna!” Other times in intimate moments you just whisper: “Krishna…” 
So it depends on your mood and so many other things. But this is the idea, that there are 
different levels of chanting. And we should practice this; and that also.  



Ramvijay: Sadhu Maharaj was commenting the chanting also. Because I asked him 
the same question: “Is it good to chant aloud?” Because he was very much disturbed by this 
chanting in the room with different voices and said: “Nobody is chanting like this in 
Vrindavana! You even don’t have to move your tongue!”  

Tirtha Maharaj: Yes, but where do you live...? 
 
 
 
 

18. How to approach the holy dhama9 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 13.06.2004, Sofia) 

 
In the song “Shad-goswami-ashtaka” the places, visited by the goswamis, are 

mentioned in a reversed order. First is mentioned Radha Kunda; then Yamuna; and then 
Vamshi Vata. Usually we should approach opposite direction. First you understand what is 
Vamshi Vata, then you come to the bank of the Yamuna, and may be after some lifetimes we 
come to Radha Kunda. This is your way, this is your sequence. And what is the goswamis’ 
sequence? They start form Radha Kunda. And in order to capture you, they come back, so to 
say they go “down” to Vamshi Vata. Of course, Vamshi Vata is very high! 

I think we were discussing what is Vamshi Vata? No?! How is it possible?! Then how 
can we discuss Radha Kunda, if we did not discuss Vamshi Vata? What is the meaning of the 
name Vamshi Vata? “Vata” is a tree. And “vamshi”? Vamshi, vamshuli, venu, murali is flute. 
So this is the flute tree, or you can say: the tree of the flute. This is not far from the 
Gopishvara Mahadeva temple. Mahadeva is Shiva. Shiva is protecting the dhama - only for 
authorized persons. First you offer prayers and ask the blessings of Gopishvara – Shiva; and 
then you can enter the dhama. That also means that he is standing outside, at the door, but 
protecting what is inside. And just a few steps away from this temple, there is the Vamshi 
Vata tree and temple. During Krishna’s time this tree was there already and after some time, 
of course, the tree was broken, but one branch was put again into the earth and now this 
branch is just growing. So somehow the same tree is preserved. This temple is surrounded by 
a wall. This was the place, where Krishna was playing the flute to invite the gopis. So this is 
only the invitation. Still, on the wall they have a picture of the rasa dance: one Krishna – one 
gopi – one Krishna – one gopi: all over. And the pujari every morning brings a big picture of 
the rasa dance out from the temple and places it under one tree. Under the other tree there is 
something very sweet. There are little figures like this – the gopalas sitting in one circle and 
eating their breakfast in the company of Krishna. And the floor of this temple – yard actually, 
it is open – is paved with marble. What do you think, what is the color of the stones? Black 
and white, yes. This is a very beautiful place for japa meditation; you just go around and you 
have the full absorption. As I was walking around there, I could see some little silver drops in 
the stones. I was thinking: “What is this?” I am not a geographer or a geologist. If I was, I 
would say: “Well, you know, this is a kind of metal pieces inside the stone” and give a 
scientific explanation. But I think, in Vrindavana nobody would be satisfied with a scientific 
explanation – analyzing the chemical substance of the stone… So finally I came to the 
conclusion, that these must be the teardrops of the gopis, who are dancing with Krishna, 
waiting for Krishna. 

In Vrindavana you cannot escape realizations. Even if you want, it is not possible. 
This is Vamshi Vata – where Krishna extends invitation for you. And then you can go further 
to Yamuna and to Radha Kunda. But this is far away, so let’s stay in Vamshi Vata.  

                                                 
9 Dham – land, abode 



 
 
 

19. Darshan10 with the saints 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 13.06.2004, Sofia) 

 
Fortunately, we have many saints. And it is very useful to pray to them, because they 

can extend protection and guidance to us. Actually this is the way to come in contact with the 
superior devotees: commemorate their days, pray to them and meditate on them. So if 
somebody receives darshan with the six goswamis, this is not some strange voice or some 
ghost miracle. But this is one certain level of reality. So I wish you could have a darshan with 
the goswamis, because they will tell you how to surrender to Radha-Krishna’s service. For 
example, just imagine, if you meet the goswamis – what would you ask? 

Hari-lila: I would ask them to give me the goal of life.  
Tirtha Maharaj: The goal of life a devotee should understand during one week 

maximum. If you seat on the lectures for years and you don’t know what is the goal of life, it 
is your mistake. But how to achieve that goal – this is the question. And that we have to learn, 
inquire, search. So if you meet the goswamis, ask them in tears: “How can I achieve the goal 
of my life?” But many times people think: “Well, if I meet the goswamis, of course I would 
behave like this.” But when you meet a pure devotee, when you meet your guru, what do you 
ask? “I have this material problem – can you solve it? I have no money – can you help me? I 
have no husband – can you help me? I have a husband – can you help me?” Gramya-katha, 
and not krishna-katha. Then you meet the goswamis and say: “Hey, I have this and this 
problem – can you help me?”  

Do not be stupid, just like the old lady. Once there was an old lady. Her dharma was 
to carry wood on her shoulders. She was simple-minded and she was always praying to Lord 
Narayana. One day she was carrying a very heavy load. So heavy, that she had to stop and put 
it down a little bit, to take some little rest. And when she wanted to start again, she was 
watching the big pile of wood and she said: “Ah, my God! It is impossible to lift it again.” 
And she started to cry and pray: “O my Lord, O Narayana!” She was praying so 
heartbreakingly that Narayana appeared. “You were calling for Me, o my dear daughter. What 
can I do for you? Your prayers are so deep and so sincere – I will fulfill your desire, whatever 
you want”. And she said: “Can You put this load back on my shoulders?” Narayana said: 
“Yes,” put back the load and disappeared.  

So, if you meet Narayana, do not ask your load back on your shoulder. Do not be 
stupid, do not waste time. 

 
 
 
 

20. Dynamic harmony 
(B.K.Tirtha Maharaja’s commentary on the song “Radha-Krishna Prana Mora” (part 1), 

09.2007, Ahtopol) 
 

“The Divine Couple, Radha and Krishna, is my life. Whether I am living or dying, 
beyond Them I have no other shelter. On the banks of the Yamuna river, under the short 
kadamba trees, on a brilliant jewel-bedecked throne I will sit my Divine Couple. I will smear 
Their dark and bright bodies with sandalwood pulp and I will fan them nicely. When I will be 
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able to see Their beautiful faces, resembling the moonshine?! I will make a flower garland 
from malati flowers, I will hang it over Their necks and to refresh Their lotus flower lips, I 
will offer Them tambula enhanced with camphor. With the agreement of the sakhis, led by 
Lalita and Vishakha, I will serve Radha and Krishna’s lotus feet. The servant of the servants 
of Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, this Narottama das, is hankering when he will be able to serve the 
Divine Couple.”  

Let me go little step by step on this topic. Why this song is very instructive? Because it 
leads us through the different steps of devotional service. First of all: “The Divine Couple 
Radha and Krishna – They are my life.” Jugala Kishora is the young Radha and Krishna 
meeting, when They come together. Not in old form, not in old age like coming on a stick – 
no, when They are fresh, when They are beautiful like anything. This divine meeting is my 
worshipable object. 

From this first sentence we can understand, that we are not monotheists. At least two – 
Radha and Krishna. So we are duo-theists. And why, why should we enhance monotheism? If 
we see the ultimate divine principle only as one, that is boring. It is universal, it is ultimate, 
but not so much diversity is manifested in that unified ultimate principle. But if we are able to 
see this ultimate divine principle as the unity between Beauty and Love, then the dynamic 
harmony will appear. It sounds a little theoretical, right? Dynamic harmony appearing in our 
life – what does it mean?! Simply that Radha-Krishna are my life – I love them so much. 
Because They are persons, They are mine! I can love Them, because They are mine! I cannot 
love a principle – that is really theoretical, sterile.  

So this verse leads us from theory to practice. And what is the result of your practical 
faith? “Whether I live or die, You are my shelter.” That means, you will live. But that also 
means, you will die. Yet to live means to live in a different manner; and to die for Them – it 
also means in a different manner.  

What type of life you can expect if you dedicate your life to Krishna, to Radha-
Krishna, to Jugala Kishora? What do you think?  

Kripadham: Dangerous happiness.  
Tirtha Maharaj: Dangerous happiness?! This is the dynamic harmony! 
Lokanath: Life full of suffering.  
Tirtha Maharaj: And you are telling this with a smiling face?! This is the dynamic 

harmony. So, you can see that this is uniting the opposites. He is telling happily that this life 
is suffering. While others will say: “I’m so happy” in tears. To unite the opposites: black and 
white together. To unite Beauty and Love. How is that? Is that opposition?! It is really a big 
opposition, because they are competing with each other. Who is the ultimate principle, who is 
the greatest: Beauty or Love?  

So, this type of life we can expect if we dedicate our life to Krishna, Radha-Krishna: a 
life of competition, a life of suffering, a life of death. This is very similar to material life; what 
is the specialty, what is the difference with it? Why should we practice it, if this is what we 
can expect? Let’s use this great principle to see the reflection in the mirror. So, this is the 
conclusion of life that we came to; let’s see what’s in the mirror, what is death. Because 
“while I am living or dying, I take Your shelter, You are my shelter.” What is devotional 
death? Devotional death means that we shall die for ourselves. And as soon as we die for 
ourselves, we are born on a higher platform for others. This principle is die to live. Devotional 
death means to be born for the real life. Therefore this is a big transition period when we die 
for ourselves and we take birth for God’s sake. Usually everyone is afraid of death; and many 
people are afraid of life also these days. But I think we should be enthusiastic for this shift, for 
this change. 

This is what we can expect: “Whether I live, whether I die – They are my shelter.”  
And to have a shelter – this is very unique and extraordinary chance in life. If you have a 



protector, it does not mean that you do not have to work, but you can be sure of your success. 
Where is my shelter? Where we can find that divine protection? In dynamic harmony – die to 
live.  

And then, immediately as soon as you have taken shelter, you will make a quantum 
leap. Is that physics or metaphysics? The next verse is the quantum leap: “On the bank of the 
Yamuna river, under the small kadamba trees, I will put the Divine Couple on a bedecked 
throne.” Quantum leap means an unexpected change, with big energy coming. So, you have 
taken shelter and immediately your mentality is projected into Vrindavana. This is a real 
quantum leap. Why? Because it is a big jump in your standard of life. Before my problem was 
how am I to pay the bills and now my problem is where are Krishna’s earrings. Before I was 
searching for money; now I am searching for earrings. Problem is little similar, but essentially 
different. So, bhakti means it’s not that our problems are finished, we shall have problems, 
but on much higher and much different platform.  

Question of Krishna-katha: In the beginning we were discussing that the divine 
world is also based on dualities like bright and dark, Goddess and God and like this. And we 
know that this material platform is also a dualistic one, so what is the similarity between the 
two? 

Tirtha Maharaj: There is no real similarity, because this world is only dark. This is 
the only resemblance. But from a more philosophical point of view we can say that in 
dualities or multiplicity of the world on material platform the beauty and the diversity of the 
divine world is reflected, but in a shortened, in a little distorted form. Therefore it is forbidden 
to equate the two. We should not miss one for the other. 

 
(to be continued) 
 
 
 
 
 

21. Shining like moonlight 
(B.K.Tirtha Maharaja’s commentary on the song “Radha-Krishna Prana Mora” (part 2), 

09.2007, Ahtopol) 
 

 “I will sit the Divine Couple on a brilliant bedecked throne.” What is this throne? 
This should be our hearts. This is the practical duty of a devotee – to purify the heart so much 
so that it should be polished, it should be brilliant plus bedecked with jewels. Not a simply 
polished throne; it should be bedecked throne. What is the polish? And what are the jewels? 
The polish is the chanting and the jewels are the qualities – devotional qualities. There are so 
many, more than two dozens devotional qualities of a vaishnava. So, this is the bedecked and 
polished throne.  

“I will be smearing Their dark and bright bodies with sandalwood paste. And I will 
fan Them with chamara” This also means that the service is not directed only to one person; 
both of Them are served. And if we make one happy, the other also becomes happy. Or if you 
make the other happy, the first also becomes happy and satisfied. This is a good chance – if 
you have some shortage, if you have some problem with one, you can go to the other; and 
vice versa.  

And why sandalwood pulp? Because it cools the bodies. This is an offering for the 
highly respected persons. Plus – I will fan them with a chamara. And we should know that in 
certain aspects chamara is reserved for prema-bhakti. Chamara you cannot offer to anyone. 
This is not only a royal symbol; or a tail of a yak. This is a divine offering to Radha and 



Krishna. Usually chamara is offered to the kings, right? But here it is offered to the King of 
Love. So that shows that the king is Love, Divine Love. Of course, always put Divine Love. 
Because it again cools the body. And if you offer the white chamara to the black God, then 
you make Him remember the white Goddess. And if you offer the peacock feathered fan to 
the white Goddess, then you make Her remember the dark Lord, who always has a peacock 
feather in the hair as an ornament.   

“When I will be able to see Their beautiful faces, resembling the moonshine?!” 
Moonlight is a message for the soul. Here it is plural: faces, resembling the moonshine. How 
is this possible?! Have you ever seen a black, dark moon? Something is wrong. Please, 
Narottam das Prabhu, there is something wrong! Only one face is like the moonshine; the 
other face is different. What are you talking about?!  

Lokanath: The dark side of the moon.  
Tirtha Maharaj: Well… That also is a very profound explanation… But I thought 

that although Love is the king, maybe Beauty is the queen. Hahaha! Now you are on the 
hook! Because you want to say: “Tirtha Prabhu! There is some problem, there is some 
mistake!” But this is dynamic harmony: when the black beauty is ready to give up His 
blackness and changes into a bright love. And when the bright love is also ready to give up 
Her shine, and She is ready to become black beauty. This is how to unite – not the opposites, 
but how to match the pairs, the different parts. But as both the faces will become shining like 
moonlight, we can understand that the ultimate King plus Queen in one person is Divine 
Love. Because the Goddess overpowers the God. 

“I will make a garland from malati flowers and will put it over Their necks.” Malati 
flower is small, white and very fragrant. Flowers are always expression of respect and love. 
Here this is not respect, it is simply love. So it is used for the best purpose. Sometimes we 
think that if we give a flower to Krishna, in this way we enhance His beauty; but actually we 
enhance the beauty of the flower, by touching it to Krishna.  

To make the Divine Couple, so to say, more beautiful, then we give this tambula with 
camphor – to make Their lips very sweet. What usually people do with the lips? Three 
functions: eating, talking and kissing.. But I do not want to go into details now. Most probably 
the malati garlanded Radha-Krishna are not talking and not eating this time. But let’s stop the 
story now.  

So far it was the high ideals of prema-bhakti. Now comes your reality: “With the 
consent of the gopis, led by Vishakha and Lalita, I will serve the Divine Couple.” So, this is 
our level. Service is our practice, but service with a consent. Sakhi means girlfriend; the 
engagement of the girlfriends is simply to enhance the meeting of Radha and Krishna in 
different ways. This service we should join – to make the Divine Couple more happy.  

Never forget that the goal of bhakti as a process of self-realization is to make others 
happy. The search for happiness is really a search how to make others happy. Search and 
serve others’ happiness.  

So, our service should be given permission, or should be agreed by these high sakhis. 
Because that is a safe way: if we are under control, if we are under direction, then our service 
will be reaching the goal. And what happens if we have no access to Lalita, Vishakha and 
other sakhis? Then what to do? Then it is said: “Narottam das, the servant of the servants of 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu is hankering.” In this way we can have access to the divine blessings. 

And the vaishnava as a principle, as a help, as a protector is very close. So if we find 
our shelter with the vaishnavas, with the holy name, with devotional practices, then these will 
be real shelters. Then they will help us to return to the first line: “Radha-Krishna, Jugala 
Kishora, are my life and death.”  Shall we start the explanation again, from the beginning? 
No, this is not the time for explanations, this is not the time for theories – this is the time for 
practice. 



Question of Prema: After analyzing the last lines, we came back to the first lines, 
staring anew. The question is whether this “die to live” principle, this devotional death 
principle is repeated from time to time or is repeated on different platforms?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Yes. It is easy for the kshatriyas – they die once and achieve 
heaven. It is difficult for the bramins – they die many times for the lower conceptions; as they 
progress they die many times, but finally they achieve perfection. But what about the 
vaishnava? Vaishnava is permanently dying. This is his goal, this is his fulfillment or 
achievement. This is the ultimate rasa, we can say. Permanent death, permanent dying is the 
ultimate rasa. Permanent death. Now you understand something. 

 
 
 
 

22. Who is wise? 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
“Not to disrupt the minds of ignorant men, attached to the fruitive results of prescribed 

duties, a learned person should not induce them to stop work. Rather, by working in the spirit 
of devotion, he should engage them in all sorts of activities (for the gradual development of 
Krishna consciousness).”11 

This verse tells about the wise and about the non-wise. The verse itself is very 
instructive: the wise should not disturb the mind and the mentality of those, who are non-wise. 
From this we can understand that until we want to change the mentality of another person, we 
are not wise.  

But who is a real wisdom person? Who is a real saint; because we expect form a wise 
man to be saintly also. We can say that a saintly person is someone, in whose company others 
also try to behave like saints. Does he give any disturbance to others, such a wise person? 
Sometimes yes, because we are not on the platform to act correctly. Still, as he is tolerant and 
patient enough, and he knows that this is a step-by-step process, in this way he will help to 
change his or her mentality - by herself, by himself! Not that I change the mentality; he will be 
ready to change himself. The wise man is so generous, that he does not want to preserve the 
dignity of changing another person’s mentality; he distributes this dignity to you – you can 
change yourself.  

But what are the criteria of a wise man? This we can understand from the mirror, from 
the reflection. Because what are the criteria of a non-wise? The non-wise is attracted to the 
results, to the fruits. If we examine ourselves: for how long we are attracted to the results of 
our activities! For such a long, long time! Sometimes devotees are laughing at a simple 
attraction, attachment of other people – outsiders, so to say: “Ah, he is attracted to money, he 
is attracted to wealth, he is attracted to success,” or whatever. But if we examine ourselves, 
we can see that we are also attracted and attached to the results of our activities. Right: you 
practice bhakti and you want to become a bhakta. This is an attachment! Or, to be more 
general, you want to be spiritual just to enjoy the spiritual happiness. Or you perform a 
purification rite in order to become purified. And when it does not happen, you are frustrated. 
That means: non-wise. Because the wise man is non-attached. It means: very loving and very 
caring, but not involved.  

Let us become wise! Why should we stay stupid, being limited by the troubles of the 
limited conceptions? Divine consciousness opens the horizons. Just like when your eyes are 
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closed, then somebody will come and with a torchlight of knowledge will open up the blinded 
eyes.  

Real wisdom is the practical capacity to love. Such wise men we all should become in 
order to be able to practice purified divine love.  

And it says: “Do not disturb those, who are attached. But still, be like a good trainer. 
The good trainer knows that this guy will not be able to run the hundred meters in ten 
seconds. But he invests the hope into the guy to train him to run the best according to his 
capacities. Who is the trainer and who is the runner? You should become the trainers for 
yourselves. And you should run. So that you should be able to see the potential in yourself: I 
can run the hundred meters!  But do not wait for other wise men from outside to give you 
disturbance – disturb yourself!  

What is the solution: we should not enthuse people for neglecting their duties, but we 
should help them to perform in devotional mood. If you are your own trainer – push yourself 
to do devotional service. Do not put the spiritual master into the difficult situation that he has 
to push you to do devotional service. Usually guru is not a gendarme – coming with a whip to 
push the devotees for devotional service. We have to feel: dedication to Krishna is good for 
me. Because this verse also shows that activity is the treatment, the cure.  

So, be active in dedication, do not disturb others, but show good example. For actions 
speak louder than words. If we are dedicated to our God-given or guru-given service, people 
slowly, slowly will understand this point. Just to summarize the lecture in one sentence: be 
wise. 

 
 
 
 

23. Worldly and divine platform 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
 

Question of Yamuna: Actually, we always expect the results; it is inevitable. When I 
make a step, I expect to be able to step, not to stumble. At the same time it is said that the 
wise is not attached. But our devotional philosophy has the higher vision that wiser are those, 
who are attached to  divinity. Is it not  a possibility to escape from this kind of being non-
wise, if we are attached to the results, if we change our vision about the results? For example, 
we say: do your best and leave the rest. So, if we can modify our vision towards actions and 
results in such a way that we do our best, but we see the result as a response and gift by God, 
in this way we can find our joy also and our relationship with Him…   

Tirtha Maharaj: Yes, I agree; but if He does not give the results, we should also be 
happy and satisfied. This is the point. Because if we are satisfied only when the mercy comes 
according to our taste, this is selfish. But if you are satisfied if the mercy is coming according 
to His taste, then you are wise.  

There is a spiritual equation, formula: attachment will bring suffering; love will bring 
happiness. Being attached is sweet. Being non-attached is neutral. But being attached to the 
divine is amrita! This is the divine nectar of immortality. Therefore I fully agree that we 
should go beyond our material attachments and come to the divine attachment platform.  

Yamuna: Maharaj, is it a blasphemy to think that what happens to us in this life is 
lila , and part of the divine lila?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, it depends on the level of surrender. A fully surrendered pure 
devotee is part of the divine lila , no doubt. But those, who are not fully surrendered, they will 
meet fear, they will experience fear. And that is not lila . Still, I think we should not equate the 



human, earthly suffering with the divine lila ; this is different. Because that can be a major 
mistake – when we try to pull down the divine, the divinity on the human and worldly 
platform. In this way we forget that God is not only immanent (hiding in the things), but also 
transcendent. Yet, if you want to bring closer your life and divine life, I suggest: surrender 
more and more.  

Question: If we want to decide to correct our mistakes and behavior, this might be 
also an attachment to the results. How can we distinguish between solutions of illusion, 
illusory solutions – or the real solutions, the divine inspiration?  

Tirtha Maharaj: We have a proverb: from one bucket to jump to another bucket – 
this is not a solution. But usually we understand it later: ah, this is the same bucket. But then it 
is too late. Yet, at least after we understand that this was not the real solution. But the real 
question was: how to avoid this situation: jumping from one bucket to the other. The answer 
is very simple: go to a wise man, who will give you trouble. Of course, this is not only a joke. 
To have such a deep conviction that I will follow the instruction even against all my feelings, 
all my knowledge, all my hopes – that is very rare. Those, who can do it, will not only 
survive, but they will win.  

 
 
 
 

24. How to keep a secret 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
What can we do with  a secret? We have three options. First is to search it. The second 

is to keep it. And the third is to distribute it. There is a fourth also, but it will come later… 
Let us focus our attention on keeping the secrets. How to do this? We keep silent. But 

let us remind ourselves the verse: “This knowledge is the king of knowledge; the secret of all 
secrets; this is the most pure knowledge; eternal; can be practiced with happiness; and this is 
the perfection of religion, because by realizing it, it gives direct perception of the self.”12  

„Bhagavad-gita” is called “Gita-upanishad”. And “Upanishad” means “secret 
teaching” – to be preserved, to be limited. Still, this secret knowledge, this secret, is discussed 
between God and His devotee. So, if you have direct conversation with God Himself, then the 
secrets will be revealed to you. Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare 
Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare – this is the way to directly converse with 
God. Yet, in order to preserve the strength, in order to preserve the depth and in order to 
protect the outsiders, this secret should not be revealed to everyone. Why? Because they 
immediately will die if they get this knowledge. Or – they could not appreciate this. Therefore 
the secrets should be preserved. If you have a plan, if you have a secret, do not open it up to 
everyone, because then it will lose the power.  

How to preserve, how to protect a secret? What is your opinion? There is one opinion 
that to protect the secret, we keep silent. Krishna says in the “Gita”: “I am the keeper of 
secrets.” But this is very general way – to protect something by hiding. Give me another 
version – how to protect something. 

Kripadham: If we show it.  
Tirtha Maharaj: Ah! I have a friend who is a preacher. He always tries to inspire 

people to worship God and to remember Him. Once he told me: “I tell them to do this and 
they do not do this! They do the opposite: I tell them to remember and they forget! So I 
decided another way: I will tell them not to remember Krishna. Because if this is forbidden, 
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definitely they will do it.” I did not try, I did not dare to try to follow this advice, this 
example. But sometimes it works: if you say a secret too openly, people will not even 
recognize that this is a secret.  

If we want to hide a secret, where can we hide it? They say, the hearts are very deep in 
order not to read them so easily. But if religion is the inner search for the divine quality 
inside, then this is a secret knowledge, secret teaching. This secret we have to keep and 
cultivate in the heart. Our connection to God Himself should be cultivated as an inner search 
and an inner path. Sometimes we go on pilgrimage and we travel hundreds and thousands of 
kilometers; but actually this path is leading to inside. We start from ourselves, the small false 
ego, and reach to our selves, our real identity.  

Still, to keep a secret, we can encode it also. Some will have the decoder, others will 
not have. Those who have the decoder will understand the deeper meaning; those who do not 
have this device, they will understand something else. So, there is this mantra Hare Krishna. 
Is it coded or not? One opinion says “yes”. Any other opinion? Other opinion says “no!” The 
complete answer is “yes and no”. Anyway you cannot pay the price for this mantra! Therefore 
they make it free. But do not think that this is a cheap mantra! If the essence is hidden here, 
then we should be able to decode the message.  

If mantra – the most sacred formula to reach the absolute goal – is open and hidden at 
the same time, then we should understand that keeping a secret is impossible without 
distributing it. Why? Because philosophy keeps the secrets, but mercy is ready to break the 
codes. 

So, if we want to keep a secret for ourselves, we have to give it to others. Why? 
Because making a secret public will give you the power of secret. It is just like another 
duality. Many people think that without the light there is no darkness; but we can say that 
without the darkness there is no light, without the black there is no white. We can also say 
that without the secret there is no chance to break the codes. Or: without keeping the secret, 
we cannot distribute; because if somebody has not kept this secret for us, then we would not 
have anything to distribute. But we can also say: by distributing the secret, you will have 
more supply, you will have more understanding about the secret, more power will come to us. 
Therefore Mahaprabhu is considered the Merciful Avatar, who has broken the code, who has 
broken all the seals on the door of the treasure house. So to make the secret public the energy 
of mercy is necessary. In this way we can cultivate the secret – by keeping and providing. 

I think you all remember that beautiful story when Ramanuja Acharya was receiving 
the secret mantra from his guru. The guru said: “All right! I know that you are very qualified 
and I am ready to give you this ultimate mantra, by which you can achieve liberation so 
easily. But there is one condition: you should not distribute this mantra to anyone!” Ramanuja 
said: “Gurudev, yes! I will do.” Of course many people understood that the great mantra is 
being given to the acharya now, so people were gathering, coming together. The ceremony 
began, the guru gave the secret mantra, it was such a divine atmosphere… After this 
exhausting ceremony Gurudev was taking a little rest. And all of a sudden what he heard?! 
Big voice from outside, shouting aloud the secret mantra. He was just rushing out from the 
hut and said: “Ah, rascal! What are you doing?! You are distributing! Do you know what is 
the result?” “Yes, Gurudev, I know – eternal hell. But what is eternal hell – if they can 
achieve liberation?! I am ready to go to hell if they can achieve liberation.”  

In this story Ramanuja said twice “yes” to Gurudev. Let us follow his example!  
Keeping the secret and distributing the secret. Of course, Ramanuja was protected, he 

did not have to go to eternal hell. So, if you risk for others, if you risk yourself for others, you 
will be protected. 

 
 



 
25. The keeper and the researcher of the secrets 

(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 
 

The realizations that the devotees have by practicing devotional service is yet another 
secret. Therefore this is not public, you should not advertise your realizations. But in the 
appropriate circle, under guidance, under divine protection, we can open up the secrets to very 
few – just to check if they are proper or not. The perfection of religion is to have a proper 
understanding of our limited self and of divinity. 

Question: What is the quality of the keeper of the secrets and the researcher of the 
secrets?  

Tirtha Maharaj: The keeper of the secret must be a wise man, who is not giving 
troubles to others. Although he himself knows very well what should be done, he is patient 
enough. There are two types of keepers of secrets: one is the sweet type and the other is the 
bitter type. The bitter type is gyani: he knows the secrets, but he is a miser, he is not ready to 
distribute it. He says: “I am safe, I do not mind anything else!” The sweet keeper of the 
secrets says: “I do not know anything! I do not understand anything here! But I know them - 
they can help, they are doing, I am just their servant.” Bhakti Vaibhava Puri Maharaj 
describes that generally vaishnavas are the Haribol Sampradaya. If a question of philosophy 
comes, devotees will say: “Haribol! Let us take some prasadam!”  

So, the Haribol Sampradaya is the sweet keeper of the secrets, it is not the bitter one. 
But anyway, it does not mean that they are stupid. It is not a problem if you are stupid at the 
beginning. But if you remain like that, it does not give too much honor to your guru.  

The researcher also should be qualified. Of course there are many qualifications, but I 
do not want to go into too much detail for the keeper of the secrets. And the researcher must 
also be qualified – he must have the hankering, desire – but high type, killing type of desire, 
yearning. This is called lobha in Sanskrit; if we have this yearning, then of course we shall 
meet other standards also, we shall follow the rules. But we can summarize the quality of the 
searcher in one word:”yes”. Or if you want to say two words: “yes, Gurudev”. You have to 
keep the search alive. 

Dani: How to keep it alive? 
Tirtha Maharaj: By not reaching it.   
How to keep it alive? Associate with the real searchers. Associate with those, who 

really want to have it, want to achieve that. Therefore it is suggested that we should associate 
with saints, associate with devotees, but especially with those, who do not want to stay here, 
who want to go back home, back to Godhead. 

But there are different levels of association. A disciple can live very close to the guru, 
but it does not mean that he is really close. While others might live very far away, still they 
are fully dedicated. And if the connection is intensive and personal enough, then the master 
will give us a space to live, give us time to experience, give us divine patience to go through 
different levels of our personal progress. Because if you are a short time servant, then the 
master will try to keep you very close. If you are a long term servant: “All right, you can 
come back at any time.” And if you say: “Gurudev, next lifetime we will meet again,” he will 
give you full freedom to do whatever you like. Because there is nothing higher that a disciple 
can offer his guru than “I will come again.” So, if you offer this dedication to your spiritual 
master, just very carefully watch what is his reaction. If he says: “Ah, my God! Again!” Then 
you can withdraw you offer.  

They say that there is a limit that we can reach by our own efforts; but beyond the 
limit we can go only by a special force and that force is mercy. This is the quantum leap of 



devotional service. If you get the energy in the proper moment, in the correct way, in the 
correct doze, then you jump to a higher level. But this is real metaphysics.  

Yamuna: When one is wondering whether to do something or not, there are four 
points to search for his stability: guru, shastra, sadhu and paramatma.  

Tirtha Maharaj: Hridoy, heart. 
Yamuna: My question is for those rare cases when guru says one thing and the heart 

says another thing. I know that principally advice is to follow … 
Tirtha Maharaj: Guru. 
Yamuna:.. but can a disciple plead to his guru not to take as an offence that this time 

he will follow the heart, especially if such situations happened to his guru as well?  
Tirtha Maharaj: Well, the guru’s life is his business. And what he was going through 

is his business. We should not imitate, we should follow. There is a long story and now it is 
too late; I do not want to start that story, describing this situation very precisely, when even 
the demigods were coming and telling to the disciple: “Ah, you just do it, your Gurudev was 
doing the same in this case.” And finally he says: “No. He told me not to do that.”  

But recently some devotees asked me: “What can we do if the guru is too heavy?” So 
much so, that some devotees were leaving the process because he was so heavily chastising. 
And somebody said: “Ah, but I know an occasion when Guru was really quarreling with the 
disciple and then the disciple said: “Gurudev, do not be so heavy!” and then the guru said: 
“Ah, sorry, I was a little heavy.” This is also a question of intimacy. In the shastras it is said: 
to get a chastisement from above is not easy. With an outsider you are very polite: “Yes, 
Prabhu! Ah, Mataji, welcome…” – you are polite. But with a family member you say: “Hey, 
what is this nonsense that you are doing? Stupid city boy!” Inside the family you can quarrel 
freely.  

 
 
 
 

26. From tattva to rasa 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
Most of you are fathers and mothers. So you know how to celebrate a birthday, how to 

make your kids happy – preparing the whole day; and even before, starting to buy different 
presents; baking the cake and hiding everything from the kid. And finally when the moment 
comes, just invite him into the room and then reveal the secrets. This is the way how to 
celebrate a birthday in a very personal way. You can celebrate a birthday – or any occasion – 
in a theoretical way, how it is written in the books of etiquette, how it should be done, by 
rules and regulations. But actually we should put theory into practice.  

First, let us try to think and meditate on how Krishna comes in an official way. And 
then you will see how one day is long, long, long enough to come from theory to practice. Let 
us start with the general theory: 

„Whenever and wherever there is a decline in religious practice, O descendant of 
Bharata, and a predominant rise of irreligion—at that time I descend Myself.”13  

This is the general principle. Why and when God comes? When the dharma, or the 
religion, is declining and irreligion is overwhelming. We might think: “Then let us be 
irreligious, because then we can invite God very quickly.” That is true, He will come soon, 
but with thunder and lightning. Better invite Him in another way, when He comes playing the 
flute, tending the cows. Still to have the information and to know that God comes when it is 
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necessary, this is a very great relief for the practitioners. Because you are not left alone. It is 
not that God had created the world and then left it alone: “Do as you can!” No, He is taking 
care and from time to time He is exercising His power and His mercy.  

Sometimes human beings are so frustrated, that they feel: “In this situation only God 
can help, so He should come!” Therefore they pray to Him to appear. But can we produce an 
overall decline of religion? Can we produce an overall gain of irreligion? Because here He 
speaks about the general, the worldwide situation: “When there is a global decline of religion 
I will come.” Can you produce a global decline of religion? No, you dispose only with your 
private life. So, you cannot produce the general circumstances to push God to appear. 
Sometimes we are able to create havoc in our own heart and soul, in our own small life – so 
much so, that only God can resolve these problems, that we have created for ourselves. But 
whenever divinity appears, a big change is happening. All the inauspicious circumstances will 
change. Time and space, the dimensions are changing. And all of a sudden from hell it 
becomes heaven.  

How it happens – it is described in the next verse. Because it says: „To deliver the 
pious and to annihilate the miscreants, as well as to reestablish the principles of religion, I 
Myself appear, millennium after millennium.”   

„From time to time I come again and again, because I know that the tendencies are 
going down. Still, I don’t give up the hope and don’t give up my duty that I should help you – 
therefore I come from time to time.” This is the reason why He comes – to liberate the pious 
and to overcome the impious. Both parties will achieve His coming. He comes for the 
religionists and for the irreligionists also. Chose your side now. Because He can show 
different faces. He has unlimited faces and one face is very sweet, very charming; the other 
face is more like strong.  

This is the general principle: “I come from time to time to correct the mistakes and 
help those who need.” That means, by the divine influence all the mistakes can be corrected. 
Therefore we should become sadhus, because He comes to liberate the sadhus.  

This is why and how God comes to this earth. And this is also the principle how to 
invite Him into our life, into our private life. So we shall examine these two aspects: from the 
general coming to the specific; from the theoretical coming to the personal; from tattva 
coming to rasa. This is a glorious path – to come from the general to the specific. And I wish 
all good success to all of us to traverse this path, to come from tattva to rasa, from the truth to 
happiness. 

Question of Krishna-katha: How much the world has to become irreligious in order 
God to appear? Because I feel this world is irreligious enough now. Or it happens only yuga 
by yuga?  

Tirtha Maharaj: One name of Krishna is Triyuga – Coming in three epochs. But we 
have four yugas. So, dear Vyasadeva, there is a little mistake! Four yugas and three avatars – 
this is not correct! Yet there is no mistake in this system. Because we can see the presence of 
God in many, many ways. Maybe as yuga avatar He comes in few occasions, but the divine 
presence is permanent practically. He is present here, He is present in Vrindavana, but we 
have to qualify ourselves to see, to perceive this. Therefore our real duty is not to examine 
why and when and how He comes, but our duty is to qualify ourselves to see Him. And to 
create such an environment inside, so that He can permanently reside there. Then it is 
absolutely secondary what is happening outside – whether this is Satya-yuga or Kali-yuga, or 
srishti14, or pralaya15 – it does not really matter. Because the lotus throne of your heart is 
purified and He is sitting there, the Divine Couple is sitting there. Therefore from theory come 
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to practice. Because what is the situation in the outside world - this is theory; but practice is 
how pure we are to perceive the presence of God, and not to miss His presence. 

The next verse says: “One who knows the transcendental nature of My appearance 
and activities does not, upon leaving the body, take his birth again in this material world, but 
attains My eternal abode, O Arjuna”.  

Those who know will see. One question is whether you could live with Krishna or 
not? But this is tattva. Rasa means: in whose absence you would die immediately. So, from 
tattva we should come to rasa. We can theoretically say: “Yes, I can live with Krishna.” But a 
real dedicated soul has no power to pronounce “I cannot live without Krishna”, because 
meanwhile he dies. This is the big question… Usually people think that love means “I can live 
with this guy.” But actually love means “In his absence I would better die.”  

Yet, the divine nature of God’s appearance is a secret. But the knowers of the secrets - 
they will see. And they will reach the eternal abode of Godhead. Therefore we should become 
practitioners – in order to become visionaries, seers, keepers of the secrets. 

 
 
 
 

27. Goodness, beauty and peace 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
“At the auspicious time for the appearance of the Lord the entire universe was 

surcharged with all the qualities of goodness, beauty and peace.”16 So, when the time comes, 
the auspicious qualities will manifest. It is said that the divine things will wait for their turn. 
We have to pay some price and we have to pay some time in order the divinity to manifest. 
Sometimes we wait twenty, thirty, forty years for joining the devotees. And this is just like 
leaving many, many lifetimes behind, opening our wings to fly. But also we should 
understand that until we do not find our goodness, our beauty and our peace, we have to pay 
more time and more labor to achieve that level. Yet we can be sure, when the time comes, the 
change will also come. When the secret wants to erupt and burst out, it will . Fire is hiding 
under the ashes for a long, long time, but all of a sudden it can manifest again. Sometimes we 
are in a hiding or waiting position, but we should use this time to collect more and more 
energy for the spiritual leap forward. 

So, the entire universe was surcharged with these divine qualities. That means, there 
was a big change, because usually the world is not surcharged with divine qualities, but with 
worldly qualities. And we know all the worldly qualities are limited and painful. Still, when 
Krishna is coming, these limited qualities turn to unlimited, perfect.  

What is a human being? Is it not a small universe? And is it not the universe a big 
human or divine personality? The universe is just like a human body and the human body is 
just like a universe. So if the universe can be surcharged with divine qualities, it is possible 
for the human body, mind, intellect to be also surcharged. The more you invite Krishna, more 
peace, more beauty and more goodness will come.  

“The constellation Rohini appeared, as did stars like  Ashvini. The Sun, the Moon and 
the other stars and planets were very peaceful. All directions appeared extremely pleasing 
and the beautiful stars twinkled in the cloudless sky.”  So, nature has shown her most beautiful 
features: like the stars twinkling on the sky, all the auspicious stars and constellations 
appeared – everything was very harmoniously and auspiciously arranged to show that the time 
is perfect, everything is done in order to receive Krishna. In the same way, if we want to 
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invite Krishna, if we want to have Him in our human universe, we also have to arrange the 
best constellations. 

But we should think why nature was changing. Is it a cause or effect that the natural 
scene was changing? Most probably this was a consequence, because Krishna was ready to 
come and due to the power, due to the sway of His appearance, all of a sudden, without any 
efforts, automatically everything was arranged nicely. So, let the stars on your heart horizon 
twinkle to receive Krishna.  

“Decorated with towns, villages, mines and pasturing grounds, the earth seemed all- 
auspicious. The rivers flowed with clear water and the lakes and vast reservoirs, full of lilies 
and lotuses were extraordinarily beautiful. In the trees and green plants, full of flowers and 
leaves, pleasing to the eyes, birds like cuckoos and swarms of bees began chanting with sweet 
voices for the sake of the demigods. A pure breeze began to blow, pleasing the sense of touch 
and bearing the aroma of flowers.” Again, these are natural scenes and it very peacefully 
describes how beautiful is nature by herself, without any extra efforts. So, be like nature, be 
natural! Nature is naturally pure, naturally nice. Nature, in order to invite Krishna, does not 
really change herself, but shows the best part. Sweet breeze instead of a heavy storm; crystal 
clear water instead of a flood. Be like nature – show the best part of you.  

“And when the brahmanas, engaging in ritualistic ceremonies, ignited their fires 
according to Vedic principles, the fires burned steadily, undisturbed by the breeze. Thus when 
the birthless Lord Vishnu, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, was about to appear, the 
saints and brahmanas, who had always been disturbed by the demons like Kamsa and his 
men, felt peace within the core of their hearts and kettledrums simultaneously vibrated from 
the upper planetary systems.” This is the correct moment when everything is prepared for 
Krishna to appear. And I think we could prepare our hearts, ourselves, our minds to be so pure 
and so peaceful and so beautiful for Krishna to appear there.  

Question: All right, all the nature and all the saints were very pleased, but what was 
happening to Kamsa? He was also expecting Krishna to come, what about his peace of mind? 

Tirtha Maharaj: Kamsa also understood that something is happening outside: too 
much peace is there, too much beauty is there; something is coming. That gave some trouble 
to him: “Ah, something should be done!” And we should not forget, that Kamsa is an example 
of very stabile and very deep Krishna consciousness – he was always conscious of Krishna. 
While expecting His appearance, while He was appearing, after that, he was always conscious 
of the Supreme Lord. Therefore it is not enough to be conscious – Krishna bhakti is 
necessary, the loving mood is necessary.  

Here it is mentioned that the saints were pacified, although before they were harassed 
by the demons. So, when your inner demons are torturing you, just let Krishna come; it is 
enough to expect Krishna to come – you will be peaceful. Krishna bhakti is very powerful; 
even without real manifestation, simply the expectation will change. Somewhere in the 
scriptures it is said, that Krishna is taking care practically of unlimited number of cows, some 
billions. Usually the cows go in front and the cowherd comes at the back. So even before 
Krishna enters your village of heart, millions of cows will come. And even from a distance 
you will see the dust, the powder of dust: “Ah, He is appearing, He is coming!” Then you will 
meet the cows first. And that is a big change – to accept millions of cows in your heart. But 
finally He will also enter. So, only to expect that He is coming – the big change is entering 
your hearts. 

 
 
 
 
 



28. Search, inquire and serve 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
“Just try to learn the truth by approaching a spiritual master. Inquire from him 

submissively and render service unto him. The self-realized souls can impart knowledge unto 
you because they have seen the truth.”17 

In this verse there are three different steps to consider: pranipat, pariprashna and 
seva. That means to observe, to search out, find; then to check, examine; and then to serve. So 
that the transcendental transaction happens, first we have to meet. But meeting is not enough, 
then we have to check. But checking is not enough – we have to serve.  

The first step: the search or the meeting… We can think whether we are searching 
after the guru or the guru is searching after us. I cannot give a full and satisfying answer, but I 
think the best is if somebody is searching for us and we are ready to join. In certain schools 
there are different opinions whether one should do for the spiritual progress or one should not 
do, actively participate or not. Shrila Shridhara Maharaj says that we are more like active 
participants, we agree with the active participation. The example of the cat and the monkey is 
given. The mother cat is carrying the baby in the mouth and the little kitten does not do 
anything, it is just hanging. But the small monkey is actively catching on the mother. What 
happens? In both cases the cub is transferred from one place to another. But what is his 
contribution: simply hanging or catching on? Hanging is for the lazy ones; catching on is for 
the monkey types. Anyway, try to find your mother, who will carry you. Guru is also a 
mother, he will carry you… He or she, she or he – it is difficult to say, but he will carry you 
from this place to a different standard. So, search out and catch on this cosmic traveler.  

What was the opinion of the guru of Shrila Prabhupada about him? Bhaktisiddhanta 
Saraswati had an opinion on Prabhupada when they first met and this was: “He is a good 
listener.” Important quality. We can say a listener is a cat type. But then later on, after few 
decades Shrila Prabhupada became like a tiger - from a small kitten – a tiger - converting 
minimum the half of the world – if not the whole! But we are afraid to come close to a tiger. 
Therefore most of the practitioners, instead of tiger sannyas will take a cat lady, a pet lady as 
a wife. They consider: “Ah, the tiger is too strong for me, better I take a nice cat.”  

But from small kittens – well, I would not say we should become predators – but we 
should become active, we should become mothers if the time will come. To carry the 
subordinates or the dependents through the material sphere – from one side of material ocean 
to the other side of eternity.  

So, the search is the first approach; then the examination. We have to find out a 
spiritual master – or he has to find us – and then we have to understand, to check what is 
going on. The search, the checking, the examination must be there, because the blind 
following and the absurd questioning is also condemned. Still inquiry is necessary to 
understand. In the beginning we are full of questions; later on the questions start to diminish 
and there are two reasons for this. Either you start to understand or you start to not understand 
at all. But this search, this checking goes on for a lifetime. Yet about friendship it is said: first 
check then love. Not the other way round: that first you love and then you check, then you 
reject. First check – then love; first examine – then serve.  

And that is the third quality mentioned in the verse – to serve the higher authority. 
Why should we serve? Because the knowledge and the blessings will come as a result of our 
service. Then due to this divine meeting, due to this divine inquiry, and due to this divine 
service, we shall be able to find divine qualities. And then in the spiritual master we shall find 
what kind of qualities? We shall be able to discover divine qualities in our master.  
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So, we can conclude what is worshipable in the human being. What do we worship in 
a human being? If we come closer to our spiritual master and if we examine him, then we 
shall find some divine qualities and actually this is what we worship in a human being – 
divinity! Then let me ask another question: what do we worship in God? 

Ramvijay: I think the human, human qualities. 
Tirtha Maharaj: I agree. As we worship in the human divinity, we can worship in the 

divine humanity. Because the absolute truth, the supreme transcendental principle cannot take 
birth as a baby to give you happiness and to be bathed in milk and water and whatever! But 
Krishna as a personal God, as a personal friend, lover, or son, or father and mother – 
everything included – He can come. He can take any human qualities, in order to come closer 
to you. And I think this is the most beautiful transaction, the most beautiful dynamic 
harmony: when Divinity comes as human and when human becomes like Divinity. So, let us 
worship Divinity in humans and let us worship humanity in the Divine!  

Question of Premananda: Is it that you should trust your guru and check yourself? In 
a sense not that what is written here you should check, but if it does not manifest in your life. 
You think you do the effort, but it does not manifest - then there is something wrong in the 
way you do it. Is it like this? I am asking because for a western person this checking means to 
analyze. 

Tirtha Maharaj: This is a very good understanding. Analyze yourself. Because there 
are some opinions, let’s say, they propagate in written and in spoken form that if the disciple 
does not feel the ecstasy, immediately he should give up his guru. And I never heard to 
mention that maybe he should work harder! Only give up the guru! But that is true; instead of 
analyzing and discussing and thinking and faultfinding, we should have to apply the method 
more and more, in order to come from the external to the real. 

 
 
 
 
 

29. Running after the Lord 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
 

We have one beautiful prayer, coming from Vaishnava scriptures, and it says: “Om 
ajnana-timirandhasya jnananjana-shalakaya chakshur unmilitam yena tasmai shri-gurave 
namah.” Om means “yes”. This is a positive affirmation that the goal we are searching for 
exists. And this is a prayer to the spiritual master, like an expression, because with the 
torchlight of knowledge he has come and opened up my eyes. Ignorance is due to material life 
- result of illusion. Illusion means you think something to be different and you do not 
recognize something’s real nature. So illusion has these two functions: we mix, we change 
things; and we do not understand things. The spiritual master helps us to recognize things in 
their proper meaning, in their proper value. It is said that it is very fortunate to have a 
protector, to have a master, because he will help us to understand more and more about 
ourselves, about divinity and about the world.  

To be a devotee is a very unique chance in life; because otherwise you would live a 
very normal and very simple life. But in this way you will have a very exciting life, full of 
unexpected things, full of divine experience. And it only depends on us how we should fulfill 
this chance. So we should always take the best opportunity to achieve what is given to us. As 
Krishna comes to protect those, who have surrendered to Him, this is a chance that we can 
always be with Him. Therefore the change in the life of a devotee means that he has lost 



himself for himself or herself. He is not living anymore for himself or herself, but he is living 
for God. In that way you become representatives, you start to represent the line of your 
masters and God Himself. This is responsibility and glory at the same time. Because if people 
will meet you, they will understand and they will see Krishna and guru according to you. 
Therefore we all should be nice representatives of our masters. 

A real master should belong to a lineage. And you all belong to some lineage, for 
example like a family lineage, like a national lineage, like a scientific lineage from your 
teachers. But what is our spiritual lineage? Shrila Prabhupada mentions that the message of 
Krishna can be transmitted by such a lineage that is originating from Krishna Himself. It is 
very logical: if the lineage comes from God, then most probably the message was transmitted 
about God. And if we are connected to such a lineage, we can have a connection to the God 
Supreme.  

It is said that the path, that you cover until you meet Shri Guru is much longer then 
what you have to go from Guru to Krishna. Why? Because they are together! One part of the 
entourage of Krishna is the cows. But there is another entourage – this is the vaishnava. And 
the vaishnava principle proper – this is the pure devotee. Or other times devotees are ready to 
quote the spiritual master. So, if first you get the dust of Krishna, next you get the cows, then 
you get His darshan, and who comes after Krishna? Just like the sequence of the days that we 
are celebrating: first Krishna, then the pure devotee; first the source of energy, then the energy 
itself; first God and then His servant. This is very instructive – how these days are arranged.18 
We should also be like this, always running: “ami to kangala krishna krishna boli…19” – to 
run after the Lord. 

 
 
 
 
 

30. One and diverse 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
Shrila Prabhupada was the chosen one to spread the message throughout the world. 

Just to understand that if you are committed to the message, if you are committed to the 
master, then you can be a chosen one. To be a chosen one – for what purpose, to what caliber 
– it does not matter. You can be a conqueror of the world or you can be a loser; you can be a 
king of a realm or you can be a master of your family – it does not matter what is the scope; 
but if you are dedicated, you can achieve perfection.  

But if we are talking about a pure devotee and if we are talking about Shrila 
Prabhupada, then we should also talk about following. For many following is an official thing, 
a question of affiliation. I saw a picture: a person says: “Shrila Prabhupada said that 
“ISKCON is my body.” So “the organization, that I established, is my body.” Then on the 
next picture the guru, Shrila Prabhupada says: “We are not the bodies!” So what we are 
talking about? For many if you belong officially to a group, you are saved – irrespective of 
your behavior. And now we should not limit this conception to one certain organization 
concerned, but generally people might have this misunderstanding: if I belong to a church, if I 
belong to an organization, if I belong to a certain guru, then I am saved; I can be a rascal, but I 
am safe, because officially I belong there. But this is fake.  

                                                 
18 This is related to the celebration of Janmashtami, the appearance day of Sri Krishna, and the birthday of Srila 
Prabhupada, His pure devotee, which is on the next day. 
19 “I am simply running behing You shouting “Krishna! Krishna!” – from devotional song “Ohe vaishnava 
thakura”by Bhaktivinoda Thakura. 



How can we best glorify Shrila Prabhupada? Once his devotees asked him: “How can 
we please you, Prabhupad? By selling many books? By bringing new devotees? By making 
more money? How can we serve you, how can we satisfy you best?” And he said: “No, no, 
no… You can satisfy me only if you become pure devotees.” So maybe we recognize or we 
see only some material assets or some material chances for service, but he has a different 
vision. And this is our hope – that at least the spiritual master should have a divine vision. 
Then again the question how to satisfy Shrila Prabhupada best? If you, if we all become pure 
devotees. Pure as much as possible. To please Shrila Prabhupada we have to try our best to 
start from the present situation and reach to the divine platform.  

Shrila Shridhara Maharaj identified Shrila Prabhupada as a shaktyavesha avatar. That 
means a special person, anointed with divine shakti, with divine powers. Therefore we can say 
that he was the chosen one to perform that service, to introduce the western world to Krishna 
and to introduce Krishna to the western world.  

Question: It seems that since all the gurus represent the same message they should be 
one. But we see that gurus are diverse and one is attractive, the other is even more attractive. 
How is it? 

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, do not forget that divinity manifests in humans. The unity or 
the oneness of divinity is manifested, reflected in the diversity of humans. Just like the one 
sun is reflected in the many drops of dew. So, I think unity and diversity are the two necessary 
sides of one coin. As we are thinking according to the achintya-bhedabheda-tattva, the 
inconceivable oneness and difference at the same time, in the same way the guru as a 
principle is one and diverse. This is not a uniform. Because guru as a tattva, as a principle, is a 
divine principle; and that divine principle appears in different ways – to come closer to the 
people with different tastes, with different understandings. Actually the diversity of gurus 
serves the purpose to meet or to give a chance of diversity of people. Because the guru is also 
an instrument; he is not simply a human being, or a person, or a divine representative; there is 
a large scale how people understand the spiritual master. But the duty of the disciple is to 
recognize the divine quality in the human. Because if you ask a real spiritual master: 
“Whether you are a divine personality or a human being, a simple bhakta?” I think it is 
obvious what the answer is. Still, our duty is to see the divinity in the person. And as guru is a 
surrendered one and is an instrument of God, He will use the specific person to invoke the 
spiritual impetus, the spiritual desire in us. So one is attractive, the other is even more 
attractive. 

At the same time I feel, as we were discussing the unity and the diversity of the 
masters, we can also discuss the unity and the diversity of the organizations, or groups. One 
mood is cultivated in a certain group of devotees; maybe another mood is cultivated in 
another group – just to invite more people to join Krishna’s family. In this way I think the 
differences are good; they show the different sides of devotional service. And Krishna is not a 
fanatic on water lilies; He likes lotus flowers also. In His garden there are many different 
beautiful flowers; the point is that the flowers should smell good. 

 
 
 
 

31. Omniscience and omnipotence of God 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
The fact that the Lord resides in the hearts of all beings is repeated few times in 

“Bhagavad-gita”. “I am living in the hearts of all beings; from Me memory, forgetfulness and 
knowledge comes; I am the knower of the Vedanta and the creator of the Veda.” So, through 



this living in the heart Krishna exercises His power of omniscience. That means – no secrets 
under the eye of God! However we want to hide - we try to find a place outside where to hide, 
or we try to find a place inside where to hide something – no way! He is there and He is 
conscious of whatever desire, whatever happiness or shortcoming we have. From the eyes of 
God nothing is hidden; anyway nothing is hidden – whatever we do, He knows everything. 
Therefore it is best to surrender unto Him. If we show all our cards, we do not want to hide 
anything, we show all our heart, we have no reservation, again we come to dedication. 
Anyway He knows, better we tell it openly. Krishna knows everything through Paramatma. 

Still, the gopis do have some secrets. And the divine omniscience is very agitated if 
we want to hide something from Him. If something is open, He is not coming; but if 
something is hidden, He wants to see – “What is there? What you try to hide from me?” And I 
tell you, compared to the gopis, material guys are not real hiders. There is no way to hide 
anything here; but there the gopis try to hide their secrets. I think you all feel the heavy 
burden of this question. We can say that Krishna is also hiding; it is not only the gopis, who 
are hiding. He is also a good hider. But you know, a thief knows everything about stealth. So, 
if Krishna is hiding, then He knows where the secrets are hidden. And the gopis – although 
they are, so to say, simple village girls – they have some very sweet and painful secrets. This 
invites Krishna to discover the secrets.  

We can say that Krishna is not all-knowing in Vrindavana. He has some defects; for 
example, He does not understand what kind of feelings the devotees have towards Him. He 
does not understand why the gopis are so much enamored with Him. Therefore He is 
searching these secrets. Do not forget, we started with the search, search for the secrets. But 
then Krishna is also ready to keep the secrets. He is able to invite His servants, able to extract 
the secrets, but He is ready to keep it for Himself. But the wise men say that there is one 
feature of the Supreme, who cannot keep secrets. Do not forget, when Krishna is together 
with His entourage, with the gopis, they dance in circle and they show their backs to the 
outside, they face the inner core of this lotus dance. That means – they keep the secrets inside. 
What is the secret in the rasa-dance, the divine circular dance? This is the Divine Couple in 
the middle.  

Krishna hides the secrets; extracts, but keeps them for Himself. Yet Mahaprabhu is 
unable to keep secrets. His movement is also a dance, but that is a straightforward dance, open 
dance, that everybody can join.  

So, Krishna cannot exercise His power of all-knowledge in Vrindavana. Therefore He 
has to move out of Vrindavana. And sometimes therefore He comes to the planet Earth – to 
perceive the feelings of the devotees. To understand the secrets for Himself and to distribute 
them.  

And what about the divine omnipotence? Is Krishna omnipotent in Goloka 
Vrindavana? Practically when the gopals are together, they feel that they have to protect this 
small Krishna, because He is the smallest, He is the youngest and He is the weakest. 
Sometimes they tell Him: “Wait, I will do. You are so small, you are so weak, I will protect 
you.” All right, it is easy to accept weakness in a friendship. But what about love affairs? In a 
friendship you do not lose if you show your weakness. But if in a real loving exchange you 
show your weakness – then you are weak! And we can see that the gopis only search for 
Krishna; but Krishna is running after the gopis. This is the big difference. 

Krishna in Vrindavana is neither omnipotent, because He has lost His power due to 
Radhika’s, Lalita’s and Vishakha’s intrigue; and He has lost also His omniscience because He 
does not really know the secrets, gopis are hiding their real secrets from Him. Then what can 
He do? He says: “I have no place here! I cannot be the boss, I cannot be the omniscient, the 
omnipotent God here. Better I take a humble position.” 



Yamuna: I have a question about the jealousy of the gopis. Because we know as in 
rasa-lila dance that they are supporting the dance between Radha and Krishna, their love 
affair… 

Tirtha Maharaj: Transcendental love affair. 
Yamuna: … but at the same time they personally have direct feelings towards 

Krishna. And they personally have direct feelings towards Radhika. So how do they manage 
this being in love with the beloved of your girlfriend?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Actually this is not the same. Radhika is dancing with Svayam-
Bhagavan Krishna and the gopis are dancing with multiplied expansions. You can check in 
“Chaitanya Charitamrita”; all the different Vaibhava-Prakasha, Vaibhava-Vilasa, Prabhava-
Prakasha, Prabhava-Vilasa expansions are explained and there you will find the answer to 
your question.   

Yamuna: So, no place for jealousy, transcendental jealousy?   
Tirtha Maharaj: There is a place, even between the different rasas there is a kind of 

jealousy, because everybody wants to posses Krishna. They want to have His company in 
their group, in their rasa, in their mood. It also shows that possessive love is higher than 
selfless love. At the same time, Krishna is able to create harmony even between the opposing 
rasas. Therefore we, on the planet earth, if we have some opposition, Krishna is the clue, the 
key to resolve that opposition and unite devotees.  

 
 
 
 

32. Respective qualities (sannyasi) 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol- part 1) 

 
 “The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: “Fearlessness; purification of one’s 

existence; cultivation of spiritual knowledge; charity; self-control; performance of sacrifice; 
study of the Vedas; austerity; simplicity; nonviolence; truthfulness; freedom from anger; 
renunciation; tranquillity; aversion to faultfinding; compassion for all living entities; freedom 
from covetousness; gentleness; modesty; steady determination; vigor; forgiveness; fortitude; 
cleanliness; and freedom from envy and from the passion for honor—these transcendental 
qualities, O son of Bharata, belong to godly men endowed with divine nature.”20 

Now we have got a clear picture. „These verses describe somebody else, it is not me!” 
Therefore we can say that “Bhagavad-gita” or the teachings, given by Krishna, are also one of 
the best methods of self-analysis and character building. Because here everything is specified 
– clear picture: what is divine nature, what are divine qualities. It is not: “Just think a little bit 
and everything is all right. Just say that you are a Krishna bhakta and then everything is 
done.” No, it is very clear: if you meet this standard, you belong to the divine nature; if you 
do not have these qualities, you have to improve yourself.  

But again, we should read between the lines, behind the words. Because you might 
think that this is only a long list of different qualities, taken from here and there, and there is 
no system, no structure behind. But that is absolutely not true. Krishna is a well-structured 
eloquent speaker. He is catching the attention and very precisely describes what He wants.  

So, first He quotes certain sets of qualities. Sets of three. Like: abhayam, sattva-
samshuddhi and gyana – fearlessness, purification of one’s existence and cultivation of 
spiritual knowledge. Actually He is describing these qualities first according to the spiritual 

                                                 
20 “Bhagavad-gita”16.1-3 



orders. He starts from the top; these qualities belong to the sannyasis: fearlessness, purifying 
the self and cultivation of knowledge.  

What does it mean to be fearless? In the Upanishads, which are the gyana section of 
the Vedas, it is described that those, who have fully surrendered, will have no fear. Those who 
have fully and completely surrendered themselves under the divine protection and the divine 
will – they will experience no fear. Whatever comes they will know and they will be sure that 
this is for their benefit. Everybody will say: “Yes! It is nice!” But when the demons are 
coming to you, do you still have this fearlessness? When the stars and the sun and the moon 
are falling off from the sky, will you still have that fearlessness? When the earth is just 
trembling under your feet, will you still have that fearlessness? When the fantasy that you are 
living in lies in pieces on the earth, will you still have that fearlessness?  

So, fearlessness should be practiced by sannyasis. And what does it mean sannyasi?  
Yamuna: The renounced order of life. It is said that the bramins are the teachers of 

society and sannyasis are the teachers of the bramins.  
Dani: Whoever has dedicated himself to God.  
Tirtha Maharaj: Yes, in this sense we should all become sannyasis; but not on social 

or spiritual order, because then who will take care of the next generation? Actually sannyas is 
not only renunciation, because that is dry; but it is dedication, because that is sweet. Until we 
think that we can renounce, first of all this is illusion; second this means that you work from 
your own power. And our power is limited. But if we surrender and we enjoy Krishna’s 
protection, His power is unlimited. “Mahatmanas tu mam partha daivim prakritim ashritaha 
– the mahatmas, the great souls, enjoy the protection of the divine nature.”21  

Fearlessness is next to purification of the self, sattva-samshuddhi. We can also 
interpret it as bhava-samshuddhi, to purify the feelings. Here it is mentioned sattva-
samshuddhi; sattva means existence, samshuddhi means perfect purification. Purification of 
our existence goes very well with fearlessness. And ultimately we can say that purification of 
the existence is purification of the feelings. 

And finally gyana, or the cultivation of spiritual knowledge – this belongs to the duties 
of sannyasis. 

 
(to be continued) 
 
 
 
 

33. Respective qualities (grihastha&brahmachari) 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol- part 2) 

 
(continues from the previous issue) 
 
“Good! This is not for us! I am not a sannyasi, so I do not have to be fearless, I do not 

have to purify my existence and knowledge is too complicated for me! Haribol!” All right, if 
you think that you can escape, then let us take the next set. If this is delivered to the 
sannyasis, let us see what is given to the grihasthas. “Charity, self-control, performance of 
sacrifice.” Is that a better set? “It is so strict, just like for the sannyasis! Plus, I have some 
extra trouble with my family – to maintain, to earn money, to raise the kids… Ah, I am so 
troubled! I thought that if I escape sannyas it would be easier, but then I am on the hook!”  

                                                 
21 “Bhagavad-gita”9.13 



What does it mean charity? Well, once Tripurari Maharaj gave definition of donation. 
He said: “If you give some amount of money, when you feel “sst”- this is the good limit.” 
When it is a little difficult. But is it simply concerning money? No. You cannot think that by 
little donation you can buy Krishna, or guru, or vaishnava, or mercy. Anyway money is given 
to you by Him. This is just like the air – a divine energy. So far air is free, there is no tax on 
air, on breathing. I hope nobody is listening, because I do not want to give ideas to the tax 
office. Donation is just like dedicating yourself. Because our money is our second self, we 
love it so much, we like to embrace it, we like to calculate it, we cherish it so much – just like 
ourselves. Right? So if you give your second self to Krishna, you will train yourself to give 
your first self also. But usually this is a touchy question – money. Because you might think: 
“Well, I am a pure, no – I am a poor vaishnava, the other is more wealthy, so I am happy that 
he can give. These donations are not for me, I cannot!” But Bhaktivinod Thakur was very 
strict: “If you do not have money, give your time. If you do not have anything, give a little 
ashes!” So, this is not the amount, this is not the quantity – something we should give. 
Because in this way we shall train ourselves that we should serve Krishna somehow, we 
should serve the divine purpose somehow. But again I shall say that we should not be satisfied 
if we can donate a little amount for the mission and then we tick: “All right, it is done, my 
service is done.” No, it is not enough. 

Then self-control. “Yet I have taken wife not to control myself, but to enjoy life! I am 
not a sannyasi, please! That’s more complicated!” And then – sacrifice. “I am working hard, 
day and night, and I have to make sacrifices?! That’s too much! Krishna, you demand too 
much!” From this we can understand that there is a big difference between grihamedhi and 
grihastha. Grihamedhi means enjoyer and grihastha means he is well established - stha, who 
is standing, good standing in the family order. Family life is not a license to be lazy or to 
escape the difficulties; it is more responsibility there. Because then you are not responsible 
only for yourself, but also for your family.  

“All right! This grihastha order is very difficult, very complicated. Let’s see what is 
there for the brahmacharis.” The sannyasis and the grihasthas have taken all the difficult 
services; now what is left for the brahmacharis? “Study of the Vedas, austerity, simplicity.” 
“Ah my God! Again this is not the happy life! Learning all the time these complicated Vedas 
in this Sanskrit language that just breaks my tongue! Then this tapasya! Cold water! Sleeping 
on the floor! Eating only when the guru says: “Eat!” My God, take care of the brahmacharis! 
And to be simple. But life is so complicated! And I have such a complicated mind! Maybe 
this brahmacharya is also not for me…”  

It is obvious that there is no easy life, no escape from difficulties, from trials, from 
chances for service, from responsibility. In whatever position we are, it does not really matter, 
because actually we are trying to reach the same goal. 

We should try to manifest and to realize these qualities in our lives. If we are 
brahmacharis, then we should be real ones, not only brahmacharis in the name. If we are 
family members, we should take it very seriously. Or if somebody is a sannyasi, he should be 
very honest and very chaste. The problems start when there is a mixing of the orders: when 
the sannyasis start to live an easy and wealthy life, just like grihasthas; and when the 
grihasthas are expected to live like ascetics. So, we should not mix the orders, but whatever 
place we take in the society – in divine or material gradations – we should be very honest, 
very simple, very natural and very strong in our position. Then it would be easier to manifest 
the further qualities like ahimsa, telling the truth, est. – there are so many.  

If we analyze ourselves whether we have a little part or the majority of these qualities, 
then we can understand our position. This is not a question of rasa, this is a question of tattva. 
So if we analyze ourselves according to these standards, then we do not overestimate 
ourselves. Once I met a person, who was meeting the devotees and thinking about Krishna for 



three years, but not as an initiated devotee, just like a friend. And he said: “I’ve been 
practicing for three years! What else can I dedicate to Krishna!?” Then my heart stopped and I 
thought: “Maybe there is something left…” 

 
(to be continued) 
 
 
 
 

34. Respective qualities (vanaprastha) 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol- part 3) 

 
(continues from the previous issue) 
 
Question of Yashoda: I want to ask about the level of vanaprastha; what qualities are 

required there? It was not mentioned.  
Tirtha Maharaj: Vanaprastha is very simple. We could see that sannyas is too high. 

Grihastha is too complicated. Brahmachari is very ascetic. May be there is a real escape – 
vanaprastha! Maybe Krishna wants to keep some secret – the best part, the chocolate He is 
hiding! Well, vanaprastha order is very simple: you give up your home, your family, your 
clothes; take some barks of trees around you and collect some berries – this is your foodstuff, 
you cannot cook; and you perform yagyas and sacrifices all the day. Vanaprastha ki jay! So 
this is the chocolate, hidden from the list. 

Yamuna: Maharaj, could you imagine how hard must be the family life if this is the 
dream of the grihasthas – vanaprastha. 

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, actually they consider vanaprastha to be training for sannyas, 
for total dedication of yourself. It is a transfer from worldly engagement to divine 
engagement.   

Of course all the classical standards of the orders are very difficult to practice these 
days. Because we can see how the roles are mixed up. Sometimes people go to sannyasis to 
ask for a job or some support. Sometimes brahmacharis has to work, practically work to earn 
some money and not simply to live on donations. Sometimes the families also cannot fully 
manifest their requirements. Everything is mixed up these days, so to practice vanaprastha in 
classical sense is almost impossible – it is not required, so you do not have to go to the forest.  

But this vanaprastha order comes at a certain period of our life; because family is for 
progeny. And when according to the natural arrangement this bodily function for fertility 
starts to stop, this is the time to indicate that now you should turn your energies and your 
attention to the next stage.  And this shows that now you can diminish your busy engagement 
in the material affairs and you can dedicate more time to your spiritual services. So, according 
to the natural arrangement everything is there and if we take nice concern, then we can 
understand why it is given like this. The problem starts when as a sixty-year old man or 
woman we try to behave like a twenty-year old kid.  

This is vanaprastha – stay in your place, but dedicate more attention to spirituality.  
Question of Krishna-katha: Is it possible to acquire new qualities or we simply 

purify what we have? 
Tirtha Maharaj: Well, we can say that the first task is to purify what we have; and 

the second task is to acquire what we do not have. If we depend only on ourselves, then we 
can say it is impossible to acquire anything. Yet if Krishna wants to give you something, can 
you say: “No, thank You!” But if Krishna wants to take away something from you, can you 
say “Stop!” 



Question of Saraswati: It was mentioned that the original message is written in the 
hearts and souls of beings. What is the nature of the secret and how it is revealed? Is this the 
same message, manifested on different platforms?  

Tirtha Maharaj: This is a complicated question – what is the nature of the inner 
message of the soul, given by God in the beginning. Some wise men, some wise opinions say 
that the soul has complete knowledge, the soul has enough knowledge to return back home, 
back to Godhead. As the soul belongs to the para-shakti, or divine shakti, the higher type of 
energy, so if this original consciousness is revealed, plus the outside circumstances help this 
inner growth – if there is a parallel and there is a harmony between the inner and outer 
circumstances - then the growth is undisturbed. And sometimes there is a shift or competition 
between the inner and the outer circumstances, yet either from the side of the inner message 
or from the outer circumstances, the message is correct. “Life is difficult. But help is close. 
You are not the centre of the universe. Divine arrangement exists. And divine love is the 
way.” 

 
 
 

35. Miraculous form 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
Question: In the “Universal form” chapter of the “Gita”, in the last verses, it is 

mentioned that, after revealing different, different forms, Krishna reveals His original form. 
How to understand this original form? 

Tirtha Maharaj: „Sanjaya said to Dhritarashtra: The Supreme Personality of 
Godhead, Krishna, having spoken thus to Arjuna, displayed His real four-armed form and at 
last showed His two-armed form, thus encouraging the fearful Arjuna.”22   

I think it is obvious; here in the verse, in the original text it is said that the two-armed 
form is the private form, His own form – in that sense original. The other different aspects are 
also there. It is also said that He created man according to His image. Just imagine Indulekha 
Devi dasi with four hands! That would be frightening! Some genetic disorder! Or just imagine 
another person living in the ashram, having a universal form! That would be a little difficult to 
accommodate. Therefore it is good that humans are according to this two-armed form of 
Krishna. This nara form, humanlike form of God, corresponds with feelings of humans. 
Science has the opinion that human imagination has created a humanlike God. This is called 
the anthropomorphic God. But according to all the different revelations it is said that humans 
are created in the image of God, so we can say that humans are deomorphic creatures.  

And what was the problem of Arjuna with the other forms - that they were frightening; 
the cosmic form was too much, the four-armed form was little more acceptable, but still not 
very common. In Indian iconography they show, they describe the omnipotence by giving 
many arms to the different images of God. And Arjuna was not a worshiper of God, he was a 
friend of Krishna; although here, in this chapter, he says: “Ah, I forgot! I thought that we were 
simply friends and I was calling You very simply; now I understand Your Greatness!” still he 
is not forgetting the friendship so easy.  

To enter an intimate connection with someone it is very good if we are on the same 
platform. For example in Vrindavana the gopalas are very much ready to wrestle with 
Krishna, with the two-armed Krishna. But if they have to wrestle with the four-armed 
Krishna, they have no chance! And Krishna’s two-armed form is also miraculous enough! He 
does not have to show any further arms in order to prove Himself.  
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From this we should understand that even in seemingly very simple situations we 
should be able to recognize divinity. Therefore it is said: “Whoever considers the deity a piece 
of stone; whoever considers the guru a simple mortal; or the water of the Ganges to be simple 
water – he is a fool number one.” Because then we do not recognize the divinity; we see only 
some average form, like two arms. Maybe He is not God, He has only two arms! If we are 
searching in infinite God for human connections and aspects, then we should make the picture 
whole, complete: we should search for divinity in humans. The divine spark. 

Abhay Charan: Some opinions say that first He showed the universal form, then the 
four-armed form, then He showed the two-handed flute form – the form bent in three places – 
and then he came back to the charioteer form. Other opinions say that He did not manifest the 
charming flute-holder form.  

Tirtha Maharaj: The opinions of the acharyas differ on this question. Some say that 
the “Gita” was told by Shyamasundara or Nandanandana Krishna – the Vrindavan Krishna. 
Others say that it was told by Dwarakesh Krishna, in His majestic aspect. And if we analyze 
the situation, they are just before a war. Few minutes before a war, you do not play your flute. 
So here Krishna comes as an instructor, as a guide, as a teacher, as a Lord; not like a lover. 
Although He is very loving to Arjuna and instructing him very mildly, very nicely, very 
politely, still He is rather instructing than loving. Yet sometimes He cannot hide Himself; 
even few verses later He says: “You can approach Me only through bhakti.” So sometimes the 
flute is just revealed from under the dhoti of Krishna.  

 
 

 
 
 

36. The first rays of sun 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
 

Question of Yadunath: My question is about integrity. I am concerned that on the 
path of searching and development one tends to disbalance more and more his qualities. And I 
believe that we prefer to keep and improve our angelic, divine qualities… 

Tirtha Maharaj: Angelic! I like that! 
Yadunath:… I sometimes happen to notice that actually in the sun we play nice and 

happy. Well, when the sun goes down it happens so that we lose our balance and there are 
some periods that are very unpleasant. I don’t want that and I believe that searching and 
practicing is beneficial when it is integral and when can be projected in all aspects. So please, 
give me some instructions, as I don’t want to help the demoniac. And I don’t want to see it in 
my beloved and close ones.  

Tirtha Maharaj: Gold is hidden deep. Deep under the earth and you have to dig deep. 
I think some of the goldmines are thousands of meters deep. And the gold itself is hidden in 
the ore. They say that in one ton of ore you find one milligram of gold.  

Never mind, we go down deep; we bring the ore to the surface. First what should be 
done? You have to crush it into pieces – small, small pieces. Then what happens? You have to 
put everything on fire. And then what happens? All the dirt will come to the surface. Then you 
have to remove the dirt; and then you will get the pure gold.  

So, this is the process. Do not be surprised that if you want to cure a disease first you 
will be more diseased, more symptoms, more troubles are revealed. But later on the integrity 
should come, the health should come. 



Your question is a little shocking for me, because I see only angelic qualities around 
me! Yeah, maybe there are some mistakes, but let us forget about this! Because they are not 
important, they are coming and going; but what remains this is the dedication, this is the 
divine part. So if we are concerned with the relative aspects of humans, with the relative 
shortcomings of others, then our vision is not perfect. We can be realistic to say about a thief 
that he is a thief; but at the same time have the higher vision, the essential vision that he is a 
spirit soul. In one sense we should always be able to distinguish between the person and the 
activity. The activity might be demoniac, the activity might be bad or wrong, but the person – 
never! In extreme wording we can say: hate the sin, but not the sinner. 

Yet what you mentioned about the setting and the rising of the sun is just like a horror 
movie! When the sun is setting the landlord of the castle turns into a vampire, trying to catch 
another young lady to suck the blood for full satisfaction. Just like the cats – they are handling 
the mouse for a long time to make the blood sweeter; in the same time the vampire is chasing 
after the lady for a long time, to make her more frightened, but… he is losing, because the sun 
is rising and his power is smashed. So, if we dedicate ourselves to our demoniac, vampire 
qualities nicely, fully, and we give more time to it – then sunshine will come, sooner or later. 
And before you can bite the neck of the lady the first ray of sun is just touching you and your 
cursed nature will burn into ashes.  

“Udilo aruna…”  – the first rays of the sun are there! The night has ended; because the 
night means darkness. The first rays of the sun are just enlightening that darkness.  

Maybe this is a phase, a stage in our spiritual practice that some unknown, unexpected 
features also reveal. But never mind, we should go on and they will be removed. This is 
purification – that all your mistakes will come to the surface. You will face yourself as you 
are. But then, by mercy, the obstacles will be removed.  

And we should not forget that all the great ones were tested. Like Lord Jesus when the 
devil came and offered the whole world to him. Or when he tested: “Well, if you say like this, 
then jump; divine mercy will take care of you.” Or Lord Buddha; all the demons were 
attacking him when he was meditating. So, tests are coming but we should face them and yet 
wait for the higher power to reveal, the higher reality to reveal.  

There was one movie, just to show this event – when the devil was approaching Jesus 
in the desert. His black mantle was long enough to reach the earth; and when he was refused 
by Jesus, it was short like this. So his power was cut!  

We might think that we know ourselves but in most of the cases this is illusion. But we 
should come to the ultimate level, and this is “jivera svarupa haya krishnera nitya-dasa 
krishnera tatastha-shakti bhedabheda-prakasha – the original form of the spirit soul is 
eternal servant of Krishna, because he is marginal potency, similar and different at the same 
time.”23  

Yadunath: If we return to the goldmine metaphor; can we say: “Have your mind set 
on the gold, work hard and be careful not to lose the mine in the big fire”?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, who is the gold? You are the gold, but covered with the ore – 
that is the false ego. Somebody goes down to the mine, brings you up and crushes you. Then 
burns you, puts you on fire; and then finally removes all the dirt. Then he starts to create some 
beautiful offerings from this gold for the Golden Lord.  

So, you are the gold. The mistake is only the ore, the false egotism.  
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37. Real immortality 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, September 2007, Ahtopol) 

 
Question of Indulekha: In bhakti it is said “Die to live” – we should die for ourselves 

to be born for service. Is this one time death or a permanent process? Surrender can be 
achieved at one time or this is a progressive state? 

Tirtha Maharaj: We can say that both aspects are there. Because if we dedicate our 
life, it is dedicated; but it does not mean that there is no chance of any further progress. And I 
think I have mentioned that kshatriyas die once and achieve heaven; but the brahmins die 
many times for the false concepts. So their dying is a permanent death. But fortunately we are 
not brahmins, but vaishnavas”. “Those who think that a vaishnava dies are mistaken, because 
the vaishnava lives forever in the Holy Name.”24  

Dedication, devotion is an eternal process, endless.  
Question: Chaitanya Mahaprabhu said that we should go deeper. Depth and darkness 

are very close to each other. I’m wondering if this means that we should face our dark sides. 
What is the method to face ourselves, to find the depths? 

Tirtha Maharaj: I think the method has already been given. Chant the Holy Names, 
do your service, dedicate your life. Many times devotees think: “Ah, I have the general 
practice and I need something extra, for me!” No, everything is given to you. The Holy Name 
is a transcendental touchstone, being able to turn iron into gold. Ah my God, maybe we do not 
have to go down deep in the mine! Just have a touchstone! By this divine touch even our rusty 
ego will become purified gold.  

So, everything is given; and I can tell you, if somebody practices bhakti completely, 
then no other mystic or this and that process is omitted from that practice. Because, for 
example, the yogis make their breathing exercises in the morning. What is our breathing 
exercise? “Samsara davanala lidha loka…” Or: the yogis torture the body by limiting the 
eating. What is our control over the eating? This is ekadashi, etc. Nothing is missing from this 
practice. Just do it nicely and try to enter deep into the secrets of the Holy Name.  

Abhay Charan: This “go deeper” comes when Ramananda Raya and Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu are talking. Mahaprabhu inquires what is the goal of life, then Ramananda first 
says: “Well, follow the social rules in order to satisfy Vishnu.” Then Mahaprabhu says: “This 
is very superficial; go deeper.” But when Ramananda mentions prema-bhakti, then He says: 
“Now excavate more! Go on, go on, tell me more!”  

Question of Kripadham: You said that a vaishnava is hidden in the Holy Name. 
Where exactly is hidden?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Did I say this? “He reasons ill who says that a vaishnava dies 
because he ever lives in the Holy Name.” Is this what you mean? He is not “hidden” – he 
lives in the Holy Name, by the Holy Name. This is our life and soul – the Holy Name. This is 
our prana. This is amrita! The Holy Name is amrita – to make you immortal. I think God is 
hiding in the Holy Name!  

Kripadham: Should we search the vaishnavas inside the Holy Name or just try to 
serve the Holy Name?  

Tirtha Maharaj: All right, what is the Holy Name? Krishna, God Himself, right? 
Where is God? God is in the hearts of the pure devotees. That means, the Holy Name is in the 
hearts of the pure devotees. But let me ask you another question: who is in the heart of 
Krishna? This is the pure devotee. So… you try to find one, and you find the other also; you 
try to find the other and… it is just like a… 

Kripadham: Dance? 
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Tirtha Maharaj: Hahaha! I wanted to say: just like a marketing trick. You want to 
obtain God and you have to obtain the vaishnava also. Which is, I think, a good bargain. So, 
that means that we have to capture the hearts of the pure devotees and then we shall obtain 
Krishna. You have to work hard for that.  

Saraswati: But God is present everywhere, then why we specify: in the hearts of the 
pure devotees? 
Tirtha Maharaj: No, God is not present everywhere. Maybe the Universal Form is here and 
there ; and Brahman-shakti is everywhere, but this is not God. God is Nandanandana Krishna, 
playing the flute.  He says: “I am not living in Vaikuntha, I am not living in the hearts of the 
yogis, but where My devotees chant My Holy Names, for sure I am there.”  
            Kripadham: Does it mean that when we chant as you told us it is good to pray like: 
“God, engage me in service to You.” Does it mean that service means to be engaged in 
service of the pure devotees? And then He will reveal Himself? 

Tirtha Maharaj: Yes, we can say… 
 

 
 
 
 

38. The cosmic rule 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 10.09.2007, Sofia) 

 
 

Just recently with my friends we were discussing about the numerology aspects of 
“Bhagavad-gita” and somebody was missing the hundred and eighth verse. Let us check. 

“While contemplating the objects of the senses a person develops attachment for them, 
and from such attachment lust develops, and from lust anger arises.”25 But this verse we 
cannot understand without analyzing the further two verses, therefore we shall read that also: 

„From anger, complete delusion arises, and from delusion bewilderment of memory. 
When memory is bewildered, intelligence is lost, and when intelligence is lost one falls down 
again into the material pool.” 

 „But a person free from all attachment and aversion and able to control his senses 
through regulative principles of freedom can obtain the complete mercy of the Lord”. 

If we go step by step in “Gita” then we come to this platform: the cosmic rule. 
Hundred and eight is the number of the cosmic rule. The cosmic order is that whatever you 
meditate on, it will happen. It is said that if you contemplate something, it will more and more 
manifest in your mind. And certain connection will also manifest, whether it is good or bad. 
In this way we should be very careful with the thoughts that we cultivate; and what to speak 
of the practices that we cultivate!  

The same applies to spiritual practices. They are very strong. So, if we want to stay in 
the material sphere, we should not start spiritual practices. Therefore Rupa Goswami says: 
“Do not look at Govinda, because then you will forget maya.” If you want to stay in the lap of 
Maya Devi, do not start this Govinda process. Because more and more it will manifest in your 
existence – in your mind, in your heart, in your everyday life.  

But the same happens in the opposite case, when we start to contemplate either on the 
material objects or on some negative thoughts. As you can chant yourself into Krishna 
consciousness, you can also chant yourself into maya consciousness. If you start doing 
something as a habit – by telling to yourself, by engaging yourself, by doing it, by repeating 
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it, by conditioning yourself in that practice – you can come to a very good standard, and you 
can come to very bad habits, which are very difficult to get rid of. 

One friend of mine mentioned a story. But this is a sweet story, just to give you the 
idea. Once they were visiting Radha Kunda. Of course, everybody was surcharged with the 
atmosphere of the place. But first they had to go to one certain temple; therefore they did not 
offer respects immediately on the banks and in the water and they could not just submerge 
themselves in the deep meditation on Radha Kunda. Still one devotee, who was carrying in 
the bag documents, some books, songbooks and this and that… was so enthused, that he went 
down to the stairs and tried to just touch the water and bring only few drops of nectar on his 
head. And all of a sudden… Radha Kunda was just sucking him, because you know, the stairs 
are so slippery there, so… full in dhoti, with passport and everything he jumped into Radha 
Kunda. He wanted to start very simply – just a little touch of the water and… he got a full 
dose.   

Another  friend of mine was telling me a story that he wanted to turn on the television 
for only five minutes, just to see the weather report – what will be the weather tomorrow. And 
the same was happening! A little touch to the television for five minutes… and it immediately 
sucked him for one hour. See the miracle! Same things are happening! According to your 
cultivation results will come.  

So, we think: “Only five minutes for maya.” This is not so easy! If you give an 
invitation to Maya Devi, she will come: “Ah, I am welcome in this heart, in this mind, in this 
consciousness. I will come, this is my place.” 

We should not have a mistake consciousness, we should not have maya consciousness. 
But do not forget, if you start to practice something as a habit, then it is very difficult to 
change it! You can see that in the addicts. If somebody is drinking, you can see that this is a 
horrible habit, absolutely having no positive results, nothing – only chaos and destruction it 
will bring – still the person cannot give up. He is so much on the hook of alcohol. This is a 
bad habit. And they are struggling sometimes very hard to get out of this trap, but it is 
practically impossible. They can do that only if they get an extra energy from outside.  

We should not start these bad habits, because then it is more difficult to correct. If you 
identify a disease in the beginning and you start to cure on time, then it is much easier. And 
we all have identified the disease – this is the material life – and we want to have the cure. So 
we should practice that – as a habit: wake up early, chant your rounds, do your service… And 
then all of a sudden you say: “Ah, I cannot give up this conditioning. I’ve conditioned myself 
as a humble servant of God, I cannot get rid of that consciousness. I am fighting to cure 
myself from this contagious Krishna disease, but no way out!” It is a hopeless case – to forget 
Krishna.  

We should beware of our contemplation and then the practices that are coming after. 
The process described in these verses works in both directions; if we contemplate on wrong 
objects, ultimately we shall have wrong consciousness and we shall have total forgetfulness of 
the spiritual things. But if we cultivate spiritual things, we shall also achieve total 
forgetfulness of illusion. So, it applies in both directions: choose the proper direction!  

Krishna says that by cultivating the regulative principles of freedom, you can achieve 
the complete mercy of God. Actually this is the goal that we should work for. The goal is not 
the regulative principles, the goal is pure divine attachment to Krishna. But this is the path, 
leading to that goal.  

So, this was the verse discussing the cosmic rule: according to your meditation and 
contemplation you will achieve your results. You will reap as you sow. The cosmic verse. 

 
 

 



 
39. The hyper-cosmic rule 

(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 10.09.2007, Sofia) 
 

 
 
Question of Kripadham: Why is it easier to create bad habits than good ones? Why 

is it easier to enter a bad consciousness then a good one? Is it karmic conditioning? 
Tirtha Maharaj: Also. And do not forget that spiritual life is just like riding a cart in 

the hills: up and down, up and down. When you have to go up, the horse works very hard and 
it goes very slow. When you get on the top, you feel: “Ah, we are on the top!” But then you 
immediately start to go down and it is very easy and very fast. In order to fall down you do 
not have to make any efforts – it comes by itself.  But to elevate ourselves we have to work 
hard. Unfortunately this is the nature of this world. But as this is a reflection of the original, 
we should know, that this is the opposite there. Here people work very hard to learn and it is 
very easy to forget; there, in the spiritual world people learn very quickly, but they have to 
work very hard to forget. There the cart is going upwards very easy, but downwards very 
difficult. They can develop a good consciousness very easy and it is practically impossible to 
develop a bad consciousness.  But here we have this setup that we have to work hard to come 
to a higher platform, yet it is very easy to go down. This is the nature of the things. Plus the 
bad conditionings; they work very hard on the persons.  

Still if you see that somebody is a victim of these bad habits but the intention is very 
good, it does not really matter. Yet if somebody is playing with the fire, then it is very 
dangerous.  

Question of Yashoda: According to this cosmic rule described in the verse 108, 
where is mercy?  

Tirtha Maharaj: The cosmic rule is justice: you will get what you deserve. But the 
hyper-cosmic rule is mercy. You will get better than what you expect. And it happens like this 
all the time, but we are so stupid, our conditioning is so bad, that while we have it, we do not 
recognize the value of it. Immediately when it is removed, you will understand the value. For 
example you say: “Ah my God! I have enough of my service. My job is so difficult, my boss 
is so stupid, I just want to escape!” But the next morning when they kick you out and say: 
“Sorry, we have to optimize the structure,” then you think: “Ah my God, I have lost my job! 
No money, no income, no engagement.” Or if you say: “This guy I cannot tolerate anymore in 
my life! I will go back to my mother.” But just imagine if your husband is removed from you, 
if he dies. Can you appreciate him at that time? Immediately you will appreciate him very 
much, much more than before. Same happens with artists; until they live and paint like a 
machine, nobody is buying, immediately when they die everybody is running after them.  
We should appreciate until we have it.  

Yashoda: I was rather thinking about mercy in the form of help. 
Tirtha Maharaj: Suffering helps, because from suffering usually we understand 

something. We can say that mercy is the higher, hidden principle. Actually we live by mercy, 
we live for mercy, but sometimes we forget, therefore we do not see. Therefore we say that 
justice is not enough. To escape from the trap we need extra energy; the extra energy this is 
divine mercy, unconditional love. But suffering is also a help, failure is also a help. Prabhupad 
says that failure is the pillar of success. Therefore in South India they have in the temples hall 
with a thousand pillars. But do not build your thousand pillar home – to be very successful. 
Yet this is said: failure is the pillar of success. If we are intelligent enough and if we commit 
one mistake, we shall not commit the same mistake again, because we have learned the 
lesson. Krishna is a gentle teacher; He knows the limits.  



So, according to our meditation, the fruits will come. Therefore meditate on prema-
bhakti and she will come to you. Because prema-bhakti is merciful. She also likes to be 
invited. 

Question of Damodar: Is there a difference between Krishna consciousness and 
Bhakti-yoga?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Yes. Kamsa is the example of perfect Krishna consciousness – 
always remembering, always meditating, always seeing Him. But no love, no attachment. 
Only fear, only opposite feelings, hate. He saw in Krishna death personified, although the 
devotees see life personified in Krishna. Bhakti means worship, service, love ultimately. 
There is a big difference! Krishna consciousness is not enough; Krishna bhakti is necessary.  

Damodar: For me it is difficult to distinguish between the two yet. Therefore many of 
the things I am just performing: I am chanting, I am taking prasadam… And I am waiting for 
love to appear. But it seems I have to wait long time.  

Tirtha Maharaj: Where is love? Inside? Outside?  
Damodar: Inside and outside. 
Tirtha Maharaj: Then… it is there! Just reach out your hands… Wait! Wait! Keep it 

like this!  
Many times people ask: “Where is mercy?! How can I achieve mercy?” And the great 

ones always say: “It is with you, it is always with you, around you, you do not see?!” You 
say: love inside and outside. It is all around! I think Krishna’s attention and His care is with 
you. Now it is your turn to pay your attention and care to Him. Really to give yourself, not 
simply perform or repeat some activities – give yourself! Because that is not enough. God 
spits out the lukewarm. Do not be neutral. Become a fan!   

 
 
 
 
 

40. The inner traps 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 10.09.2007, Sofia) 

 
Let us discuss a difficult topic – when with a wrong mentality we create disturbance in 

our minds. For example when you are very negative about yourself, you can create inner 
demons for yourself with negative approach. If you say: “I am so fallen, I am so bad, I am so 
demoniac “– this is your topic of meditation, then it will come to you. You remember the 
story, I think I have told you, when one person was chanting “Krushna” instead of “Krishna” 
and “Ramo” instead of “Rama”. He was chanting very enthusiastically and when he died what 
happened? Two demons were approaching him by the names Krushna and Ramo. He was 
inviting in his life two demons – Krushna and Ramo – and they were coming. So, if you chant 
for yourself “Ah, I am so unsuccessful”, you will be really unsuccessful. We can create inner 
problems, inner traps for ourselves, if we have that type of negative mentality. Therefore if 
you meditate on the mistakes, you will have mistake consciousness. And in many spiritual 
practices people use these reins, to control others. “You are born sinful! Your forefathers’ sin 
is on you!” Come on, I did not do anything! But this sin consciousness or feeling of guilt, 
guilt consciousness is very strong. Or in devotional circles devotees say:  “Ah, I am so afraid 
that maybe this is maya! Ah, maybe this is an aparadh!” So they think and speak more of 
maya and aparadha than Krishna and glorification. Right, sometimes it happens that we are 
more focused on the mistakes and on the dangers than on positive things. But that is called 
maya consciousness, this is not called God consciousness. Just like in other places they speak 



of the devil sometimes much more than of Jesus Christ. For what reason!? This is not a 
satanic sect! 

So, our cultivation should be proper. If we want to come to maya consciousness, then 
contemplate on the objects of the senses. But if you want to become really dedicated to God, 
contemplate on Him and on anything that is connected to Him. Then the clever devotee would 
say: “Ah, Gurudev, this world is also created by God, so if we contemplate on the objects, we 
can see the divine beauty manifested here.” Isn’t it? Beware!  

Once Vyasadeva had a disciple. He was a strong, strict brahmachari. Vyasadeva told 
him: “Today I have to go for preaching. I will go out of the asharam.” They were living in an 
ashram. “So, you stay here, shut the door and do not let anybody in.” “Yes, Gurudev, I will 
follow your instruction.” All day long he was doing his services, studies, cleaning, puja, 
cooking – very nicely doing everything –at sunset he was chanting his mantras, and 
everything was very smooth and very peaceful that day. In the evening he was thinking: “Ah, 
the Lord’s blessings are coming because some nice clouds are collecting on the horizon. 
Maybe some rain will come to help the fields to grow more rice.” And a big rain was coming, 
actually a storm. He started to finish his evening duties when during the big storm outside he 
heard some knocking on the door of the ashram. He said: “This cannot be Gurudev, because 
he said he will not return today. Who is that?! Who is there outside?” Then he heard a very 
tiny nice voice: “Haribol! I am suffering here in the storm. Can you let me in?” The prabhu 
said: “This is a mataji! Impossible, you cannot enter!  No, this is a brahmachari ashram and 
Gurudev told me that I should not let anybody in.” “But, Prabhu, my sari is fully wet, I’m so 
cold, I’m suffering! It’s so cold and the rain is so heavy! I will not enter, just let me in, under 
the roof.” “No! It’s impossible, you cannot. Get out of here!” But then the story was going on. 
She said: “How can you be so cruel?! Your Gurudev didn’t tell you to behave in such a wrong 
manner.” So much so that the prabhu started to think: “Yes, a living being is suffering outside. 
How can I tolerate the sufferings of others?! And we should not judge according to the body, 
she is just taking shelter, she is in need… All right, I’ll just open the door and then go 
immediately.” So he was opening the door and not even paying attention. The lady was hiding 
in one corner in a room. But later on the prabhu thought: “Maybe she is very cold. Well, 
maybe one blanket I can give to her. And also there is some little prasadam left from the 
evening, so maybe I should give the prasadam also.” So, the story was evolving as he started 
to contemplate how cold she is, how much she needs his help; so ultimately he was knocking 
on the door: “Let me in!” But then the lady said: “Prabhu, this is after sunset… I’m fine. I do 
not need your help. Thank you for the prasadam, thank you… I’m fine, I can manage.” But at 
the end the prabhu could not tolerate that he cannot help this lady, so forcibly he was breaking 
through the door. And what did he see? Instead of the young lady, an old bearded swami was 
sitting there. Vyasadeva was coming back in the form of a lady just to test him. 

This is a classical story to describe the situation; you contemplate and you start to 
enter the situation more and more. And then – total forgetfulness. Five minutes – one hour. A 
little part of my life – everything is taken.  

The first problems start when you think: “Yes, I know that maya is very strong. But 
still, let us test it, just to have a deeper understanding how strong it is.” In the same way we 
should build up a good, a perfect consciousness, which is also possible. It is not only the 
mistakes that we can build up in our mind, but we can build up the better part also. If we are 
really positive, if any difficulty happens we are focused on the solution of the problem. Even 
if we make some mistakes – because we are human beings and during the process of 
purification definitely there will be some mistakes - but we should not focus on the mistakes, 
we should focus on the resolution of the mistakes. Because if we forget to see Krishna in the 
end of this whole story, then it is very hopeless. But when we see the beautiful blue light at 
the end of this tunnel, then we run faster and faster to catch it.   



 
 
 

41. The secret shrine in the heart 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 10.09.2007, Sofia) 

 
“Mama mana mandire… O my dear Krishna, please always live in the temple of my 

heart!”26 
Something should be permanent and this is our dedication. When the yogis and 

different practitioners came together on the bank of the Ganges, as they understood that there 
are questions and answers between Parikshit Maharaj and Shukadev Goswami, then 
everybody was informed what is going to happen: that the king will die in seven days and 
here is a young saint, who will instruct him. And the king had one request to the audience – 
hundreds and thousands were coming together. He said: “I wish that mother Ganga accepts 
me. And it does not matter if I die or live. I have only one request to you, o holy people – that 
the glorification of Vishnu should go on uninterrupted.” 

In the same way so many things have changed in our lives. Now we are together and 
when we shall be separated, again this change will be going on. Something must be 
permanent – our dedication, our worship to the Lord. So please, go on with that permanent 
practice. This is just like the background vibration of the cosmic structure. Humans are just 
like a small cosmos; and the cosmos is just like a big human being. But both must have a 
center. And this center is the divine vibration. So if we cultivate that divine vibration inside, 
we shall help the divine vibration outside to resonate. Of course the invitation comes from 
outside, because that original spiritual background is always there; and we should be able to 
purify ourselves so much so to harmonize and resonate with the invitation.  

Therefore this prayer says: “O my Lord, please always live in the temple of my heart.” 
This one little sentence has so many meanings, deep meanings. This is an invitation that we 
should turn our hearts into a shrine, small chapel. It is not necessary to make an “Alexander 
Nevski” in your heart. Let it happen only with the great ones, because there are many people 
visiting the cathedrals. And what do we bring to the temple – we bring our sins. Therefore a 
temple might become very loaded with sinful reactions. So let the great ones take care of the 
great temples in their hearts, because many people will visit and many will deposit their 
luggage there. Let us make a small shrine, a little chapel in our hearts – secret, that we visit 
only ourselves. “Please, my Lord, always reside in this temple of my heart.” Because the 
connection between you and God is a private affair. There are some public consequences also, 
but ultimately this is an inner path. “Please, my Lord, I am ready to make my heart a temple, a 
residence for You.” People usually think that a temple is a house for God. But actually we 
should understand that all houses and all buildings are homes for God. 

We, as spirit souls, live in our hearts – so this is our home; and this home should be 
dedicated to the Lord, for His residence also. This is the way to avoid loneliness. To live in a 
lonely home is not so happy; but if you have some company – and if you have a permanent 
company there, if you have a charming company there – then you will never feel alone. 

Let us turn our hearts into a shrine! And in a shrine you cannot live a selfish life. You 
go there for celebration, you go there for worship, you go there for service. This is the 
function of the heart. 

And as inside my body the most important place is my inner shrine, therefore we put 
the tilak on the forehead. Because the special mark signifies the temple, the special place for 
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God. And if we remember that my body, my heart is dedicated for Krishna, then this is a very 
strong meditation. 

Bhakti is a cultivation of sentiments, but purified sentiments. Not depending on outer, 
outside sources or any objects, but happening in the shrine of your hearts. So, let us build 
temples in our hearts, let us add one brick today and do what is necessary. “My dear Lord, 
please always reside in the temple of my heart.” Changes might come, changes might go, but 
your temple should stand firm.  

And miracles do happen around temples. For example in the second world war when 
Cologne was bombarded practically to the ashes, only the famous cathedral remained there. 
Or when the tsunami happened in Shri Lanka and some part of India, there was one temple 
which was somehow below the sea level due to the surface of the earth. Everything was wiped 
away by the waves, except the temple; the water did not even enter the temple. Because in the 
ancient, ancient time, if I am correct Shiva gave blessings that this temple should never be 
touched by any trouble. And Parikshit was also praying that the permanent worship, the 
permanent glorification of Vishnu should go on. This is the duty of a temple, to provide place 
for that, so build temples in your hearts. Then the miracles will come to you. Maybe you will 
have big troubles, but this secret shrine of your heart will be saved.  

 
 
 
 

42. A sentimental song 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 10.09.2007, Sofia) 

 
Mama mana mandire… O my dear Krishna, please always live in the temple of my 

heart. I will sing beautiful songs about You according to Your desire. Please, accept my 
dedication and love, the beautiful flower garlands and the sandalwood, because You are my 
life and death. This is my loving offering at Your worshipable lotus feet. O my Lord Krishna, 
because You are so beautiful, you have enchanted my heart and mind, therefore I will sing to 
You, offer arati to You with the lamp of my eyes and the water of my tears. О my dear 
Giridhari, it is so painful to me that we are not together, therefore I can cry only. Please, 
come to me!”27 

What to do in a temple, the temple of the heart? “I will sing for You!” – not about 
myself, not about my mistakes, not about my crazy life; I will sing to You about You! 
According to Your taste. This is what should be done in a temple. The temple is for the 
glorification of the Lord. “Please, accept my offering and love” – so, the temple is a place for 
dedication and also for making flower garlands. Because we also offer this with other many 
different ingredients of worship. 

“Accept all this, because You are my life and soul, You are my life and death, I live 
for You and I die for You. This is my offering at Your lotus feet. O Krishna, You are so 
beautiful, that You have charmed my heart, soul and mind. Therefore I will sing – because 
what I cannot express with my words I can express with songs; and I offer You worship with 
the lamp of my eyes and the water of my tears.”   

Here comes the question whether it is forbidden to cry in front of the deities or not? If 
you accept that it is forbidden to cry in front of the deities, then you have to move out from 
the temple of your heart, collect your tears and then go back to offer. If you think that it is not 
forbidden to cry in front of the deities, then you can go on with your puja permanently. And I 
have seen a young Bengali boy once doing a puja in the Madana-Mohan temple, you know, 
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the one with the stairs… He was singing and meanwhile he was crying. So, we can say that 
this is a full service – all the different senses are engaged – hands for offering the flowers, 
voice for offering the hymns and tears for offering the water.  

“My dear Giridhari, it is so painful for me that we are not together! Therefore I can 
only cry forever. Please, come to me!” 

We can say: “Come on! This is a little sentimental song. All this crying and 
separation, and prayers… I am a young man, I want to be active! Let’s forget about crying” 
But once there was a big celebration where young preachers and also an old swami were 
present. And you know, the young swamis were giving excellent lectures! Everyone was 
astonished by the knowledge that they have collected. This was a brilliant logic included; and 
smashing philosophy; and funny stories so everybody was charmed. These were really 
excellent lectures! And once the old swami was also giving some… well, not really a lecture, 
because he was old. He was so old, that he was just sitting there and the brahmacharis, when 
he was sitting there too much or speaking too much, they were bringing a big watch – just to 
show him: “Swamiji, time is up, you should finish your lecture!” And other times a young one 
used to come with a handkerchief to clear the eyes of the swamiji, because you know, the old 
men always cry, at least they have tears in their eyes. Some old men have tears in their eyes 
due to old age; others have tears in their eyes due to some other reason. And what was his 
message? He said in a very low voice: “You know, when you enter the temple, try to offer 
your dandavats with full heart.” This was the message of the lecture. Forget about brilliant 
logic; perfect philosophical knowledge is useless; laughing is for the children… A little 
dedication you try to give! 

So, is this s sentimental song? Yes, it is! We live due to, by and for sentiments.  
Do not forget, you were conceived in love; no doubt, you were born in pain, but you 

were conceived in love. How you will pass?  
 

 
 
 

43. The ultimate dimension 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 10.09.2007, Sofia) 

 
Question of Yashoda: Maharaj Parikshit was lucky, because he knew exactly the time 

of his death and the time that is left to him. He did not waste his time. For us it is unknown 
when it is going to happen. I personally feel that my time is being wasted, maybe it is 
impossible to live as intensively as Maharaj Parikshit, but what is the suggestion – how can 
we intensify our life and make it more useful? 

Tirtha Maharaj: The ultimate dimension is intensity. The zero dimension is the 
point, because there is no expansion. The first dimension is the line; the second is the plane; 
the third is the object; the fourth is the time. Тime has two faces: limitation – on this side; and 
eternity – on that side. And on the other side are the next dimensions. The fifth is sat; the sixth 
is chit; the seventh is anandam – that means existence, consciousness and happiness. Then 
comes the eight dimension – this is intensified happiness. Then the ninth… practically the 
tenth dimension, because we started with the zero – this is the perfection, the absolute.  

Anandam and intensified anandam – I think this is something that we can grasp; 
beyond that we cannot understand practically nothing.  

Maybe it sounds a little theoretical, but think! How is space arranged– practically we 
do not understand, but we are accustomed to that. Time is even more complicated, we 
understand it much less, but we are also accustomed to time. Eternity we cannot imagine! 
Existence is just a theoretical word. Consciousness is lacking. And anandam, happiness is a 



dream. What to speak about intensity as a dimension?! Anyway, I fully agree that we should 
live for intensity.  

But you were also mentioning time. If I knew how much time I have, I would use it in 
such and such way. Yet you know, there are basically two types of approaches in humans, if 
you understand that tomorrow you have to die. One says: “I will die tomorrow? Let’s enjoy 
today! This is my last day, so let’s take good use of it.” The other will say: “Wait a minute, I 
have wasted my time so far; now let’s really do something that lasts for eternity.”  

There is a story to describe the first; this is the man hiding in the well, maybe you 
know it. So, there are some soldiers attacking the village. Our friend is so much afraid, that he 
is trying to hide from the soldiers, from the life danger, in the well. Therefore he is jumping 
into the bucket and it is going down, but is hanging on the rope just a little above the water. 
Outside – soldiers. He says: “Ah, I am saved!” He looks down to the water and then he 
realizes that there is a dragon living in the water. “O my God! Out there – the soldiers; down 
there – a dragon!” Again he looks up and what he sees?! A small mouse is walking on the 
piece of wood and catching on the rope. And the mouse is very hungry, therefore he starts to 
eat up the rope – slowly, slowly. The guy starts to think: “Wait a minute! If I start to climb up 
quickly, I will be killed by the soldiers; if this mouse is cutting the rope for me, I will die with 
the dragon.” So he starts to look around, what is happening inside the well. All of a sudden he 
sees some bees among the bricks. He sees the honey of the bees also. Quickly he forgets 
everything, pokes the finger into the honey, licks it and says: “Honeyyyyyyyyyy!” Bloop!  

This is the situation of the stupid guy, who is in life danger, but still he wants to enjoy. 
Can we say that we are in a safe position? Well, if our heart shrine is already strong, we can 
say. If not, better we are very eager to build the shrine.  

Others will act like Parikshit: “I have a limited time, I have not a moment to waste! 
Let’s do it! Let’s find the key for perfection.”  

But actually it does not really matter when we have to leave, because we have to be 
ready. And do not think that this preparation or this ability is only in the ancient stories. 
Ambika Devi, living here in Sofia, could determine her passing away. Her faith and her 
dedication to her spiritual master were so strong, that she was able to control death. So we 
should not think that this is impossible. It depends on our dedication. If we pray for intensity, 
then Krishna can easily give. And this ability is only for the great yogis; in the “Mahabharata” 
Bhishmadeva is the famous example for that – he determined the passage. . This is one very 
rare and very high yogic mystic power. You had a sister who had it! You had seen: from a 
physical point of view she was very weak, but from a spiritual point of view, she was very 
strong. So if we have the eyes, we can see the good, and not simply good – the very good, and 
the best examples around us. It is here! It is not necessary to go back to the Puranic times. 
And we cannot say: “Fairy-tales from the ancient times.” It is happening right now and here. 
If you are really dedicated, you can overcome death. You can tell to time: “Stop. I’m still 
waiting for my beloved God, for my beloved master.” And time will say: “Yes. As you like. 
I’m your servant.” 

Is that sentimental? No, that is powerful, that is mystical, that is beyond material 
experience, superhuman.  

So, intensity! Eternity is ahead of us. Just think: if you have to die and from this 
lifetime only three things you can take with you. What would you bring with yourself? 

Yashoda: Japa-mala.  
Yamuna: Deities. Some shastra.  
Manjari: Nothing.  
Tirtha Maharaj: Poor girl! 
Valiо: Only one thing: love to God.  
Shyamasundara: It is very difficult, Gurudev!  



Tirtha Maharaj: I know! But this time is difficult! This period will be difficult.  
Shyamasundara: Nothing material, only the realizations.  
Kripadham: Nama, the Holy Name.  
Premananda: Some flowers to offer. 
Yamuna: He is so convinced about the meeting!  
Ivaila: I don’t know… I will probably need the love I have shared, the love I have 

given and received. 
Tirtha Maharaj: So, some feelings you would take… Interesting question, hm? You 

have three options. What is the most precious in your life – that you can take with you. So if 
you think, you can find your most precious valuables in this lifetime. Тhat you can take with 
you. And whatever you mentioned: nama, the practices, the shastras, or realizations, or 
feelings – I think these are the ultimate values that we have. So we should cultivate these and 
we should make our heart temple very rich – to collect all the values there, the permanent 
values, that will keep for eternity.  

 
 
 
 

44. As the cloud covers the sun 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 11.09.2007, Sofia) 

 
“When the embodied being is able to transcend these three modes associated with the 

material body, he can become free from birth, death, old age and their distresses and can 
enjoy nectar even in this life.”28 

The two main features of this verse: one is “dehi” and the other is “deha”; one is he, 
who has taken body, the other is the body. Deha is the limitation and dehi is the limited. So in 
one sense we can say that the spirit soul is a limited company. Why? Because he is not fully 
free in his actions. He is limited by the body, and body is limited by time, by space, by 
possibilities, by karma… Yet it is unlimited by mercy, freed by mercy.  

But first let us stay a little bit with the limitations. Deha is the outside covering, the 
body. Interesting enough, this small little thing can cover and limit the unlimited capacity of 
the soul. This proves that the spirit soul is under the care of the illusion; otherwise it could not 
happen that the – so to say – perfect soul comes under the limitations of something very small 
and insignificant like the body. So, if we are degraded, then the limited covers the unlimited. 
Unlimited in sense that it is different in quality – the matter can cover the spirit, the spiritual 
spark. Therefore our duty is to turn this process, so that the spiritual inside could pervade the 
material outside. And if the matter, covering the spirit, is limitation and lack of freedom, then 
we should understand that the control of the spirit over the matter – this is freedom. So “Gita” 
and this teaching are very logical. In the same manner as the cloud covers the sun; it is 
incompatible, the sun is huge and impossible to cover, still the small little cloud can obscure 
the sun from our vision. And then the cloud seems to be so huge, that it can cover the sun, 
although if from an outside point of view you examine the things, it is just illusion. In the 
same way the insignificant body becomes so big, the false egotism, connected to the bodily 
consciousness becomes so condensed and so intense, that it covers the spiritual spark inside. 
Although if we examine from a certain distance or from a better position, we shall see the 
difference.  

And we are ready to serve the deha, we are ready to serve the body. We have seen that 
the parents try to do everything to teach their children how to serve the body: eat like this, 
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cleanse like that, behave like that – all the time trying to give some regulations how to serve 
and how to take care of the body. But you, as fathers and mothers, have yet another duty, and 
this is to teach them how to serve their soul, their real spiritual identity – how to become real 
spiritual personalities. And this is a duty for us, for ourselves also – to start to serve our spirit, 
our spiritual identity, dehi – that identity, that has taken a body. Do not stop with deha, 
because then it is only limitation; but we should go to dehi, the person inside, and to liberate 
the person inside. 

Question of Yashoda: It is said in the shastras that the spiritual soul is smaller than 
the tip of a needle. And another comparison: once you said that the deities seem to be small 
because we are far away. Does it mean that the soul is also far away from the body and that’s 
why the body, that is covering, seems to be much bigger than the soul? Just like the sun and 
the clouds.  

Tirtha Maharaj: This is the game of illusion. As I said in the beginning, when the 
smaller can cover the bigger, this is the game of illusion. Yet in “Follow the angels” Shrila 
Shridhara Maharaj says that when the smaller controls the bigger, this special quality is called 
love. But something is added; it is not only bigger or smaller, this is the emotional link. And 
the bodies of the souls in gross bodily consciousness - this is a limitation, this is a result of 
karmic actions. For those, who are in gross bodily consciousness the body is simply a reaction 
of their karma. There is not so much love. Action-reaction, pay the price, this is what you get. 
But for the devotees even your body becomes your servant. So if we change our 
consciousness, then even the reaction, so to say, starts to act as a protector. Is it clear? The 
body is a reaction, but if we change, if we turn into devotees, then even this consequence of 
my previous activities, of my thoughts and my desires becomes a servant of my spiritual 
growth. So love manifests on the body function. Then we can say that the body covers the 
soul with love; otherwise it covers with illusion.  
 
 
 
 
 

45. The rules of freedom 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 11.09.2007, Sofia) 

 
What is freedom? Until we are under the magic spell of illusion we think that freedom 

is what I want to do. Whatever whimsical desire I have – I just go for it and do it, this is my 
freedom. It is very dangerous if you combine this attitude with some philosophy. Raga 
marga… But you serve only the deha! This is a total, deep type of illusion. In the name of 
spontaneous devotion – that is a major mistake. So we should learn what is real freedom and 
if we compare the situation to the sun and the cloud, we do not have a real understanding 
about freedom, because our understanding is covered. Freedom has certain rules; and these 
rules should be followed, otherwise the expected freedom will not come. So we can say that 
freedom is limited in one sense. But that limitation will bring us to another platform of 
broader freedom.  

Then what is this freedom? Do you have any definitions for freedom? Usually, 
generally in philosophy, in science what they say about freedom?  

This is the freedom of choice. Then they speak about the freedom of action. Then they 
speak about the freedom of will-power. Actually we cannot really speak about the freedom of 
action, because we are limited by so many different things, we cannot act as we like; but you 
can think and you can will as you like. Most probably you will not be able to realize it; still 
the freedom of will-power is broader than the freedom of action. Others say that freedom is 



necessity recognized. That means – limited, but put in such words, that people will say: 
“Wow!” The understanding that it is a must, it is necessary to do.  

So, our freedom is a relationship. Our freedom is limited by the material connections. 
But we can see that our freedom is opened up by the spiritual connection.  

Human being has shell structure, like layers, in the sense how to realize his freedom 
and his capacities. The smallest circle inside this is the manifest capacities – what he has 
achieved already. Next bigger circle is his capacity. Actually we are working under our 
capacity. You could do more than what you are doing. Then yet another circle is so to say 
your duty. That means that we have to work hard to fulfill our duty. Meanwhile you also find 
your competence – between your duty and your capacity. But the greatest circle is your 
freedom. And that freedom is achieved by divine mercy as objective principle and our 
surrender as subjective contribution. So, the smallest circle inside – this is our activity, we can 
say – what you do now. The bigger circle is what you can do, what you can achieve. First one 
was the manifested duty; the second was capacity. I think this is obvious. We can do more 
than we do. But we are lazy, lazy guys, so we do not do, we do not fulfill everything that is 
possible to do. How should we call this? This was the capacity – what we could do. The third 
was the duty, what we should do. And in between these two we should find the competence. 
What else is there? This is the freedom, the broadest circle. And this freedom we can put it in 
other way – this is the invitation of God. You are invited for a certain mission. 

In order to come from one platform to the other, we have to exert ourselves, we have 
to make efforts. From activity to capacity we have to overcome our laziness. From capacity to 
duty we have to broaden our understanding and take more responsibility. Because if I 
understand what is my duty, it means I take more responsibility. And how to jump from duty 
to freedom? This is by dedication. So, first was activity, overcome your laziness; second was 
intellectual – understand and take, be more responsible; and third, the freedom jump, was 
dedication – that is, so to say, the emotional way. The next time we go to these three lakes, we 
can take bath in all the three lakes; first – to overcome laziness, sat, active; second – to 
broaden the understanding, intellectual bath, chit; and the third is emotional bath – to purify 
ourselves from any limitation even of duty and come to freedom - ananda. Sat-chit-ananda.  

I think this is obvious: be active, be smart and be humble. Then you will achieve 
freedom. So, if we want to understand, identify the rules of freedom, here it is: intelligent and 
humble activity.  

Question of Kripadham: Does this fit to the three gunas of nature? 
Tirtha Maharaj: If you do not have enough understanding, it is obvious, this is lack 

of understanding, this is tamasic influence. Of course it will curb your activities, but 
sometimes stupid guys are also very active, which is more dangerous. But here from our 
present to our capacities we need more chit. Of course all the time we need more chit, sat-
chit-ananda, all the three are involved all the time; in one step one is more dominant, in other 
step the other is more dominant. Then we can say that to overcome ignorance we need more 
chit. Laziness also is included in ignorance. To find the proper way of action we need activity, 
smart activity. And to find the way out from the material entanglement we need purified 
sattva. So what was the definition? Freedom is smart and humble activity.  

Some people say that from this life we should bring out the maximum. If we discuss 
the gunas, what type of approach is this? Rajasic. Other people say: “Ah, let us just sleep”, so 
they work totally under their possibilities; and what is that type? This is the tamasic type. If 
somebody wants to achieve the maximum this is rajasic; if somebody achieves a minimum 
this is tamasic. Then what else is there? Optimum, and that is sattvic. And if you dedicate 
your optimum solution to Krishna, then this is devotional, that is shuddha-sattva. So always 
try to find the optimum solution. 

Kripadham: Where is devotion in this freedom?  



Tirtha Maharaj: Well, I feel that „smart and humble activity” is another wording for 
„dedicated and practical service”. I would not support that first we achieve something and 
then we become bhaktas. Because some people think like this. Yet Shrila Shridhara Maharaj 
was chastising this, he was rejecting this. But even in the starting point, where we are now, in 
our limited activities we should add dedication – so that from karma it becomes karma-yoga. 
If you have some intelligence, gyana, you add a little dedication and it becomes gyana-yoga. 
If you have your emotions, you put a little dedication, then from bhakti it becomes bhakti-
yoga. And if you add few drops of nectar to your bhakti-yoga, then it becomes prema, prema-
bhakti. 

We always say to use our deepest prayers to come to the next platform. Now we are in 
the sphere of our limited activities, but if we have the goal to achieve freedom, if we meditate 
on this dedicated spiritual freedom, then it is possible to achieve. So, try always to add this 
universal vision that we are working for eternity, we are working for overcoming death and 
birth and to find the way out from this huge material sphere. Then the small little difficulties 
that will come you can tolerate and overcome. Therefore we can say that dedication is the 
positive and progressive way to immortality. 

 
 
 
 

46. Spiritual Liberation Movement 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 11.09.2007, Sofia) 

 
Many people strive for freedom. Different activities like social activities or escaping 

from a prison – everyone wants freedom, right? Or some political activities to achieve this 
liberal freedom; others will think: “Ah, if I achieve more money, then I will be free.” We 
should see how many different understandings people have about freedom. But ultimately 
freedom should be – free from the entanglement and the limitations of matter. Liberate your 
soul! Spiritual liberation. We can say that we are a Spiritual Liberation Movement. SLM.  

Kripadham: Sounds a little revolutionary. 
Tirtha Maharaj: Ah! You can put it “Shri Lalita Madhava”. But actually Shri Lalita 

Madhava – this is the Spiritual Liberation Movement.  
Transcend the modes and you can be free from birth, death, old age and their distress. 

So, if we speak about freedom or liberation, we should understand freedom from what? 
Practically these were the limitations of material life, of bodily existence. And think a little 
bit! If we have that vision, that you can overcome death, you can overcome suffering – should 
we waste our time in conflicts, in being dissatisfied or in any little stupid things every day?! 
Please, have the high vision! If we understand that we are working for the ultimate freedom, 
spiritual freedom, then a little sacrifice for that cause – come on, that is nothing! In that light 
to dedicate a few years of our life – is that something? Not so much.  

Just think, if you will achieve eternal life, but you do not train yourself right here and 
now, then you will be limited in your eternal position also. Because, let us say, you achieve 
half success, eternity is there, but knowledge is missing – what is that? An eternal fool, right?! 
So, we should not finish a half job. Complete job is necessary.  

And you can enjoy the nectar even in this life. What is this nectar? This nectar is the 
happiness. So we can condition ourselves, we can teach ourselves how to be happy. As we 
were discussing we should organize trainings for happiness. Now you just smile, but this is so 
important! People have very bad conditionings. They are suffering and they condition 
themselves for suffering. We should liberate them from this bad conditioning. They do not 
have the practice how to come out of the bad conditioning. Most of them complain about their 



jobs, about their families. And every day they repeat: “Ah, this is so bad, I am so dissatisfied.” 
If this is your mantra: “This is bad for me” you will never be happy or satisfied. Right, it 
happens many times! Therefore really I consider that a very good chance for preaching and 
helping our fellow human beings – training for happiness. You can enjoy the nectar, you can 
be satisfied. And that satisfaction is not that type that people are searching outside, this is an 
inner peace, inner satisfaction, inner integrity. 

“One who is self-controlled and unattached and who disregards all material 
enjoyments can obtain, by practice of renunciation, the highest perfect stage of freedom from 
reaction.”29  

Again, freedom from reactions. So not only from the limitations, but also from the 
reactions you can free, liberate yourself – by surrender. But the actual liberation will come to 
you; it is not that we liberate ourselves.  

I think I provide full freedom for my disciples. So you do not have to fight for your 
freedom with me. But please, be a partner in that freedom. Because just see what happens in 
the outside world: people are fighting for their freedom, and when they achieve it, what is 
next? They spoil it. They misuse their freedom. So you do not have to fight for your freedom 
in spiritual life. Do not spoil it, do not misuse it.  

And to live and use our freedom we have to be really smart. Do not think because I do 
not push you and I do not chase you that you do everything correct. You have to be very alert 
and very careful to understand what is the proper action. So you have to work hard to fulfill 
your freedom. And I expect from you that type of highly committed and deeply understood 
freedom. Because I am fully convinced that if we work under violence and under pressure, it 
will not last for a long time. This is not an army, we are not the army of Krishna. But we 
should work under the principle of free choice. “Gurudev, I want to do. I want to join the 
dance. I want to do my best in Krishna’s service.” This is the way! You have full freedom 
what to do. But offer your efforts, your energies, your talents to the service. This is the way to 
use and to live our freedom. This is a little more difficult than to be under full control. If 
somebody comes to you and tells you at every little step what to do and how to do and what to 
think and what not to think, this is for robots. Robotics as a science is improving, but I would 
like to see living beings around me, not smart robots, that work only under order. Use your 
activities, use your capacities, understand your duties and live your freedom. So please, let us 
be partners in this great Spiritual Liberation Movement! Be free actors, but acting in harmony. 
Because freedom without harmony is chaos. Smart and humble activity – this is our freedom.  

And when we have achieved this, we have realized this principle inside our group and 
inside our mind, then we can come as humble servants in the lotus feet of Shrila Shridhara 
Maharaj, who gave this definition that freedom is slavery - to offer our respects and worship.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

47. The chess players – part 1 
Inside soft, outside strong 

(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 29.12.2007, Sofia) 
 

So, evening time has come. This is the time for some spiritual message from the 
“Gita”. Let us read from the Second Chapter, which is the summary of the “Gita”. In the First 
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Chapter we understood, that Arjuna is frustrated. From this immediately we can understand: 
“This “Gita” is talking to me. I am also frustrated in my life. As Arjuna wants to run away 
from the job, I also want to change my job. He wanted to change all the setup of his life, I also 
want to change everything in my life. Prabhu, I am shastric, I follow his example!” So, if we 
are frustrated, we are following shastra, right? This is coming from God – to be a little 
frustrated, ha? 

But actually the answers are coming from Him. So therefore, from the First Chapter 
we understood that Arjuna is perplexed, he does not know what to do. But in the Second 
Chapter we shall understand, that He is a fortunate guy, he has got a good consultant – God 
Himself. With his frustration he goes to Govinda. Govinda means that special aspect of God 
Supreme, who can guide us with the flute, not with the stick.  

“Sanjaya said: Seeing Arjuna full of compassion, his mind depressed, his eyes full of 
tears, Madhusudana, Krishna, spoke the following words.”30  

 This is a very pitiful moment – Arjuna, a fighter, is crying. A fighter should never cry, 
a fighter should fight. Sometimes your heart, sometimes your soul can cry, no problem. Even 
fighters can cry on the inside. But do not show that. Because a fighter has to be brave. Inside 
you can be soft, outside you should be strong.  

But Arjuna is not hiding his weakness. He is ready to accept, he is ready to admit: 
“Yes, I am perplexed. Help me!” And these are the signals: if you are perplexed you might 
have these overcompassionate feelings, mind depressed, eyes full of tears. This is the way to 
invite attention from Krishna’s side. Here the name Madhusudana is really very important. 
Because sometimes Krishna stops the demoniac activities by killing the demons. And we can 
say that this overcompassionate feelings or rejecting the duty as a result this is kind of bad 
influence over people’s consciousness. That influence can be stopped by divine authority. 
And as all the demons are just wiped off by Krishna, in the same way all the demoniac 
mentality that we might have is just removed by the presence of Krishna. 

This conversation happened in Kurukshetra under one tree. If you visit that place do 
not forget to go there, because Kurukshetra is a famous place from ancient, ancient times, but 
it became more famous because of the war and the talk between Krishna and Arjuna 
happening there. I had one friend, he was visiting the place once on a pilgrimage. As a real 
sacred place it is very powerful, surcharged not only with historical past, but also all the 
prayers and all the offerings of the visitors are just accumulated there. This is a very, very 
unique place with a little temple around and many bells around and finally the tree where 
Krishna was telling Arjuna the story. Of course many pilgrims go there and recite verses from 
the “Gita”. Is not that beautiful?! You go to a temple, you go to a holy place and read one 
chapter from your favorite scripture? So he was just reading one chapter of his “Gita” in the 
shade of the tree. And you know, usually people think that “Gita” is superficial, it is not 
discussing the Radha-Krishna worship, only some theories that the soul is eternal and you 
never die, there is karma and there are some reactions… superficial!  But while my friend was 
reading these so-called superficial words, what was happening? One leaf from the tree was 
just falling, falling, falling nicely upon his “Gita”. Ah, you would say: “Wind. By chance. It 
happens.” Yet you know, the shape of the leaf was usual, but the color! It was black and 
white. One half of the leaf like dark, the other like bright. So never mind if others scorn: 
“Gita” is superficial.” This is their business. Never mind. Just go to Kurukshetra, read one 
chapter and wait for Radha-Krishna to come. 

Actually Arjuna was frustrated when his duty was too much demanding. When he had 
to sacrifice some of his ideals for the sake of the higher truth. And this price was so high, that 
he was reluctant to pay this price. Is not that human? We come to some circumstances when 
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our duty is so much demanding, that we have to give ourselves, we have to sacrifice! And 
even if you decide: “No! I will run! I will not do this!” just stay a little bit more and try to 
listen to the divine advice. Because until we are working from our own assets, from our own 
understanding, we shall be under some limitation. But as soon as our eyes or ears are open – 
by some extra suffering, by some difficulties, or by some happiness, it also can help us – then 
we are more able to grasp the divine essence.  

Therefore we should consult the divine authority. And as Arjuna came with all the 
doubts to Krishna, do not hesitate to come with whatever you have. Because Krishna saw the 
perplexion of Arjuna and He also started to feel compassion to His eternal friend and 
companion. In case you have any trouble, just consult Him. Then the instruction will start. 
Because then Krishna starts to teach Arjuna. Arjuna says: “I am Your surrendered servant. I 
do not know what is good for me, please tell me; in this difficult situation what is best for me. 
Shishyasteham – I am your disciple.” Then immediately the mood changes. Before Krishna 
was very gentle. He said: “Ah, my dear Arjuna, it is not so difficult”, but now as Arjuna came 
to his senses and said: “Instruct me!” then immediately Krishna started to cut. For example 
He says: “You lament over such things, which should  never be lamented.” Krishna was 
cutting so much Arjuna’s false egotism. You would say: “Where is the cutting? This is a very 
polite remark.” But if you translate these words it means “You are a fool number one. You are 
lamenting over things that should not be lamented over.” And this is just the beginning! First 
verse, first answer of Krishna. But anyway, I do not want to exaggerate that point. Still the 
mood has changed. Krishna is using all the different methods to impress Arjuna, to teach him 
and to achieve the goal. Like the stick and carrot; sometimes He is trying to tease Arjuna’s 
self-esteem, other times He is cutting, smashing. Anyway, finally Krishna achieves His goal. 
He gives Arjuna the full freedom: “I have disclosed to you the secrets, now you decide for 
yourself.” You know, He is playing chess in an international grandmaster scale moving all the 
figures and then for the last, where there is no escape, He says: “It is your turn, you decide.” 
And then Arjuna says: “Yes! I accept fully what you say.” So, I think Arjuna was a kind of 
Hungarian originally. Because when we have lost everything, then we say: “Yes, yes, correct, 
this is what I wanted to say.” At least he is an honorable Hungarian. Because we have the 
ability to create an advantage from our shortcomings. Anyway, whatever we have, we can 
serve Krishna, we can go to Krishna, no problem.  

 
 
 

 
 

48. The chess players – part 2 
Deep questions 

(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 29.12.2007, Sofia) 
 

 
Question of Damodar: I have four questions and I am not sure whether I have to ask 

them all. First: what is Bhakti? 
Tirtha Maharaj: What is Bhakti? I do not know! I have no idea. So what is the 

second? 
Damodar: What is the main difference between the worship of Vishnu and Krishna? 
Tirtha Maharaj: You can give up the worship of Krishna, but you can never give up 

the worship of Vishnu. Why!? Because Vishnu will never frustrate you. Whenever you ask 
something, He will take note and take care. But Krishna is different type. He invites you and 
then He sends you home. He tells you: “Just join Me, join My campaign and you will be 



happy,” then you join the campaign and where is your happiness? He has very special type of 
approach, because He is always testing. And He is removing all the obstacles, removing all 
the attachments that you have. But all. All those that you like so much – even those will be 
removed from you. Therefore some of His devotees become frustrated. And when they get an 
invitation from the Bright Goddess instead of the Dark Lord, they are ready to give up that 
service. Which never happens to Vishnu with His worshipers. Nobody is leaving the service 
of Vishnu. But some are leaving the service of Krishna – for the sake of the service of Radha.  

Maybe that was a little complicated explanation. But you were asking me a deep 
question, so I had to give a deep answer.  

Damodar: Maybe the third question will be even deeper. 
Tirtha Maharaj: Go ahead! 
Damodar: What is Lord Chaitanya’s place amongst Vishnu and Krishna? 
Tirtha Maharaj: He is not included in that list. Because in His personality the split 

personality of divinity is united again. You know what is the meaning of Goura. Govinda 
Radhe. He is uniting. He is unification God, we can say. He is that special aspect that the two 
separate entities Radha and Krishna are searching for each other. And when Their search 
becomes so intensive, They become so close, that practically They merge – this is Chaitanya. 
We can say He is a double incarnation, double avatar. And you can see these two personalities 
working in Him. Outside He is a monk, following very strictly all the rules and regulations. 
But inside He is like a gopi. Whenever He is in His ecstatic meditation mood, He is just 
joining the eternal dance of Krishna. And when He returns back to the normal state of 
consciousness, then He again acts like a male human being. So this is a very delicate aspect of 
understanding Godhead. But it is said: when the search of Krishna after Himself becomes 
extremely intensive – then this is the time for Chaitanya to come.  

You should read this beautiful book “In search of the ultimate goal of life”31 where 
Mahaprabhu is discussing with Ramananda Raya. Mahaprabhu is also very good in playing 
chess, just like Krishna. Because He is starting with: “Can you tell me something about the 
goal of life?” Starting the story at Adam and Eve. What does He want to hear? He wants to 
hear the supreme tattva. He is not at all interested in the initial answers of Ramananda Raya: 
“Worship God – this is the goal of human life.” He said: “All right, but this is a little 
superficial, go deeper! What is your next offer?” And from time to time Ramananda goes 
deeper, he comes with some next offer. And always quotes the shastras. Mahaprabhu is still 
not satisfied: “Is there something more that you can add?” And ultimately Ramananda says: 
“Yes, there is one more step, but then I cannot quote the shastras.” And he starts to give the 
answer, but then Mahaprabhu is just stopping him: “If you cannot quote the shastras, do not 
tell the truth!” From this we can understand that the real truth is beyond shastra. It is not 
revealed, it is not written. The highest aspect of truth is not written in books. It is alive! This 
depends on your realization – how close you could come to divinity. It has nothing to do with 
some theories contained in the books.  

This is Chaitanya’s position – the ultimate divine unifying aspect of male and female, 
black and white, Radha and Krishna. God is a He, Goddess is a She. Sometimes They are 
separate, sometimes They are together. Fourth question? 

 
(to be continued) 
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49. The chess players – part 3 
Deep questions 

(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 29.12.2007, Sofia) 
 

 
(continues from the previous issue) 
 
Damodar: The fourth question is even deeper. What is the difference between Krishna 

bhakti and guru bhakti? 
Tirtha Maharaj: Krishna bhakti for most of the people is theory. Guru bhakti can be 

a practical experience. I’ll give you one story; tell me where is the mistake. Let us say, there is 
one very nice devotee. He is doing his sadhana very nicely: every morning waking up on 
time, chanting the rounds, then going to job, and in the evenings again doing some spiritual 
meditation, reading the shastras. So this is the story; where is the mistake?  

Answers: Where are the devotees? Where is the guru? 
Tirtha Maharaj: Yes, something like this. We can follow all the details and all the 

rules and all the regulations to the best of our abilities. But if we are not working and living 
for the satisfaction of somebody – be it a brother, a sister, your guru or any authority, anyone – 
if you are not living for their satisfaction, you will not feel the rasa. Because this practical 
service will bring the inner satisfaction. If we live, if we love, if we work for someone – then 
is very obvious! Otherwise it is theoretical – you are just scratching the surface, but you will 
never get the essence. Because the essence is not mental; this is not intellectual, this is heart! 
If you accept guru from the mind, you will have big problems. Because sooner or later your 
idea will change and he will not meet your standards. But if we accept guru from the heart 
then this connection is progressive. It is said: those who do not love but use and reject they do 
not know anything about love. But those who accept guru from the heart, those who love guru 
from the heart they simply love him – no explanation! Can you explain why you love 
someone? It is beyond explanation. Until you can say why you love, you do not really love.  

So what is the difference between Krishna bhakti and guru bhakti? They say that 
through guru bhakti we can understand what is Krishna bhakti. Take it as a training.  

But you know, these guys are all playing very good the chess. Usually guru is also a 
good player. Because Krishna is a good player, Mahaprabhu is a good player; guru is also a 
good player. But at the end he will say: “It is your choice! As you like.” And if you are clever, 
then you will say: “Yes, Gurudev! This is the way that I wanted.” If you have lost, at least you 
show a good face.  

We can say, if guru bhakti is so painful… no, if guru bhakti is so beautiful, we can 
imagine how beautiful is Krishna bhakti. What to speak of Radha dasyam?!  

Very nice questions! Actually these questions are impossible to answer. Because they 
are the topic of our life. They are the objects of our search.  

Question of Yashoda: Do Krishna bhakti exists at all, as we know that Radha is 
offering all the service to Krishna, so we want to become servants of Radharani… Who is 
serving Krishna then? Nobody can go to Krishna and say: “I am Your servant.” 

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, some can do that. But is not this question a little theoretical? 
Krishna bhakti?! Yes, Krishna bhakti exists. But exists only up to a certain limit. Shrila 
Shridhara Maharaj explains that in your progressive path to Krishna’s service finally you meet 
Him and you ask: “Ah my Lord, I am Your servant, how can I serve You?” Just imagine this 
moment. Ultimate darshan with God! Finally you can talk face to face. You ask: “I am here, 
how am I to serve You?” He says: “I do not know! I do not know anything about My service. 
In My service there is an authority and this is My beloved Shrimati Radharani. So, if you want 
to serve Me, please, go to Her, join Her campaign.” 



This is Krishna bhakti – if we join the other camp. 
Question of Yamuna: One of our acharyas has said that Vrindavana is for the fools. 

The real worshippers go to Kurukshetra. If you can tell us what is the meaning? Because we 
always speak that Vrindavana is the place of rasa. And as you said some consider “Gita” 
superficial and Kurukshetra is the place for battle, not a place for rasa. 

Tirtha Maharaj: Why Kurukshetra is mentioned in this respect? Actually this is 
repeated in Rupa Goswami’s “Lalita Madhava” and “Vidagdha Madhava” dramas that 
Radharani is praying when They meet again at Kurukshetra after such long time of separation: 
“This is the same full moon night, this is the same soft breeze, this is the same Krishna and 
this is the same me, but still we cannot run and meet… Because this is not Vrindavana, but 
this is Kurukshetra, where we have different rasa, different mood.” Therefore we consider 
Kurukshetra from this point of view the ultimate unfulfillment of desire. Everything is there, 
but it cannot be fulfilled. That is a very intensive moment. More intensive than such an 
opportunity where there is a chance for real meeting. Therefore we consider the meeting of 
Radha and Krishna at Kurukshetra very high. 

Yamuna: If you allow me a second question, is it wrong if one worships Kurukshetra 
and considers it the highest place of worship because there Radharani rejected Krishna and 
defended Her rasa? She refused to go with Him in Mathura in order to keep Her rasa; She 
said: “No, I am in Vrindavana, You come there.” Is it a wrong mentality?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, as I told you, Krishna is a grandmaster of chess, international. 
Why? He was playing the tricks with Arjuna. But you can say: easy with guys; difficult with 
ladies. He knows very well how to defeat Shrimati Radharani. So what was His approach? He 
started to play the humble guy. He said: “Ah, I had offended you. I have to take excuse by 
touching your lotus feet.” Then Krishna is ready to bow down at Shrimati Radharani. But She 
was a good partner. At this moment She did not say: “Finally You admit your mistakes.” She 
said: “What?! You want to touch my feet?! No, it is impossible, I want to touch Your feet.” In 
this way very divine competition started.  
 
 
 
 

50. Converting ideals into practice 
Spiritual gardening 

(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 29.12.2007, Sofia) 
 

Question of Ramvijay: My question is: we can see that there are many people who 
readily accept bhakti as ideal in their lives, included myself. We believe that this is the best 
thing to do, this is the best way of living. Still there are sometimes big obstacles into moving 
this into practice, I mean converting the ideal into practical life. What is the reason?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, this is the difference between theory and practice. Because 
theoretically we can agree: “Yes, this bhakti-yoga is the best, beautiful and most effective and 
everything! But not for me.” Right? Yet let us put the question in a more positive way: how to 
put the theory into practice? Because I think we all agree that to work and to live, and to 
breathe for divine unity and divine Beauty and Love meeting in our hearts – tell me 
something higher, anything higher! If you give me something higher, I will follow! I will 
immediately surrender to you. If not, then it is our turn to surrender to this ideal.  

And we are all trying to put that theory into practice, with more or less success. This is 
also a process. And as things in nature work in a very slow manner, we have to wait half an 
year, or years to get a fruit from a tree… You sow a seed, you put it into the earth and you 
have to water it, you have to take care of it for years and then after some time maybe some 



fruits, unripe fruits will come first. Yet even if it is sour, even if it is green, but it is mine! 
Therefore it is sweet.  

But go on cultivating your garden. Next springtime you just check out the apple trees – 
how many hundreds and millions of flowers you will find on the tree! Only a few will give 
real fruits. All the flowers are serving life, yet very few will give real fruits. And the best 
fruits are on the top, always in sunshine. Some fruits are under the tree, others are still 
catching on the branches, but rotten inside. Never mind, go on cultivating your garden; you 
will find, you will reap the harvest.  

In the same way even if we are not fully successful in putting the theory into practice, 
go on cultivating. Time will come. If we chant sometimes, these melodies, these harmonies 
will affect our hearts. It will start to have some effect, some results in our vision.  

And until you have minor problems, that means you do not have real problems. 
Because in real trouble immediately you recognize your real friends. So until you can fight, 
you have so much time to waste to fight with each other, I feel secure.  

Cultivation takes some time, therefore we should cultivate our practice; but later on it 
will become our vision, it will become our second nature – or first nature. And this is called 
success. 

Ramvijay: Gurudev, if you can comment on the famous Christian saying “Goodwill is 
the road to hell”?  

Tirtha Maharaj: There is another famous Christian saying: “Even the devil is quoting 
the Bible.” So, shall I quote the shastras about the good will?  

Ramvijay: More like what is the meaning of this Christian saying? 
Tirtha Maharaj: Well, this is devotion minus intelligence. For example guru tells 

you: “Cultivate our garden. Can you pick the weeds from our garden?” And you say: “Yes, 
Gurudev!” so you are running into the garden and picking all the plants that he had planted 
with so much effort. So, dedication is there and there is nothing in the garden anymore! 
Devastating devotion! Then you come back to the ashram and say: “Gurudev, the job is done. 
Everything is round up.” This is dedication without intelligence. Therefore we can say: ask 
before you do something. Therefore in some ashrams they have these inner rules: if you break 
- replace; if you do not know – ask; if you take – put it back. Very simple.  

Question of Dani: You said to ask if we do not know. But the main problem is not 
with the things that we do not know, but with those we do not know that we do not know. 
How to ask about these, if we do not know that we do not know them?  

Tirtha Maharaj: This is real intelligence. It is very important. Because, you know, 
most of the neophytes and most of the simple heads – they do not know what they do not 
know. Once Dalai Lama was giving a lecture – public lecture, big hall, thousands of people. 
And one young man said: “I have a remark.” Then they said: “First the lecture and then at the 
end maybe you can say if you have some questions or remarks.” But he was very pushy and 
he said: “No, no, no!” and he started: “Well, I have been studying Buddhism for three years 
already and there are some mistakes here!” They could not stop him from the stupid remarks. 
Very impolite! It has nothing to know with this very little etiquette, nothing! You study 
Buddhism for three years already!? And you tell the highest authority: “There is some mistake 
here.” What is that?! Come on, first take your lesson of humility. Sometimes people who are 
really uneducated they think that they know and they can correct. We should know our limits. 

Intelligence means that you achieve your goals. 
 
 
 
 
 



51. Violent bhakti 
Like a piece of bread 

(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 29.12.2007, Sofia) 
 
 

Question of Prana Krishna: A practical question. When Sadhu Maharaj was here he 
gave a very nice definition about the goals of our practice – having a pious life and building 
the relationship with the Lord. What are the symptoms that we are properly building our 
relationship with the Lord and we do not make mistakes in the practice, that we really make a 
step towards Him and He makes a step towards us? 

Tirtha Maharaj: It is a good question. You want to see the results? Enough of the 
theories, enough of the unseen truths. That means we want to measure. That means – illusion. 
“Maya” means not only “not that”, “maya” also means “to measure”32. So if we want to 
measure God, that is illusion. If we want to see the results, that is illusion. Those who have 
deep faith they do not need proofs. They are almost blind. “I do not mind if You show Your 
face or not, I do not mind! I am Your unconditional servant.” Maybe this is a little sidetrack, I 
did not want to talk about this on this lecture, but now it just came. Because I have mentioned 
that Krishna is ultimately giving full freedom to Arjuna to say “yes”. And the same is there in 
Mahaprabhu’s ultimate teachings. Because in “Shikshashtaka” what He says?  “I am Your 
unconditional servant – irrespective of Your feedback: You accept me or reject me, I am here, 
I am your servant, unconditionally.” In “Gita” Krishna is talking like God; therefore He gives 
“full freedom” to His disciple to choose. In the “Shikshashtaka” Krishna is talking as a 
servant, as a devotee and there He does not give any choice to His beloved Lord. “You cannot 
escape me.” So God can give freedom; a devotee does not provide any freedom. Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu is not an obedient lover: “Well, you can go, as you like…” No. He says: 
“Whatever you do, I am Yours”. And implicitly it means that “You belong to me.” This is real 
possessive love. “You belong to me. You are not free to go, my Lord. I am Yours – that 
means You are mine! You are not free.” So if you ask about the importance of Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu, this is the importance – He is possessive lover. God gives freedom; but when 
God comes as a worshiper, He does not give freedom. This is Krishna bhakti – when you lose 
your freedom, even God loses His freedom. 

So how not to make mistakes in this progress? There are three ways to escape 
mistakes. Three ways to be perfect. One way is nitya-siddha, that means eternally perfect. 
These souls are born on earth in a perfect form – not under the control of illusion, karma or 
whatever. But this is very rare. The second is the sadhana-siddha. They are performing the 
job, performing the self-realization and purification process so intensively, that they reach 
perfection. So, by performing sadhana they achieve siddha. This is also rare. The third is the 
kripa-siddha – those who achieve perfection by mercy. Ah, this sounds familiar. It is 
providing a home feeling, home comfort. “Yes, I also have a chance. I am not born perfect; 
although I try, I can hardly perform everything correctly. But I am trying my best, therefore 
please, put my name on Your list of mercy!” So kripa-siddha means that we catch on the 
divine mercy. If there is a chance for service – do it, do not miss it! If you have a chance to 
associate with the saints – do not miss it! You will have a whole lifetime that you can waste 
on yourself! Devote some time to the great saints. And kripa-siddha is such a unique 
opportunity that sometimes the great ones exercise their mercy against our will. Because if 
God comes as a servant and He does not give any freedom to God, do you think that He will 

                                                 
32 Editor’s note: Here Gurumaharaj indicates the two kinds of etymology of the word 'maya'. The word 'maya' 
means illusion, creating illusion. According to an explanation this word derives from the combination of words 
'ma-ya' (not that), but Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati derives it from the verb 'ma' (measures, compares). 



give you freedom?! Forget it! There is no freedom. No freedom at all – neither for God nor 
for the servants. Forcefully they will make you happy.  

Ramvijay: Nityananda Prabhu’s style. 
Tirtha Maharaj: Violent bhakti!  
But to be a little bit more serious – what will guide us and what will protect us from 

our own shortcomings and mistakes? There is only one thing – this is the inner purity of the 
intention. If we have that, then naturally we want to do everything according to the best of our 
capacity, we try to offer the best to Krishna what is available and ultimately He will help us 
also in correcting our mistakes. Therefore He is providing sadhu-sanga, because by this 
practical association and joint services we are purified. Just like the pieces of stone upon the 
hill are very sharp; but when they reach down to the plain and reach the sea, for example, they 
are very soft and round shaped. But this is a long path. Yet ultimately they will be very 
smooth. In the same way we have to remove the sharp edges of the false ego. Lev Tolstoy 
said: “Ah my Lord! I am like a piece of stone. Make me like a piece of bread.” A little 
transformation… 

Prana Krishna: So everything is depending on the inner purity of our motivation? 
Tirtha Maharaj: This is our contribution. Otherwise we are depending on so many 

other factors also. Like past conditionings, karma, good chance, blessings, readiness of our 
abilities, how we can utilize our energies. But the main inner contribution this is the purity of 
intention. Do not forget: books are the basis, preaching is the essence, purity is the force and 
utility is the principle33.  
 
 
 
 
 

52. Surrendered servant 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 30.12.2007,Sofia) 

 
 

"Now I am confused about my duty and have lost all composure because of miserly 
weakness. In this condition, I am asking You to tell me clearly what is best for me. Now I am 
Your disciple, and a soul surrendered unto You. Please instruct me."34  

This is one very famous verse form “Shrimad Bhagavad-gita”. It is called shishya-
shloka, the shishya verse where Arjuna, as a disciple, accepts Krishna, God, as teacher, as 
instructor. This is a turning point of the story, because before their relationship was different – 
more simple, more friendly. But now Arjuna admits all the shortcomings that he has got. This 
is a time of humility. And it is very much necessary for a student to learn. Without practical 
humility it is impossible to learn. 

We are all searching for secrets and higher knowledge. If we want to achieve, then let 
us practice the first requirement and it is humble surrender. Although this topic, humility, is 
not very popular these days, because now all the education that is coming to us is: do it 
yourself, you are great, etc. You have heard these stories hundreds of times. So better we turn 
our attention to the right source of information, where they will not cheat me. Because all this 
advertisement will ultimately cheat you. Everything from the world tries to say that “You 
belong here. Just do what I tell you and you will be satisfied, you will be happy.” We have 
tried, we have given our hearts, we have sold our souls – satisfaction does not come. So find 
such a way, where they teach you really how to become yourself. Because if we can come to 
                                                 
33 Excerpt from Shrila Prabhupada’s instructions 
34 “Bhagavad-gita” 2.7 



the real spiritual platform naturally we shall be humble. For ourselves, as spirit souls, we are 
not the center of the universe. Sorry, maybe this is a very difficult message, but we are not the 
center. As soon as we recognize our limitations – that we are so tiny, tiny sparks of this divine 
picture – then naturally we shall take a humble position. But do not forget, the servant of the 
king is living in the palace. So to take a humble position in a big kingdom means you have got 
a good residence. In the same way to accept a simple service in the great kingdom of God, 
Krishna, that means you will be part of His court. 

Therefore Arjuna as a fighter is ready to give up his prestigious position. He is a 
prince. He is the best archer in the world. And really he is! He is qualified in so many ways. 
Still he is ready to give up this prestigious position, his self-esteem even, and what does he 
say?! “I am confused; I do not know what is best for me.” And what about you? You come, 
young men, your nose poked into the air… You think that you know something! Be ready to 
give up the self-esteem. But only in front of a real authority. Arjuna was talking to God 
Himself. It is easy to give up the false prestige in front of God. Still we should practice this 
example, because it helps us very much. A real authority can help us in identifying ourselves.  

And finally Arjuna says: “I am your disciple, I am your surrendered servant.” And 
these are not only words. He really means it. What does it mean to become a surrendered 
soul? That means that you give up your selfish privacy. What does it mean to become an 
obedient servant? That means whenever your master is calling you, you are ready. You do not 
say: “Yes, but…” This is not the surrendered servant. This is a servant, but without the good 
qualities. “Yes, Gurudev, but…” No, surrendered servant means ready anytime. And you 
know, in order to face ourselves sometimes the great ones are testing us. Because we might 
think: “Yes, I am a surrendered servant of my master – until he does not ask anything from 
me. I can perform everything that he does not ask from me. Gurudev, you are so great, you do 
not have to tell anything to me.”  

 
(to be continued) 

 
 
 
 

53. Not just empty words 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 30.12.2007,Sofia) 

 
 

(continues from the previous issue) 
 
I think I have mentioned the story already, but it is nice to repeat. Bhakivinod Thakur, 

one of our great teachers, was living in Navadvip, Godrum. He was living in a nice house 
with a great family – some eleven children. And once there was a stormy night. You know 
usually nobody is walking in stormy nights, but all of a sudden somebody was knocking on 
the door. He went out, searching who it is. And he saw his spiritual brother Goura Kishora das 
Babaji in front of the door. You know, babajis are really special type, special category. 
Sometimes they behave in a very embarrassing way. This time he came during the night, 
knocking on the door and when Bhaktivinod Thakur said: “Ah, Babaji Maharaj, how can I 
serve you? What do you need? Just come inside!” He did not enter, he asked:  Do you have a 
potato?” Bhaktivnod Thakur said: “Well… most probably yes…” He was searching the whole 
household and he found one piece of potato. So he brought that one piece and give it to Babaji 
Maharaj: “Here it is. There is your potato.” And Babaji said: “Thank you!”, took it, turned 
and gone – during that stormy night with one piece of potato. Bhaktivinod was a little 



perplexed: what is this, what is happening?! But then he came to the conclusion: “Most 
probably I have developed a certain attachment to this one piece of potato. I am so fortunate 
that Babaji Maharaj came during this stormy night and snatched this attachment from me!”  

So sometimes the great ones are putting us on tests: how much attachment you have to 
your potatoes? How much you are a surrendered servant of your Gurudev until he does not 
speak?  

In another occasion once a master told the disciple: “Build a house.” He said: “Yes, 
Gurudev.” So he started to make the business. And you know, even in India, even if this is a 
small hut, it is a little complicated. So after some time the disciple comes to Gurudev and 
tells: “I accomplished the job, here is the key.” And then the guru said: “All-right. Demolish 
this building.” The guy said: “…Yes, Gurudev, I am going.” After some time he came back 
and reported to the master: “I accomplished the job. The whole house is ruined.” Then the 
master said: “Ah, very nice my boy. Can you build a house for me?” “Yes, Gurudev.” So he 
went, built the house again, came back and reported to the master: “The house is ready, here 
is the key.” What did the master say? “Very nice. Can you demolish that building?” So, he 
was doing that for sixteen times. And finally our student lost the patience and he said: “Ah, 
my dear master! You were telling me to build, then you were telling me to demolish. I was 
doing that for sixteen times. Do you need that house?!” And the guru said: “No! I am not 
attached. I wanted to see whether you are attached or not. Whether you want this house or 
not.”  

I am your surrendered servant! Please, these are not simple words. These are not 
empty words. Be ready. If you tell your master: “Make me dance” then be prepared for dance.  

Because this is what this verse is telling us: “I am your servant, I am your disciple.” 
What does it mean in the ultimate sense? It means whatever the guru cannot accomplish 
himself, he will do it through the disciples. But to accomplish that job we need surrendered 
servants, so that not your job is accomplished, but the guru’s job is accomplished. Maybe you 
do not understand the importance now, but give your trust. If we have the maximum purity of 
intention in the heart, the Lord will supply everything that is necessary. 

Therefore we worship this verse from the “Gita” where Arjuna says: “I am your 
disciple, teach me.” This is the way how to express our willingness to learn. So, be ready to 
say “yes” to the pure authority. Sixteen times. With all your potatoes.  

Question of Manjari: Once you said that Krishna makes it harder for those He loves 
the most. I was wondering why?  

Tirtha Maharaj: He is this type. I thought that after these examples you would 
understand why. Because without being tested we cannot know how strong our faith, how 
strong our dedication is. Usually we are protesting when we are put under some test. But we 
should be intelligent and we should know that this is for our benefit.  

Otherwise why is Krishna testing, why is He  making it a little difficult for some? 
Because He is a good dancer. And He has unlimited capacity to dance. So He wants to have 
good partners, who do not say: “Sorry, I am tired.” 

Question: What is the secret formula not to lose our power of dedication in such 
situations? Even if we are intentionally harassed by the guruji. 

Tirtha Maharaj: Empty words will not help. If I say “yes, yes”, but I mean “no, no” 
it will not help. We should be ready to tolerate some tests. Because guru is just like doctor. 
And sometimes the doctor takes a knife and cuts your belly. Still we trust him, we know “he 
will cure me” although he will inflict so much pain on my body.” 

But you asked what is the secret formula? This is bhakti, divine love. Because guru is 
not playing jokes with us, he tries to train us to better perform our service. I mean, a real one. 
Because many will be satisfied with the first house and will take the key. Because he is 
attached to the house. But this one was not attached.  



 
 
 
 
 

EXTRA MONDAY ISSUES 
 

The levels of spiritual feelings 
 

Not only the objective existence of the world is useless if there is no God behind, but 
our personal existence is useless, completely useless, if there is no chance for reciprocation. 
Actually this feeling of complete uselessness and this feeling of devastation can be perceived 
in bhakti. Because there are different levels of bhava like vibhava, anubhava, satvika-bhava 
and vyabhichari-bhava.  

Vibhava means the reason that gives rise to emotions. For example the name 
“Krishna” gives some tremor in the heart. You hear the name “Krishna” and immediately 
either your heart breaks, or your heart rejoices. Something is just entering your mind, entering 
your heart. These are things that are connected with Krishna – His name, His form, His flute, 
for example – if you hear the flute sound, it also gives rise to emotions – or if you see a 
peacock feather, it also starts emotional waves. This is some kind of objective part of vibhava. 
And the subjective part is ashraya and vishaya. Ashraya is the person, who has the feelings, 
who possesses the feelings. And vishaya is the object of these feelings. So these are the 
vaishnava, the bhakta; and Krishna.  

And then there are the anubhava – these are the symptoms, different symptoms - when 
you have some ecstasy there are some symptoms like trembling and palpitation, and when all 
your hair is just standing on ends, tears also… But these are some reflections of the real 
feelings, some results, reflections.  

Then there are the satvika-bhava, that means the really existing emotional levels, 
feelings. There are many. But these are some permanent kind of feelings. We can also say that 
these are sthai-bhavas, something that is firmly there.  

And finally in the philosophy of bhava there is the vyabhichari-bhava, these are the 
storm emotions – devastating, so strong, that the final stage of this level is just feeling dead. 
The emotions are so intense, that you just die! This is the top of emotions. There is nothing 
beyond! Nothing beyond, because you offered your whole life to Govinda and you just finish 
there. Nothing more is there! You do not have anything more to offer. But of course this is 
only a feeling, we are speaking of bhavas. So you can perceive, you can feel the feeling of 
being non-existent in vipralambha. That is also a kind of shynyavada, right? Your existence is 
finished. But what kind of shynyavada is this! This is full of emotions! This is full of 
Govinda, Radha, jiva…  

 
 
 

The procession of rasas 
 

There is a song about different rasas35 in spiritual life. It says:  
“You should chant the holy names of our Lord and then blessings will come to you. 

Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama 
Rama Hare Hare!  

                                                 
35 Specific relations 



For the deliverance of the fallen souls Shri Gouranga, as distributing mercy, just 
chants: Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare Hare Rama Hare Rama 
Rama Rama Hare Hare!  

Krishna, You are protecting Your devotees and You give blessings to your enemies.  
You are the playmate of the gopas and the good cowherd of the cows.  
You are the treasure of Mother Yashoda and the glory of Nanda Baba.  
You are the Lord of the beautiful-faced gopis and on Your lips the bamboo flute is just 

sounding.  
Therefore, just like a happy prayer you should chant this mahamantra: Hare Krishna 

Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare!” 
In this song, all the theory of Chaitanya type of devotion is comprehended. 
“In order to liberate you, Shri Gouranga, as showering mercy, just chants the holy 

names.” He came for the liberation of the fallen; He did not come for liberating the liberated, 
or the highly elevated. Because with the bramins, He had only one type of activity - when 
they were chanting the Gayatri in the Ganges water, He was going under the water and just 
catching the toes of the bramins. But for the fallen souls He was very much ready to act as a 
savior. There is a beautiful film about this – “Nimay of Nadya”. There it is said, that 
somebody understood in how fallen situation he is and then approached Mahaprabhu: “Please, 
forgive my sins, my sinful activities.” And in a very elevated and divine mood He said: “Just 
chant the holy names and you will be liberated from samsara.” So the first qualification is: 
you have to understand your fallen condition. And not only that, but we have to repent our 
mistakes; and then we can chant fully. One secondary result of this chanting is liberation. For 
most of the different religions this is the end, final end – liberation. For a bhakta this is only 
the beginning. Easy to say, but it is a long way to accomplish. But still if we really can 
understand the beauty and the power of divine loving connection, then we can understand 
what is the position of liberation and what is the position of bhakti. It is also possible to get 
stuck in the maya platform. So how it is not possible to get stuck anywhere?! Of course it is 
possible to get stuck in liberation also. But salvation is ever there. From material sphere, from 
liberated state – mercy can come and help. 

The first verse says that Mahaprabhu brings the liberation for the fallen jivas. And 
then comes a description of the nature of Krishna: “You are protecting Your devotees and You 
bless your enemies.” So whoever comes in connection with Krishna will be benefited. No 
exception. Maybe myself… but you are all benefited. Krishna is Bhakta-vatsala, protects the 
devotees and liberates even the putanas (witches). So everybody is benefited. But this 
description about devotees and enemies is just like the passive state, the passive connection, 
shanta-rasa. 

Next comes that “You are the playmate of the gopas and You take care of the cows.” 
First is more like passive, and maybe some service mood is there. But here the gopas are in 
friendly mood (sakhya-rasa) with Krishna. Krishna likes to play. And from the history of 
philosophy, Nitchshe said that “such a God should be worshiped, who is playing and singing 
and dancing.”  Krishna! Even the philosophers finally understood what kind of God should be 
worshiped – a playful one. He is a playmate of the gopas. If you are a gopa, then you can 
have your God as your friend. The cat is also playing with the mouse, but this play is not so 
nice. But Krishna’s game is not such a cruel game. This is a loving game.  

And He is not only a friend, but “He is the darling of Mother Yashoda.” This is the 
next step of rasa – vatsalya-rasa, motherly feelings. And “He is the glory of Nanda Baba.” 
From this you can see the difference between mother and father. Mother wants to have a 
sweet baby. Even if the son is grown up she will say: “Have you taken your warm socks?” 
The biggest problem for a mother! Never mind that the son is sixty years old and he is the 
king of the country: “Where are your socks?!” But what about the father? The father is not 



satisfied with warm socks, he wants to have a king. He wants to have glory in his son. Mother 
is satisfied with some sweetness. Father – whatever he could not achieve, he wants his son to 
achieve. Is it like this? These feelings of fathers and mothers are very strong emotions. They 
are ready to serve, ready to do any service for the kid. And of course, the kid is also ready to 
serve the parents. Again, there is very much connection there. Sharing is there.  

And then finally – although we may think that motherly and fatherly feelings are the 
highest – there is something more. Because there comes the next verse about gopi-bhaav. 
“Krishna is the Lord of the beautiful-faced gopis. And on His lips the bamboo flute is just 
sounding.” 

In this way this song for me is just like when the different servants of Krishna make a 
procession. First come the more passive devotees. Then the gopas; in a friendly mood, they 
are just rejoicing with Krishna: “Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare…” 
Then come Mother Yashoda and Nanda Baba: “Krishna Krishna…” And then finally the 
gopis, the crying choir of gopis. They also say: “Krishna Krishna”  in a full emotional rapture. 
Then you can start from Gouranga and you can finish with the chanting of the holy name. 
And as you have this idea, the whole Vrindavana scene is in front of your eyes. Nobody is 
missing. For Krishna’s happiness everybody is here. Do not miss this opportunity, join the 
Vrindavana party. You should also become a member, a part of Krishna’s happiness. Reflect 
back His beauty and let His attractive power work on you. 

 
 

 
 

To see Krishna everywhere and always 
 

“... One who sees Me everywhere and sees everything in Me…”36 This part of the 
verse is about the universal vision, the general, global vision. Equal vision we can call this. 
The first part is a little bit easier to understand: to see Krishna everywhere. Like: “I am the 
taste of water, I am the “Om” in the Vedic mantras, I am the smell of the earth, I am the 
ability in men…” To see Krishna everywhere is easier to understand, yet rather difficult to 
accomplish. But the second part, to “see everything in Me”, to see everything in Krishna – this 
is mystic.  

How can we see everything in Krishna? First a little bit gyana: we can understand that 
God pervades everything. He is the limit of everything that exists. Beyond Him there is 
nothing, not even space. His body is different than your body, because outside of your body 
there is space. But Krishna’s body is not like this, it is not limited: so far this is Krishna and 
after that comes space – no, everything is included.  

But this is theory. Do you have that vision – to see that whatever is here, manifested 
before your eyes, is included in Krishna? Usually we do not have that vision. We see things 
and objects as separate, distinct objects. But is this possible to see? Hopefully yes. How? In 
the purport Shrila Prabhupad mentions one method. Do you want to learn this method? How 
to see Krishna everywhere and always?  

 
premanjana-cchurita-bhakti-vilocanena 
santah sadaiva hridayeshu vilokayanti 
yam syamasundaram acintya-guna-svarupam 
govindam adi-purusham tam aham bhajami37 
 

                                                 
36 From “Bhagavad-gita” 6.30 
37 „Brahma-samhita” 5.38 



“I worship the primeval Lord Govinda, who is always seen by the devotee, whose eyes 
are anointed with the pulp of love. He is seen in His eternal form of Shyamasundara, situated 
within the heart of the devotee.”  

So, Krishna is there in your heart. We have heard this slogan thousands of times. If we 
understand this only once, it will change our life.  

 
 
 

Everything in Krishna 
 

Tell me an occasion when somebody could see everything in Krishna? How to see 
everything in Krishna? By motherly love. But Yashoda was angry, right? She was not 
worshiping Krishna as God Supreme, she was not worshiping Him theoretically: “Ah, I 
understand that God is supreme and good, therefore I see everything inside Him.” No, she 
was angry. But that spiritual anger helps the rasa to grow. And there is somebody, who helps 
in this respect: like Balarama and other gopas and gopies: they always create some 
arrangement for Krishna to manifest something divine. In this way also Balarama was 
complaining to Yashoda, He accused Krishna that He was eating earth. This news was given 
to mother Yashoda and immediately she called Krishna: “I heard that you are eating earth. 
This is dangerous to your health.” And Krishna immediately started to play His tricks: “No, I 
did not!” And started to cry – to break the mother’s heart and to prove His word.  

But Yashoda did not believe the tears. Just imagine: the mother of God does not 
believe in God. She does not accept His word. This is the basis of faith – to accept the words 
of God. What kind of faith did she have?! “I don’t trust you, I don’t believe you!” Very 
intensive connection. When you are so close, that you can say “no” to God. “No, I don’t 
believe you. You are always mischievous, I will check. Show me your mouth!” And Krishna 
was very much ready to offer this option to mother Yashoda. Because this is a divine loving 
connection, to prove Himself. Mother Yashoda wanted to prove that Krishna was cheating, 
and Krishna wanted to prove that “I am not cheating.” Who was right? Krishna opened the 
mouth and mother Yashoda saw the whole Earth in His mouth. Like eating up the whole 
earth, Earth planet – not only some little dust, but the whole earth. And she saw much more – 
the whole Universe; even herself. 

So if you want to see everything inside Krishna, you should say “no” to Him. “No, I 
don’t believe You! No, I don’t accept Your word.” If you can come so close, if your eye is 
anointed with the oil of prema, then you will be able to see this. If you say “no” to Krishna on 
a regular basis as your conditioning, it will not provide this connection. So we have to be very 
careful what to accept from this Krishna and what not to accept. Because first in everything 
we have to see His presence; and then we can see everything inside Him. If you have this 
universal, divine vision, then you will understand that everything is included. Nothing is 
outside of His desire. Whatever happens is … not predestined, but pre-thought by Krishna. He 
has all the options in His great mind and heart. Just like when you play chess. Good chess 
players know the different paths and alternatives for many, many steps ahead. And they 
know: “if he will move like this, then this is the line; if he moves like that, then this is the 
direction we have to go.” In the same way, Krishna has all the different options in His heart 
and mind. You can make your move. You have the freedom to move the white and black – 
again this is Krishna consciousness – to move your figures. But He knows how to react. What 
is His move, we have to understand.  

To see everywhere Krishna, the touch of His divine presence in the creation, to see the 
beauty all around, to see the harmony - in disharmony and in ugliness also… And then to see 
everything as included in Krishna. You think of Krishna in your heart, but this heart is also 



included in Krishna. So, how to put something inside, which is outside? This is a paradox! To 
put inside a box something, that is including the box. But this paradox can be broken, opened 
up or resolved by divine love. 
 
 
 

Nor is he ever lost to Me 
 

“For one who sees Me everywhere and sees everything in Me, I am never lost, nor he 
is ever lost to Me.”38 

Some people say that “Bhagavad-gita” was spoken by Vasudeva Krishna. And 
Vasudeva Krishna is not really talking about rasa connection. Because Vasudeva means a 
“level of consciousness, omniscient”. And also it represents the inner consciousness of 
people. But this verse is just the opposite, very intimate. And it works in both directions. Not 
only one direction: “You think of Me always.” Krishna says: “I am also thinking of you 
always.”  

Sometimes there arises the question: is God good? Can you prove me that God is good 
or not? I cannot! But He can. Because He says: “If you think of Me, I will always think of 
you.” It is just like a spiritual business. “You give and I give also.” Both parties are ready to 
give. And of course, after giving they are very much ready to receive also. 

“For such a person (who sees Me everywhere and sees everything in Me) I am never 
lost and is he never lost for Me.” It is a deep connection there. Sometimes we do not see 
Krishna. We lose Him. But He is better than ourselves, because He does not lose us. “When I 
was carrying my heart in a depressed mood, all of a sudden God came and embraced me.” So 
help comes when it is necessary. And when you feel: “Now I have made some progress, 
Krishna came closer to me,” then actually you have opened up your eyes. Krishna was 
standing next to you already. This is what we have to realize: that He is ever ready. So you are 
never lost for Him. But we should be also qualified from our side, we should also never lose 
Krishna. This is rasa, a rasic connection. It is not only theory, but it is based on bhakti. If you 
love somebody, everything makes you remember that person, everything reminds you of that 
person. If you love Krishna, everything will remind you of Him. 
 
 
 
 

The invitation for dance 
 

Question of Damodar: If we love Krishna, everything becomes easy. But, as I can 
say for myself that I don’t love Him, it becomes difficult. What is the first step to love 
Krishna? What is the first step of this long way?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Every long journey starts with the first step. The first step is: we 
have to believe His words. When you say “no” to Krishna, it comes later. First we should say 
“yes”. Om. Om is a big “yes”. Om Shri Krishna! Positive mark, exclamation mark. Yes!  

The first step can be made due to two reasons: when you are empty or when you are 
full. When you are empty, when your heart is resounding, echoing from emptiness, then you 
want to fill it up, because emptiness is not our philosophy. If you see an empty place, you 
want to fill it up. Especially ladies are very good in this – creating a home. To put a nice 
carpet here, some beautiful plants there – they fill the space up with so many necessary things. 
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In this way they create beauty. Our heart is also like a desert; we have to fill it up. To make a 
beautiful garden from our hearts, full of the flowers of love of Godhead, cultivation must be 
there. Sow the seeds and cultivate; pour water and pluck the weeds. Then it will be a 
beautifully inhabited garden. This is one reason: if you are empty, if you feel empty, you have 
to fill it up. And the heart is especially a place for emotions; not for discussions or adjustment, 
it is for feelings. So to fill the heart with real emotions - this means divine emotions. Because 
if you give your emotions to humans, you will be frustrated. In this way it is very easy to 
forget about God, because human connections are so strong, that they capture the whole 
attention. You become enamored with the person and then you forget everything else, 
everybody else.  

This we should apply to Krishna! To fall in love with Him; then you forget everybody 
else: “Krishna Krishna…” Later on somebody else will also come: “Radhe Radhe…” But this 
is the next chapter. 

So, the first reason to start to love Krishna is if you feel empty. What is the second 
reason? When our heart is so full of emotions that we want to share. When we are drowning 
in our emotions. We have to give our hearts to somebody. Do not waste your high emotions; 
give your heart only to the most appropriate person. This is God Himself, Supreme Lord. And 
we have a very dynamic conception of our God. Sometimes He is playing tricks, sometimes 
He is playing games, sometimes He is cheating – like this. Very dynamic! He is very much 
vivid, He is not dead. So this is the second reason: when you have so much in your heart that 
it just overspills. It is said that the cistern is filling up; but the spring overflows. So when our 
hearts are just like springs - too much emotions are there, we are full of divine love - then we 
have to give them to somebody. In this way we have to find the most appropriate person, and 
this is Lord Krishna. 

Actually He makes the first step. Just like when you are in a dance hall. Then you 
approach the ladies to ask them to come with you to dance. Krishna is the only one male 
dancer in this whole universe. So He makes the first step, He invites you: “Please, come with 
Me. I will dance with you. I am ready to dance with you; are you ready to dance with Me?” 
“No. I am waiting for someone else.” “All right,” and He starts to dance with somebody else. 
And how do you call those ladies, who are waiting to be invited by someone? We say that 
they are “selling parsley”. You know, old ladies usually sell parsley and wait for some 
customer, but nobody comes. So if you miss the chance, you will be selling your parsley. Do 
not miss your chance! If there is an invitation, do not let it go! Do not frustrate Krishna, 
because He will remember. And He will say: “Hey, I have so many to dance with. If you 
don’t come, I will find somebody else.” He is especially famous for always trying to find 
somebody new; get rid of the old and find somebody new. So beware! You should always be 
fresh and new for Krishna. Ever-fresh!  

But invitation comes from Krishna. First impetus comes from Krishna. 
 
 
 
 

In the heart of a pure devotee 
 

Question of Hari-lila: We do not know Krishna personally, so it is very difficult to 
direct my emotions to a person, whom I don’t know. 

Tirtha Maharaj: Previously, when our Gurudev could not be in Hungary quite often, 
people who wanted to become devotees could not know him. And those who wanted to join, 
had this shortcoming of the situation: “I do not know him!”  Then we could suggest these 
newcomers: “You should examine the disciples.” Because by the disciples you will know the 



guru. If you examine the son, you will understand the father. Can you apply it to your 
question? We do not know God. But you can know, you can understand His servants. 
Therefore for example from a guru, from a connection to a guru, we understand so many 
things about the connection to Krishna.  Actually, by serving guru and the vaishnavas we 
learn how to serve Krishna, because they are close.  

And pure devotees have one secret: if you excavate the heart of a pure devotee, what 
will be there? Inside the heart of a pure devotee you can find the characteristics of Krishna 
and you can find Krishna Himself. “I am not living in Vaikuntha, I am not living in the hearts 
of the yogis, but where My devotees glorify Me with devotion – there I live.” So, the dwelling 
place of Krishna is the hearts of the pure devotees. Even about the Universal Form, Virat 
Purusha, it is said that the dwelling place of Virat Purusha is humans. Because you know, the 
eye is the sun, the bones are the hills, etc. And His dwelling place is humans. But this is 
general.. Krishna is specific! His specific place for living is the pure heart of a pure 
vaishnava. From this we can understand, that if we approach a pure vaishnava, if we approach 
a guru and the vaishnavas, then we can understand how is Krishna. 
 
 
 
 

Dharma and param-dharma 
 

Question of Hari-lila: Why are human relations? Only to choose relations with God, I 
mean not with humans, but with God?! Actually we have dharma in this life, families. What 
kind of feelings we should have in our families, if we should give everything to Krishna? 
What kind of relations could we have in our families?   

Tirtha Maharaj: Well, of course we have dharma; but we have param-dharma also. 
Param-dharma is the universal and supreme dharma. All other dharmas are below this level. 
Because even the birds raise their families. We also raise our family, nothing special. This is a 
basic necessity – to maintain humanity and the race. But humans have higher brain capacity. 
Therefore even these biological functions can be divine. Like we eat, right? Eating is very 
usual. But we eat mahaprasadam. That is divine! We establish families, this is very common. 
But we have to establish spiritual families, and that is divine. Whatever we have, if we 
connect it with Krishna, it becomes divine. For example to have sex – this is something quite 
basic and something very ugly if it is based only on the physical attraction of bodies. But 
Krishna says: “I am such a sexual life, which is not against the divine principles.” Usually it is 
considered by some something very sinful. But it is not, if you apply it in the right direction: 
for raising children, establishing a future for them, inviting the appropriate soul – this is a 
divine meditation. Of course a lot of people are meditating on this topic, but on a different 
level. They meditate on the lower parts of the other sex, but you should meditate on the higher 
goal of having sexual inclination and organs. What is the reason, for which God made me a 
woman or a man? What does He expect from me? And if you can find an appropriate answer 
for this, then you should go. “He expects from me to become a mother. I am ready to accept 
this role happily!” Or: “He wants me to become a father.” Big responsibility, both! Or: “He 
wants me to say “no” to the sexual urge, to become a mendicant and ascetic. I also accept.” 
But whether it is this one or that one – it must be a sacrifice. Sacrifice means to be connected 
with Krishna.    

In this way human relationships must also be based on Krishna. Friendship, trust, love, 
family – whatever. Because if Krishna is the basis, then it will be long term. If the changing 
feelings are the basis, it will be very fickle, unstable. Very simple.  



So if everything is based on Krishna, then it is better. Once there was a question: what 
relationships are there in the spiritual world between jivas, or souls. The connections are 
manifested through Krishna. Not excluding Krishna, but including Him. So, perform your 
dharma, but do not forget about your supreme dharma. And until we cannot fully absorb 
ourselves in the highest dharma, until that time, rules for dharma should be followed 
perfectly. Otherwise a fall down will come. It is said in “Narada-bhakti-sutra” that a proper 
direction should be followed, otherwise bad results will come. 
 
 
 

The divine connection 
 

Question of Hari-lila: Once you told me: don’t mix relations with humans with 
relation with Krishna. But, at the same time, in all relations I should see Krishna. How not to 
mix? Where is the border?  

Tirtha Maharaj: The border is that you invite Krishna at the lotus throne of your 
heart. It is reserved for Him. He is the king of your heart. But the king has ministers also. It is 
suggested for the wife to see Krishna or a representative of Krishna in her husband. And it is 
suggested for the husband to see a gopi in his wife. And what does it mean: a gopi? A gopi 
means that she belongs to Krishna. „I am only serving this gopi.”  Just imagine: if the wife 
sees Krishna in the husband, and the husband sees a gopi in the wife – is not that beautiful, is 
not that spiritual?! It is very high! And you cannot quarrel with Krishna. And you cannot hurt 
a gopi. So all the family problems are solved. Fighting and misunderstanding, and hurting 
each other are finished, because we have a divine connection. I am talking about the ideal 
situation, not about the present realizations of the devotees. But we must have these ideals 
also. 

You know, these love affairs are a very difficult topic. Now will I mention such a 
story, yet I do not support that it should be followed. Once a lady, a good vaishnavi – I am 
talking about vaishnavas, of course – she was too much loving a vaishnava. But, you know, 
this vaishnava, as a young man, had this bumble bee character – flying from one flower to 
another, searching here and there and he wanted to change his mind. So what was the reaction 
of this lady? It was quite a difficult situation; she committed suicide - tried at least. Later the 
devotees were discussing what was happening, like this, like that… And one said: “She tried 
to kill herself.” The other said: “Such a stupidity! For this guy!” But it is nice like this, isn’t 
it!? Otherwise is it possible to love without deep emotions, ready to die?! Of course I do not 
support that now everybody should start to jump out of the windows… But something we can 
understand from this. They are so ready even to die for the other. From the material point of 
view it is stupidity. But if we discuss rasa, then … Radha-Krishna have the same feelings, 
They are ready to die for each other. They die of separation. When Krishna says: “Ah, maybe 
I go to Chandravali,” what is the reaction of Radhika?! “No!” – this is only the first reaction. 
The second reaction is losing all prana, all life energy. 

A very high type of emotions is there. I do not support to imitate these emotions. But 
if you see something, you can evaluate it from the spiritual point of view. And of course now 
we are talking about marriages of devotees for an example. Sure they have to love each other. 
Without that it will not work, because you have to accept each other for a whole lifetime. 
Changing a wife or a husband – for that you must be ready to change the body. Next life you 
can change. Finished! Naturally you must love, you must appreciate the other person. How 
can you tolerate somebody next to you, whom you do not appreciate, whom you do not love?! 
But this deep appreciation is not some blazing fire. It must be living coal, not some hay. If 



you put some dry grass in the fire – big flames are coming out, but no substance. Our 
connections should be based on the substance, not on some hay-fire.   

 
 
 
 

Conditioned and liberated platform 
(from a lecture of B. K. Tirtha Maharaj, 28.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
“Considering your specific duty as a kshatriya, you should know that there is no better 

engagement for you then fighting on religious principles. And so there is no need for 
hesitation.”39  

One little part from the purports of Shrila Prabhupada: “There are two kinds of sva-
dharma (specific duties). As long as one is not liberated, one has to perform the duties of his 
particular body in accordance with his religious principles in order to achieve liberation. 
When one is liberated, one’s sva-dharma, specific duties, becomes spiritual and is not in the 
material bodily concept. In the bodily conceptions of life there are specific duties for the 
brahmanas and kshatriyas respectively and such duties are unavoidable. Sva-dharma is 
ordained by the Lord and this will be clarified in the fourth chapter. On the bodily platform 
sva-dharma is called varnashrama-dharma or man’s stepping stone for spiritual 
understanding. Human civilization begins from the stage of varnashrama-dharma or specific 
duties in terms of specific modes of nature of the body obtained. Discharging one’s specific 
duty in any field of action in accordance with the orders of higher authorities serves to elevate 
one to a higher status of life.”  

Sva-dharma, my duty. We should be very attentive about our own duties. As Shrila 
Prabhupada says, there are two levels: the conditioned and the liberated platform. And when 
you are on the conditioned platform and you try to act on the liberated platform, that is a 
disaster. It is called cheating, it is called hypocrisy – when we are not on liberated platform, 
still we try to act on the liberated platform. If we are on the liberated platform and we act on 
the non-liberated platform, that is called help. Then we do not separate ourselves from the 
human beings too much: “I am the liberated great one, and you are still working in the mud.”  

Once we were discussing what is better: to live on the dharma platform and to speak 
according to the rasa platform, or to live on the rasa platform and to speak according to the 
dharma platform. It is better to live, to be on the meditative platform of rasa, the divine love 
platform, and help people on the dharma platform. Rasa is your personal contact, your 
personal love relationship with Krishna. There you feel great depths of emotions. There you 
can forget about your bodily conditionings. But in most of the cases people need advice on 
different levels. As we discussed, first we have to learn how to live from our guru, then how 
to act – what to avoid, what to do – and finally how to practice devotion and what is rasa. If 
you get too much information on the rasa platform, then you cannot digest that. And without 
accomplishing dharma, there is no way to enter rasa. Actually there is an entrance, but this is 
a special case. Better we try to perform according to our present condition our duties, and then 
to improve the situation into loving connection. Then progress will be very stable and 
substantial. Although Krishna’s grace is everywhere – actually this is our environment – we 
have to purify our vision, we have to purify our heart to perceive that. 

So, do not give up your relative dharmas until you are not on the liberated platform. 
Still, do not give up your absolute dharma, although you are on the relative platform. 
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Sva-dharma – the personal way of expressing myself 
(from a lecture of B. K. Tirtha Maharaj, 28.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
On the relative platform, there are too many dharmas. Dharma, or duty, first of all like 

taking care of the body. And you can see how nicely this material world serves this purpose. 
You can have this cream, you can have this ointment, you can have these special make-ups 
and bodily lotions, and this and that. Once a shopping center advertised itself: “In our shop 
you can find body lotions for hundred meters!” Hundred meters long we serve body lotions. I 
said: Very interesting! And how many spirit lotions do you have? Not so many. And if you 
examine closer, there you can find really horrible things in these lotions, make-ups and this 
and that. Do you want to hear just a few ideas? Lipsticks - most of them are made from the 
brain substance of whales. Or special body lotions are made from placenta; because the 
placenta takes care very nicely of the skin of the baby inside the womb, so we can apply it on 
our own face! Just imagine yourself, smearing your face with placenta.   

If you want to take care of your body – use pure oil. The maharajas in India – they 
knew how to live. They were using the oil of saffron. And saffron is more expensive by the 
weight than gold. You can imagine from those little pieces of flowers to press the oil and to 
smear it on your body. Anyway, if you don’t have the maharajas’ style, no problem, pure 
olive oil is also accepted.  

We have to take care of our body – be healthy, take care of your health – this is the 
message: do not destroy your health. Therefore we follow certain rules: give up bad habits, 
control your eating, control your sleeping, go to sleep not at two after midnight, etc. This will 
help the body to flourish, this is one duty. Because if we have surrendered, if we have 
dedicated our efforts, our life, our body in the service of God, then we should take care of this 
instrument. If you ride your own car, you might be neglectful sometimes. But if you ride the 
car of your friend – or what to speak of your boss – then you take very nice care of that car 
and you try to preserve it in the best way. The body is like a car, given to you to reach your 
destination, so take care.   

Other dharma is to perform our job, to contribute to the benefit of the society, to be 
useful for others. Therefore we are ready to work; we are not hanging around. We work – for 
the benefit of the country, for the benefit of other human beings – to make the world go 
round. What do you think, what moves the world? Is that money? Money makes the world go 
round? No. Sacrifice makes the world go round. By sacrifice the world will go forward. 
Therefore we chant at the end of certain mantras “svaha” – “I dedicate myself for the benefit 
of the world. Svaha. I make a sacrifice.”   

Then: we have to raise our kids – another dharma. We have to provide the chance for 
life for other souls. There are two ways to help this spiritual elevation: one is bodily genetics, 
the other is spiritual genetics. If you are a family man, you practice the bodily genetics – you 
multiply. But unfortunately in these days we are limited, we cannot have hundred sons, as in 
the ancient times. Right, many times we read in the books that “this king had hundred sons”. 
Show me one person these days who has hundred sons. But in spiritual sense you can have 
hundred sons; it is a little less restricted. Anyway, either spiritually or bodily, we have to 
provide for others a chance. This is also dharma. By serving our fellow human beings, we 
shall be elevated also.   

Still dharma is very complicated, it makes life very complicated. I mean not the 
dharma, but these different duties make life very complicated. So if we forget about the 
ultimate goal, we shall see only these step-by-step many duties. Therefore we must meditate, 
we must focus on our ultimate goal. Because all these relative duties will be finished once. 



You will be kicked out from your job, your kids will say good bye to you – in a good case. 
And even your body will perish. So these duties are changing. But there is a permanent duty 
and this is the real sva-dharma, my spiritual duty, my spiritual dharma. This is loving worship 
of God. It never changes. This is the original position of the soul – to be a loving servant of 
God and this is real permanent sva-dharma, real permanent duty, my personal way. This is not 
some official religion, or some expectations, or rules. No, this is my loving contact to the 
Lord. Sva-dharma, this is my way of expressing myself – that I offer these flowers to You, 
my Lord. I chant these prayers to You. I do the practices for You. And I try to dedicate my 
life to You. This is sva-dharma: I am Your eternal servant.  

Even while we practice the relative duties, we should have this ultimate goal: I do 
these little things in order to achieve the ultimate goal – to be a loving servant of God. And 
this sva-dharma should be performed, it is a must! If we miss this chance, then we lose. If you 
miss chances on the relative platform, you do not really lose. Relative things are coming and 
going, but do not miss the ultimate duty. If a ship does not have destination, no winds will be 
favorable for him. Our body is a ship; the hymns of the Vedas are the winds; guru is the 
captain; and the destination is the lotus feet of the Lord. This is our sva-dharma – to chant the 
holy names: Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare Hare Rama Hare Rama 
Rama Rama Hare Hare. 

 
 
 

Servant of the servant 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 28.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
Question of Damodar: May be a devotee is worshiping some of devotees, or in the 

best case adores his spiritual master, without really understanding what his master is trying to 
say. He might be in love with someone of devotees and this is the thing that is bringing him. 
Should we try to tear this devotee apart from his lower understanding? 

Tirtha Maharaj The ultimate dharma is to be a servant of the servant of the servant – 
so this is not a low conception. “I do not know who this Krishna is, I do not know who this 
guru is, but I know this bhakta and I want to serve him”. This is best! This is the most 
elevated platform! How can we snatch the devotee away from that platform?! Just like the 
gopis. They were not highly educated twenty-first century liberated and emancipated women. 
They were simple village girls. But when they saw Narayana in the bushes… You remember 
the story: they were searching after Krishna, because He was running away from the rasa 
dance. And the gopis were searching so fast, that they almost could catch Krishnа. Then 
Krishna had no other excuse, He thought: “Ah, any moment they can catch me, so I will just 
sit here and show my Narayana form.” Four arms, majestic beauty, you know, God Himself 
here in the bushes! Then the gopis came out of the bushes and said: “O! Namo Narayana! 
Have you seen our Krishna?” They had a direct vision of God, the great God of the Universe! 
But they were searching after their beloved Krishna. This is devotion, this is bhakti. They are 
not interested in the high God. They wanted their beloved Krishna. 

In the same way: “I do not know who this Krishna is, I do not know what this mission 
is, but I know this guy; he is very nice and I want to serve him.” This is highest. Still we have 
to be reasonable, we have to try to be reasonable. It is suggested: You should feel a fool 
number one in front of your spiritual master. But do not act like a fool number one. Because 
then he will not be satisfied.  

We should try to understand something. Of course, it is impossible to understand, 
rather we should follow. There are some guys, who are good in reading, who are good in 
studying, but I think you know what I mean. Any level of commitment to Krishna, or to 



something that is dear, connected to Krishna, is good. But there is always a chance to improve 
our commitment and attachment. 
 
 

Just like air 
(from a lecture of B.K.Tirtha Maharaj, 28.02.2007, Sofia) 

 
Goethe says: “If you have lost money, you have not lost anything; if you have lost a 

friend, you have lost much; but if you have lost your faith, you have lost everything.” 
We are depending on connections. If you are connected to the Lord, that means you 

are faithful. If you give up this faithful attachment to the Lord, then this is a big loss. Of 
course, faith helps our connection to grow; therefore these things are interrelated, connected 
to each other. So until our superiors trust us, we are safe. We should not lose that trust. In 
most of the cases we do not understand what our superiors are talking about. We do not 
understand the depth of care and attention; we cannot evaluate the mercy extended to us – 
until it is with us. Immediately as we miss, then we will understand. Just like air; usually we 
do not think that air is very precious. But when you miss air, immediately you will understand 
the value. Therefore sometimes to improve the understanding of disciples, gurus push them 
under the water. And when they are really struggling for breath, then they understand….. You 
see, this is the way, how much you have to want Krishna! And if you do not understand – 
under the water again. Just to make you understand.  

Now I think: “Today, there is a lecture in the morning. I will come in the evening, not 
in the morning.” But imagine, if this morning lecture is the last one that you can attend… and 
you miss it! You will be sorry for a lifetime! So – do not miss the opportunities. Do not think 
that if something is available today, it will be there tomorrow also. Do you understand what I 
mean?   
 
 
 

God is mine 
 

Krishna is not a sectarian God. Krishna is Jagannath, Lord of the whole Universe. And 
it does mean that He is worshiped all over the Universe. Krishna is not an Indian God. He is 
not some kind of oriental cult. And He is not only worshiped over the Earth, but He is the 
Lord of the Universe. That means: the Lord of you, and the Lord of me.  

I would like to mention to you a story about a holy place in Italy. Some eight hundred 
years ago there lived Francesco d’Assisi. He was a real bhakta! He had universal vision, 
general vision. And he was such a great yogi, that he could understand the voice of the 
animals. You know, by practicing yoga and ahimsa, an aura of goodness and positivity will 
emanate from you. Even wild animals will not hurt you or attack you and they reciprocate in a 
friendly manner. Francesco was such a great yogi, that he could preach to the animals. 
Sometimes I am thinking to follow his example – in such a sense, that when people are not 
ready to listen, it is better to talk to the animals. May be they’ll understand better. So, he was 
preaching to the birds – he was famous for this.  

I had the opportunity to visit one of his places. Once a big landlord wanted to donate 
him a “small” piece of land – it was a big hill. Of course, he did not want to accept: “What am 
I to do with this?!” But after much time of encouraging, he agreed: “All right, I will go and 
visit the place.” And as they were climbing the hill, all of a sudden many thousands and 
millions of birds were flying up and chirping. So, he took it as a divine sign: “Yes, I should 
accept.” Now, there is a simple, but nice church and monastery there. But at that time they 



had only one cave, nothing else. And the same cave, where he was sleeping at that time, is 
still preserved. The stones inside that cave are very sharp, except one, serving as a bed for him 
– big like this! And seemed to be very soft. Even the stones were serving the great saint like 
this. It is very divine atmosphere there, you can feel the presence of this person. And all the 
visitors are also very serene. For example, I saw one young man visiting – he was chanting 
japa. He was sitting first in this little cave, studying from the books, praying very deeply, and 
then outside he was just walking up and down with his mala. This was real pilgrimage for this 
person. 

Francesco was such a great saint, that all the stigmas of Christ were manifested on his 
body. There is a little chapel on the place, where he received the stigmas. There is a big 
corridor: one place is the monastery, second place is the cave, and on the walls there are deep 
pictures of events from his life… And in the other end of the corridor there is this little chapel. 
When I entered there, I was touched very much, because on the altar there was an inscription: 
“God is mine!... But belongs to everybody else.” 

I can fully agree with this message. God is mine; God is yours; God belongs to 
everyone. So, we worship that concept of God – the universal conception of the Supreme 
Lord. We do not worship a sectarian God or sectarian conception of God. We should worship 
God Supreme.   

God is mine, and yours also. Krishna is mine; and yours. 
 
 
 

The highest type of yogi 
 

The title of the Sixth Chapter of “Bhagavad-gita” is “Dhyana-yoga”. What is 
“dhyana”? Meditation – something like this. But we use this word “meditation” too often. 
When you are daydreaming you say: “I am meditating.” Yet, this is not real meditation. 
“Dhyana” means deep absorption. First you separate yourself from outside activities, then you 
preserve this condition, and then you deepen it. This is dhyana – to go deep. In this sense this 
is meditation. 

Our meditation, the devotional meditation, is to see Krishna everywhere and to see 
everything in Him. Like: “I am the taste of water. I am the “Om” in the Vedic mantras. And I 
am the ability in man.” Everywhere you can see the presence of Krishna.  

Krishna describes the different methods how to concentrate the mind. Like: cultivation 
of knowledge, yoga, this and that. And He says at the end of this chapter: “A yogi is greater 
than an ascetic, greater than the empiricist and greater than the fruitive worker. Therefore, o 
Arjuna, in all circumstances, be a yogi.”40   

What does it mean – а yogi? One who is connected – connected to God. This is a yogi 
– irrespective of the religion and specific path – if someone is connected to God, he is a yogi. 
The Christian faith does not support too much yoga. But the real saints are yogis, because 
they are connected to God. So better to be a yogi, then an empiricist or ascetic, because such a 
person is connected. Therefore, “be a yogi in all circumstances.” 

But yogis are of many kinds. What kind of yogi you should be? Krishna helps, gives a 
direction what kind of yogi you should become. He says: 

yoginam api sarvesham  
mad-gaten antar-atmana 
shraddhavan bhajate yo mam  
sa me yuktatamo matah  
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“And of all yogis, the one with great faith who always abides in Me, thinks of Me 
within himself, and renders transcendental loving service to Me - he is the most intimately 
united with Me in yoga and is the highest of all. That is My opinion.”41  

Such yogis we should become – to worship Krishna with heart and soul. Not with 
some secondary, negligent mood, but with full attention. We should trust Krishna’s opinion. If 
He says: “This type of yogi is dearest to Me,” we should try to realize this ideal. 

 
 
 

Be a yogi in all circumstances 
 

Usually when people hear about yoga, they are very much attracted: “Ah, this tapasya 
is for me! I will sleep with open window during the winter! I will torture my body to half-
death! I am a great yogi, ascetic type! I will meditate all the time…” Then the first little 
breeze comes and forgetfulness also comes. That kind of yogi is not really deep rooted.  

Usually we all go through these different levels of practice. At the beginning you are 
very serious about your sadhana and you feel the results: “Ah, I am strong, I am protected, I 
am connected!” But soon these first days, first months of practice, are gone. Then, you see, 
your sadhana becomes just like a daily routine. And then you start to give up your sadhana: 
“Ah, we should not be so fanatic. I have understood by the philosophy that bhakti is higher 
than ordinary practices and it will come by her own pleasure.  Krishna does not like 
fanaticism. So better we wait until He comes.” What is the next step? The sadhu-sanga will 
become a film club – watching TV together. Nobody attends the morning lectures and arati, 
but at least in the evenings before the television we come together and we enjoy nice 
company. There is no fight while we are watching TV! That type of sadhu-sangha is not very 
elevated. Better return to the original practices of sadhana, then again you will feel the 
strength. Because when you give up and say: “We should follow the natural path, raga-
marga,” then you feel “Ah, I have lost my power. Ah, I am missing my protection. I thought I 
had something, but now it is gone. May be there is something wrong with the process?! 
Because I have started to become non-fanatic and you see what is the result: I am just going 
down.” Anyway, take up the golden thread again – to find the way out from this material 
labyrinth. Be a yogi! Be connected!  

When you are attracted to yoga or sadhana, it is very easy to be a yogi. But when you 
are out of this initial taste, then it is more difficult. Or if something dramatic is happening in 
your life, for example loss of job or some material problem, some disease is coming to you, 
change of dwelling place – you might think: “I have no time for sadhana now, I am too busy. 
I have to do this and that.” That means, you have forgotten about God. So, be a yogi in such a 
situation – when it is not easy, when there is no full taste. You should be a yogi in all 
circumstances. 

Just to mention, if you do not mind, one personal experience. We were just at the 
beginning of a series of lectures in Budapest. And we were waiting for some devotees to come 
from Pécs. They should have been arrived already, but they did not come. I thought: as usual 
they are late. Because devotees are very flexible on time. Finally, they did not come, only the 
telephone rang. Two were to come: an elderly lady and a boy. And the boy was calling. He 
said: “I will not arrive at the program, because I was taken to the hospital. But she was not 
taken to the hospital. We had an accident.” 

So, she died while traveling to the program. That was a shocking experience and 
shocking news. What to speak of the fact that I had to tell the news to the daughter of that 
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lady before the lecture. And the topic of the lecture was “The eternity of the soul.” And you 
can imagine it was very difficult to open my mouth; I wanted to hide and just feel the pain. I 
did not want to speak about the eternity of the soul when one of my disciples is dying. But 
then this verse from the “Gita” came to my mind: “Be a yogi in all circumstances.” And I had 
to go and give the lecture, to fulfill the desire of people to study. And I can tell you that since 
that time my heart is crying. Because to lose your spiritual master is a big disaster. But to lose 
your disciple… I think this is a greater disaster.  

Anyway, be a yogi in difficulties. Be a yogi in all circumstances, irrespective of good 
or bad happening to you – simple message of the “Gita”, but very elevated ideal to 
accomplish. 

 
 
 

Fight for the higher principle 
 

There is no other way than to be united always. Because if we lose the connection to 
God, our dharma will become karma. And karma brings reaction. Pure dharma does not 
bring reaction. Dharma is to protect the family, for example. So if you have to protect your 
family, there is no karma involved. Something is involved if you have to apply violence, but it 
is a different case if you have to protect, or if you want to enjoy for yourself. But if you are 
not connected to Krishna, all your, so to say, “dharma” will become karma. And sooner or 
later we have to pay the price for all our activities. It is said that we are punished not for our 
activities, but we are punished by our activities. So if I meet an aggressor, this is already fruit 
of my karma. Still, you have the right to protect your family, to protect your subordinates.  

Be always united. Arjuna was asked by Krishna to fight – fight a war! Kill enemies! 
Usually it is very difficult to understand – what kind of advice is this: just kill your gurus, 
fathers and relatives. Very offensive, ha?! But Arjuna was given this advice: fight for the 
higher principle. Because the normal principle is to respect your elders; and usually this is our 
dharma. But at that point, in that situation Arjuna’s duty was to work and fight for a higher 
ideal. What was that – the divine truth!  

And if we examine “Bhagavad-gita” deeply, in the Eleventh Chapter Krishna says: “I 
have already killed them. I have arranged everything. You just follow my advice.” From that 
we can understand that the arrangement is done from some higher sources. But personally, 
individually, we can fulfill the role that is necessary. So we should always work for the higher 
ideal.  

Is it possible to always remember the higher ideals? Not really. Arjuna was the same. 
At the evening, after sunset, you know they finish fighting. During the day they were fighting 
very heavily with each other, but after sunset sometimes even happened that opposite parties 
were giving massage to the feet of the other. “By profession we are opponents, but otherwise 
we are good friends.” But one evening Yudhisthira Maharaja was making a comment to 
Arjuna. You know, Yudhisthira is the son of Dharma, he is also called Dharmaraja. He was so 
chaste and so honest, that it is said that his chariot was moving over the earth a little bit. And 
the whole fight was for what reason - to establish the Pandavas back to reign. From among the 
five brothers, Yudhisthira was the boss. So to establish the order it means that Yudhisthira 
becomes a king. The whole fight was going on for re-establishing Yudhisthira on the throne. 
And Arjuna was a great fighter. You know, fighters are very powerful, energetic and 
emotional people. If you are too much sattvic, you cannot fight. If you are sattvic, you say: 
“All right, as you like...” But Arjuna was sanguine – so to say rajasic, full of passion. And 
Yudhisthira said: “Hey, Arjuna! What were you doing today?! I was fighting so heavily, I was 
surrounded by enemies and you did not come to help me. Fie upon your Gandiva bow!” 



Immediately Arjuna was enraged. “Hey! You criticize my Gandiva!” And so much passion 
came to him that what happened? He took the bow immediately to fire Yudhisthira. He said: 
“You know I had made a vow: anybody who criticizes my bow, I will kill him on the spot! 
You used such harsh words on my bow, so this is end for you.” Then Krishna interrupted: 
“”Hey, hey, hey! Wait a minute, Arjuna!” But he said: “No, no, no! He was criticizing my 
bow! I will kill him! I am a fighter, I have to keep my vows.” But then Krishna said: “Hey, 
any other vows you have made? Have not you made a vow to fight for Yudhishthira?” “Yes, 
yes, but my bow…” Then Krishna pacified him: “You should always work for the higher 
ideal. All right, you’ve made a vow to protect the dignity of your bow. But you have also 
made a vow to help your brother in any circumstances, to fight for the truth.” Then Arjuna 
was pacified.  

So, be a yogi in all circumstances. If some difficulties come to you, do not react from 
the first passion. Because then it is very easy to forget about the higher principle. We should 
always cultivate the memory, to keep dhyana – to be deeply absorbed: what is the ultimate 
goal of our life. 
 
 
 

Yoga means connection 
 

If you look down on other types of yoga, or if you look down on anybody – this will 
not help your spiritual growth. Because what is the idea of bhakti joga? “Trinad api 
sunichena – be more humble than a blade of grass, be more tolerant than a tree and give all 
respect to others, without expecting respect towards yourself. In this way you will be able to 
chant the holy names always”42 It is very difficult to harmonize this principle with a puffed 
up vision. Neophytes always look down on others. They think that they have found the truth 
and everybody else is mistaken. But this is very neophyte approach.  

Yoga is very useful to compose ourselves. The traditional types of yoga like hatha, 
raja, gyana, etc. are very useful in controlling the bodily and the mental functions. Because 
sometimes you start to practice, for example bhakti yoga, without a good, substantial 
background. Then things start to happen to you and you do not understand what is happening. 
“I wanted to become a perfect yogi, I wanted to get rid of my problems and troubles, but what 
is happening – more trouble is coming to me! I wanted to be healthy spiritually, but I feel that 
I am not! So what’s happening?!” If you do not understand the process and the steps of the 
process, then it gives some trouble. And it is very difficult to keep up a good standard if you 
are not prepared. So in many respects yoga can help a lot.  

But I should also add that most of the yoga practices are included in bhakti. For 
example, people like very much sitting postures, but it is very difficult for them to tolerate one 
hour sitting in one place during a lecture. You can practice your asanas while listening to the 
lecture. Or – our breathing exercise every morning is chanting the glorification hymns and 
songs and mantras – for two hours! How much time can you devote to your breathing 
exercises? Usually people can devote a few minutes - fifteen minutes, or something... So 
many things are included in bhakti. We do not even recognize what is this. Or: you can learn 
Sanskrit without special effort, because during lectures we chant a shloka every morning. 
“Yoginam api sarvesham…” The next morning you can repeat. So many things are there in 
bhakti: knowledge, wisdom, tapasya without paying a special attention to these different other 
practices. And meanwhile we cultivate the heart feelings, which is the final goal of all kinds 
of yoga – to be connected. And the real connection is based on devotional sentiments.  
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The crying school of yoga 
 

What is the best way to see Krishna? Ah, once there was a story: 
The gopis were very much disturbed. Gopis are the cowherd ladies of Vrindavana. 

There are young, and old, but all of them are very much concerned about Krishna. The elderly 
ladies, the elderly gopis had affection towards Krishna as mothers. But the young ladies are 
not attracted like mothers to Krishna. Young ladies are attracted to the beautiful young boy in 
a different manner. Not theoretically, but practically. Their attachment is unlimited. Unlimited 
in space, in time, in intensity, in depth, in height – it is unlimited in every respect. But the 
formalities sometimes check the gopis and Krishna to meet. There are so many rules and 
regulations to be observed in a small village. In a big city you also have to consider so many 
regulations, but in a small city everybody knows everything about the other. So there you 
have to be very careful. Therefore the gopis and Krishna also had to be very careful. Of 
course both parties wanted to meet, but how to do this? This was their daily meditation: “How 
can I meet my beloved Lord?” “How can I meet My beloved girls?” 

And in one very difficult moment the gopis were praying like this: “A woman is living 
when she is together with her beloved and she is dying when she is separated from him.” 

You agree? Yes? But we are not dying; and not living. This is our fate. This fate is 
written on our foreheads. It is impossible to change. Our freedom is none, zero. We are just 
moved by the waves and currents of fate.  

But this verse was so much touching for Krishna, that He could not tolerate and 
somehow He wanted to console the gopis. Which is a difficult job, I tell you! Because the 
gopis have one mood always; what kind of mood? Some tears, right? So the gopis have this 
one disposition, crying disposition. When the weather is nice they cry: “Ah, Krishna is going 
out with the cows today. For the whole day we will not see Him!” And when the weather is 
bad, they also cry: “Ah, today Krishna is not going out with the cows! We shall not have His 
darshan43…” So they have this crying disposition. 

And if you want to see Krishna, then it is suggested by the rasika acharyas to apply 
the same method.  

Once a young devotee asked his guru: “Can you tell me how to see Krishna, God, 
always?” And the answer was one word, three letters: “Cry!” So, this is the crying school of 
yoga - following in the footsteps of the gopis, who were always crying to see God, Krishna. 

But Krishna is not a cruel hearted. He is mischievous, but not a cruel hearted. When 
He heard this prayer of the gopis, He gave one solution: “Maybe I am far away from you, but 
still I am very close. You just close your eyes and call out My name – immediately I will 
come. I will be there with you.” 

In order to see Krishna we need these closed eyes – so that the inner vision is 
awakened. Even by the Greek philosophers it is said that obvious things are not so important. 
But the real things are hidden deep. I think they must have learned in India. 
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Perfection of life 
 

Sankirtan means the perfection of kirtan, perfection of chanting. The best use of our 
ability to speak is to use our words for the glorification of the Supreme Lord. It is difficult to 
accomplish – to speak only hari-katha and nothing else – but from the personal everyday 
experience we can understand how it works. If a young man falls in love with a young 
woman, he cannot speak about anything else. Only about this lady. In the same way, if we 
have this deep attachment to Krishna, God, it will be very difficult to speak about anything 
else.  

So, the perfection of speech is to glorify the Lord. The perfection of the ear is to listen 
about Him. The perfection of the eye is to see Him always. And this is not with the physical 
eyes, this is with the divine eyes. 

And the perfection of the body is to be used in the service of Krishna. You, as human 
beings, have so much capacity. So much energy was given to you by God’s arrangement. 
Your whole body is burning with energy. It is not cold, it is thirty seven degrees. Permanent 
fire is there. Permanent energy. Your eyes are shining. Your hands are moving. Your heart is 
beating. You are full of energy. Do not waste your energy with nonsense. Live for the best 
purpose! And what is the best purpose to live for?  

To die. Anyway we shall die. This body will be finished. Better to finish with the body 
for the sake of God. Die – for matter! Die – for this world. To be born again for the next 
world, for the divine life.  

Die to live. This is the perfection of life – to die. Which is a difficult message to hear. 
Now many of you are smiling, but when the moment comes, who knows what kind of face we 
shall have. Whether you meet the four messengers or the three messengers. The four 
messengers are coming from down, while the three messengers are coming from above. 
Messengers of death – the yamadutas – carry the message of finish. And when you see them, 
it is quite fearful. What is described in Vedas is confirmed by some, who has these near-death 
experiences. It is a fearful experience for most of them. But if you meet the vishnudutas, they 
carry a different message. Because Vishnu is a God who protects. He is a God for life – to 
protect you. His messengers carry the message of eternal life – which everybody likes to have, 
but very few people are ready to pay the price. Yet little price we have to pay, in order to get 
an eternal life – which is already there, you only have to realize it.  

If we do not waste our energies, but use all our resources for the best purpose, then it 
would be easier to understand something about perfection. The perfection of life is to die for 
yourself and to be born for God. If you live for yourself, you live for nobody; if you live for 
Krishna, then you live for everyone.  

Always try to search for perfection. On the material platform it is very difficult to find 
it. Actually, it is impossible. But if we come to the divine platform, then it is impossible to 
find any mistake. Here you cannot find perfection; there you cannot find a mistake. Which 
place do you chose? 

 
 
 
 

The shelter of spiritual guidance 
 

Whatever you have - time, energy, knowledge, ability – whatever, you can harmonize 
that with the divine will. In the beginning a very good guidance is necessary for that. And if 
we have that guidance, if we are under the spiritual care of the divine master, then we are very 
fortunate. Because a real master will help us come closer to the Absolute Truth, God. 



 It is suggested that those, who do not know how to live, should go to guru. Do you 
know how to live? We have some little ideas how to survive, but that is not life. Survival and 
life – there is a big difference. To understand what is the goal of life, we have to inquire. And 
later on, when you start to have some spiritual insights or some divine experiences, do not be 
afraid. Many people start spiritual practices too fast and too cheap. In a weekend course they 
open the third eye, they purify all the chakras and are given divine wisdom. And there are 
some courses, where they teach you how to become avatar (divine incarnation). Ah, very 
popular! “I have my document; I have finished the avatar course.” But they start to do it 
quickly and they are not ready to digest the results. Because the more sensitive you become, 
the more influence will come to you. And the different influences will have different effect on 
you. And if we do not know what type of energy is coming to us, we might be disturbed. But I 
can tell you for sure, if you belong to a traditional line which provides shelter, that gives you 
protection from bad influence. In this way, joining a good school of spirituality is very useful.  

Once a spiritual master and a young devotee were talking. He was living in the 
ashram, but he was not sure what type of life to start and to live – whether he should become a 
Krishna bhakta or not. So he told the master: “Maybe this is not my path. Maybe I should go 
to some other group, some other path I should choose.” And the master said: “Yes, you can 
go, no problem. But even there you should find a strong and good master.” Because he can 
provide the shelter. 

One specific mark of the spiritual master is that he can dispel, remove the doubts of 
the disciples. We are so much full of doubts. “Does God really exists?” Or: “Am I the 
Supreme? Is this the right path? Does it make any sense what I am doing? Am I not cheated? 
Is this for me?!” So many doubts… 

And to have positive doubts is good. Positive doubts mean that you want to understand 
more and more, deeper. “I am not satisfied by hearing about Krishna this much; I want more! 
I am not satisfied by sixteen rounds! I doubt that this is enough for me.” But the real doubts, 
doubts of the other type, sometimes are killing. And it is a divine arrangement if you can get 
rid of your doubts.  

I think to have doubts is quite human. Yet not to have doubts, but to have deep faith – 
this is divine. If we can come to the divine platform, there are no doubts anymore.  

 
 
 

Sacrifice and surrender 
 

Question: What is the meaning of Jesus’ sacrifice, why had he sacrificed his life? 
What is your opinion? 

Tirtha Maharaj: Did he die?... Now you mentioned something very important. 
Sacrifice. Which we also support. But sacrifice is not a death experience. Sacrifice is a life 
experience. What we have to sacrifice is our shortcomings. And by giving we shall receive. If 
we give ourselves, then Krishna will also give Himself. If you give one little portion, He will 
also give one little portion. But if you devote yourself fully and totally, then what can He do? 
Just imagine, somebody enters your flat and says: “I am yours. I fully dedicate myself to you, 
I serve you without any condition; you take care of me. I will stay and wait outside your door. 
I will not move without your word.” What can you say?! You cannot say: “Hey, get out of 
here!” You cannot say: “I will not take care of you.” So if you have the same intensity in your 
surrender, then Krishna also has no other option. He cannot say: “No, no, no! I will not take 
care of you.” Actually He is taking care all the time, providing you the life force, air, light and 
so many other things. Everything is coming to you through Him, by Him, from Him.  



All your realizations depend on surrender. And the level of surrender of Lord Jesus is 
very high. He was ready to accept torture, although it was not easy for him. He was shedding 
blood.  

Surrender is difficult, I can tell you. Still, it will give some fruits.  
But in my consideration, he did not die.  
Question: You mean, in his physical body? 
Tirtha Maharaj: Yes, also. 
Question: But even if this is true, half of the world believes in the traditional Christian 

dogma of his death and resurrection… 
Tirtha Maharaj: All right. But I am sitting here. I am not going to other people to 

convert them. But you were asking my opinion, and if you allow me, I give my opinion to 
you. If you ask me: “What do you say to Christian people?”, it is a different story. Of course, I 
will not disturb their faith. Because if they can understand something – I mean, anybody, 
irrespective of religion - can understand through his faith and conviction about the Absolute 
Truth, that is valid, bona fide. From that point of view whether you go through suffering or 
through ecstasy, that is secondary. If you have reached God, immediately you will forget 
about the steps you have taken. So, I try to answer your question. And if you want to have 
some more ideas, then I can go into details. But I think, we can understand each other.  

For example in “Bhagavad-gita” Krishna says: “I will strengthen the faith of a person 
in his chosen path.” Perfect explanation for all the different questions! Because it is God who 
gives faith to the person, according to his taste, I mean, the person’s taste; according to the 
level of understanding; according to the level of surrender. If somebody has business type of 
surrender – fifty-fifty – he will have fifty-fifty faith: “Maybe He exist, maybe He does not.” 
But full surrender – full care.  
 
 
 

Adhikara, competence 
 

Neophytes are very much ready to fight. Irrespective of religion, if somebody is 
neophyte, he is a neophyte. In our tradition we speak about kanishtha-adhikari (a beginner on 
the spiritual path) – he is a neophyte; he is always ready to fight. Because he thinks: “I have 
the truth and everybody else is mistaken.” And it does not depend on age. To tell you one 
little story: once I was hitch-hiking and an old man stopped his car and took me. I had to be 
on time, because I had to give a lecture, but he was a very fanatic follower of some Christian 
faith. He wanted to preach to me very much! So, although we were moving on the highway, 
he was going quite slowly – to take the time to explain to me everything in a strongly 
fanatical way. He was an old man, sixty years old minimum, highly qualified – some kind of 
engineer or I don’t know what – but, sorry to mention, in my calculation in a very fanatic and 
neophyte mood. For example, as a positive comment I dared to mention that: “Ah, it is so nice 
that there are many editions of the Bible.” He said: “No! Only our version is good!” I could 
not relate to that, it was too much. Otherwise he was very nice, because he had almost taken 
me to the spot, to the hall, where I had to give a lecture. But finally I did not want to frustrate 
him. So I did not tell him, that he was stopping and taking a Hindu monk and that he was 
taking me to a preaching program; but rather I was thankful to him for giving me a little 
lecture.  

Kanishtha-adhikari means “neophyte”. Irrespective of the faith, irrespective of the age 
– if somebody is a neophyte, he is a neophyte. But what is the Sanskrit term – kanishtha-
adhikari. Adhikara means “competence” – kanishtha-adhikari is when you are competent to 
some spiritual practices, but you do not have the full vision. So, kanishtha-adhikari means 



when you think: “God is in our church.” Automatically you think:”And nowhere else.” 
Usually kanishtha-adhikaris follow very nicely the rules and regulations. And this is really 
good, because it is the only thing that keeps them on the path. But as soon as the 
circumstances are not so strict, they are easily and readily giving up the practices.  

Just to give you a very bad and very sad example: you know, many times the 
vaishnavas, I mean the krishna-bhaktas, devotees, are accused of applying brainwashing. I 
think you have all heard this expression: brainwashing. I will tell you something more about 
this later. But in America they have debrainwashing offices also. Especially those people, 
who were captured by some dangerous sects and cults. And unfortunately, the results were 
very sad from the point of view of vaishnavism, because it happened that the neophyte 
vaishnavas were the most easy to be debrainwashed. Too bad.  

But actually, what is brainwashing? Brainwashing is to have influence on other 
people. And do you know what is the origin of this expression, “brainwashing”? No idea? It is 
coming from Hollywood. In the fifties they had a stupid movie where the Chinese captured 
some American soldiers and brainwashed them in order when the next election in the United 
States would happen, they should kill the president or something. So, brainwashing is coming 
from the Hollywood movie. But actually Hollywood is best in brainwashing. The whole world 
tries to wash your brain: „you belong to us”! Even the advertisement is having the same 
effect; our schools are very strong institutions of brainwashing. People say: “I have read in the 
newspapers!” And when you say: “I have read in the “Bhagavad-gita”, they will say: “Ah, no, 
this is brainwashing! My revelation is the newspaper. This is my authority.” Or – usually 
people have gurus. Everyday they worship Shri Guru in their home. There is only one 
shortcoming – he is one-eyed. It is called television. Every evening they worship; whatever is 
coming from Shri Guru, they are digesting happily. And sometimes they worship, put some 
nice garland on top, clean it, so many other services… pay donations, do not forget! So all the 
formalities are there and people take it very seriously. They believe everything that is coming 
from that source. And that source will not support that you should go to a spiritual authority 
and inquire about spiritual topics. They do not want to lose you!  

We should not be neophytes. What is the second level? This is the intermediate 
devotee – madhyama-adhikari, middle stage. The middle stage devotee is fixed in his faith – 
no doubts. If he has some doubts, he knows the method also how to overcome the doubts. He 
has good experience in the fight with illusion; and he has some good results also. It is not 
always that he is losing.  Such a person – an intermediate devotee – is able to lead others. He 
is a fit person to follow. He can help you, because he knows much more than you.  

But intermediate devotee sees difference: „This is a nice devotee, that is another nice 
devotee… But…” And he sees also that somebody is favorable, other person is unfavorable 
for bhakti. So he can discriminate. What is the level of highest bhakta? This is uttama-
adhikari, who sees no difference. He sees everybody as a vaishnava, everybody as a devotee, 
bhakta. And the main qualification of an uttama-adhikari is not obvious. It is hidden. And this 
qualification is that he never criticizes anyone in the heart. Very high qualification! It does not 
mean that he cannot use harsh words. But he never criticizes in the heart.  

How do we act? Ah, we use very sweet words, but our hearts are full of criticism. This 
is not an uttama-adhikari level. But to qualify ourselves to come to this high level, takes a 
long time. Uttama-adhikaris understand each other very well. The method to stop fighting is 
to become uttama-adhikari, perfect practitioners of our religion. 

 
 
 
 
 



Searching and finding 
 

There is a big difference between a person, who is searching, a person who is 
practicing, and a person who has perfected himself. Usually these days people say: “I am 
searching my path. I am a searcher, I am searching.” But those who search usually do not 
find. They are searching, searching, searching, but not finding. If you are a friend of everyone, 
you are a servant of no one. Think deeply about this. If you are a friend of everyone, you are a 
servant of no one.   

Do not be satisfied only with searching, searching. Try to find something. And when 
you have found something – practice! Therefore the big step is from a searcher to become a 
practitioner. If you are a practitioner, that means you have already found something. You 
cultivate yourself. You make little sacrifice, you sacrifice yourself. And through this practice 
you will achieve your goals. So: searcher – practitioner – and accomplisher.  

Always go for the higher. Do not be satisfied with the lower. From the neophyte level 
we should come to some higher, more realized levels. And if we somehow follow the 
guidance, given to us by our spiritual authorities, if we chant this mahamantra, if through the 
holy names we search the connection to the Supreme Lord, something will happen. This 
connection will come to your life. If you call a person often, he will respond. So do not be 
surprised if you say: “Krishna, Krishna!” that He will come to you - in some way or other. It 
is not sure that you will see a blue-colored young man entering your room. But maybe you 
will get a book, you will find a devotee, you will get a message – who knows how. God’s 
ways are impossible to understand. But He knows. Most of the time we do not know, but He 
knows. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Something and everything 
 

Usually sacrifice has a kind of bitter meaning. Yet devotional sacrifice is sweet.  And 
it is said that in this Kali-yuga those, who are fortunate and intelligent, they will join this 
sankirtan yagya44; other types of sacrifice are forbidden actually in this age. Yet this very 
merciful method is provided for men. Always chant the names: Hare Krishna Hare Krishna 
Krishna Krishna Hare Hare Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare. This is a very 
simple method. This is real sacrifice. And the result will be that you are pacified in your heart, 
you will get your spiritual prospects, direction, a way to go.  

Sacrifice means: from the average, everyday use we take out and devote to God. 
Usually what do people sacrifice? Incense, flowers, candle, prayers – like this. And you know, 
Krishna is satisfied with small offerings. “Patram pushpam phalam toyam yo me BHAKTYA 
prayachhati... – if you offer Me one flower, a little water, one leaf WITH DEVOTION, I 
accept.”45  So, we might think: ah, this is the best religion. It is a cheap thing. Little flowers... 
You know, here in Sofia, on this “Tzar Boris” boulevard for kilometers long there are roses. It 
is very easy to find a little flower to offer to God. Water I also have. Cheap religion! Little 
sacrifice – whole gain!  

But beware! This Krishna is a tricky guy. Do not be satisfied with reading only this 
verse from “Gita”. Check out the next verse also. You know the next verse? Because there He 
                                                 
44 sacrifice of chanting of the holy name 
45 „Bhagavad-gita”9.26 



says: “And whatever else you have – all your words, all your activities, all your sacrifices, all 
your tapasya – give EVERYTHING to Me.” So, first He makes the propaganda: “Ah, I am 
satisfied with little water” And then you think: “O this is my way! I give a little water to 
Krishna and He is satisfied.” Then you start to do this practice. And then come His 
requirements: “All right, give me something more, give me something more – all your words, 
all your activities, all that you have – give it to Me.” So beware! If you are not ready to give 
everything, do not start giving water to Krishna. Because you will be accustomed to give Him 
something and when He comes with his requirements, you cannot say no. You have to be very 
deeply connected to say “no” to Krishna.  

The goswamis were very famous for their renunciation. They did not have permanent 
ashrams or houses to stay. They were sleeping under different tree every night. But you 
know, they were so much dedicated to Krishna. Once Sanatana Goswami was offering food to 
the Lord. He was an ascetic, he was keeping a very simple kitchen and his offering was 
chapatti, nothing else. And always the same. Chapatti today, chapatti tomorrow, chapatti 
always. In the beginning Krishna was satisfied: “Ah, My dear devotee is giving Me this nice 
chapatti!” But you know, a little salt is very good for the chapatti. Yet our goswami was very 
poor, he did not have salt. So one day Krishna made a remark: “Ah, this chapatti is heavenly! 
But… do you have a little salt?” Then our goswami said: “Salt? No! Today salt, tomorrow 
sugar! I’m an ascetic! What do You want from me?!” So, to say “no” to Krishna, you have to 
be very deeply connected. If He tells you now: “Have you got a little bit more salt?” better 
you bring the salt.  

And that opposition is not the neophyte level! This is the rasa level: when you can 
even fight, but your quarrel with God makes Him very happy! This is the dynamic conception 
of Krishna Consciousness. It is mind-blowing that you can come in such an intimate 
connection with Absolute God, Absolute Truth, that you can quarrel with Him! This is all 
based on divine emotion. 

 
 

 
 
 

What we can offer 
 

Sacrifice may be done by different methods, different instruments. Usually we can 
sacrifice things outside of us. One very simple thing is money – if you give your money. And 
I have seen a beautiful example for this in Vienna ashram. There was some Indian family 
visiting, and there were two small children like this – almost not able to walk. Very small, 
very cute. And the mother was giving little money to put in the donation box. This is a very 
nice way to educate the children: “You go and give to Krishna.” Few levas, it’s nothing. But 
they will understand, they will get accustomed to this practice: I go and give a little.  

So first you can offer, you can sacrifice something outside of you – the result of your 
work. And of course it is not only money; some abilities, some help, some energy – whatever 
you have. If you come to the temple, bring some flower; or bring one kilo of rice. Something! 
It is suggested, that we should not come in front of God with empty hands. Then we can feel: 
this ashram belongs to me also. I also take part in this process. This is my home also. And in 
my home, I take care of the flowers. I give some sweets to the guests. So very naturally we 
can feel at home.  

The other method to serve God is to use your words – subjectively and objectively.  
Subjectively you can use your words for glorifying Him – for your own spiritual benefit: 



chant your mantras, say your prayers, like this. Or objectively you can use your words in 
talking to others. To call people to pay more attention to their spirit – preaching. 

And then also, you can use your intellect in the service, in the sacrifice. You can 
devote your thoughts, which is not very difficult. First of all He is attractive, second - He is 
tricky. So if His attractive power is not working on you and sometimes you forget about Him, 
then He will use His tricks to make you remember all the time.  

And finally, what is the ultimate instrument for service? When you do not have 
anything, what can you sacrifice? This is prana, this is your life energy – if you give your 
whole life. If you have given everything, still you have your prana. You can dedicate your life 
force, you can dedicate yourself. So, there is no end to this sacrifice. But this is a very happy 
sacrifice, readiness to give.   

 
 

 
 

Hundred and eight percent devotion 
 

If Vrindavana was not present, then we should invent a Vrindavana. Because in 
Vrindavana everything is for the purpose of service to the Supreme Lord. The gopis churn the 
milk for Krishna’s satisfaction. The families raise their children for the satisfaction of 
Krishna. They sow the seeds and reap the harvest for His sake. These people live for Krishna.  

Usually people in the west are very busy, running here and there. We are all very busy 
– doing some activities. But activity brings reaction. Do not blame the reaction; think what 
you do. If you eat, you put energy in the one end of the body; at the other end some different 
energy will come out. So, if you act on one side, reaction will come on the other side. Do not 
blame the reaction! Think how you act.  

We are busy, no doubt; but we should be very careful about how to use our energy. 
Because whatever you do – some fruit, some result, some reaction will come. Activity by 
itself is not enough. Activity together with consciousness should be there. So do not act 
without thinking. Do not act without considering the activity itself and the fruits. But of 
course it does not mean that even before moving one step you should make a full calculation 
in your head. Because in most of the cases, in everyday topics we know how to act. But even 
these relative activities should be harmonized with the Supreme Lord. So if you churn your 
milk at home, do it for Krishna. Or if you tend your cows during the day, do it for Krishna.  

For example, the gopis sometimes forget about this principle, because they are very 
simple village girls. They get the milk from the cows and then turn it into curds and yoghurt. 
But as the stock is too much, the cows give too much, usually they go to the nearby city. Their 
home is called Vrindavana and the city where they go is called Mathura; so they sell the 
yoghurt in Mathura. But Vrindavana is a very beautiful place. It has some secret places also, 
where it is very difficult to cross – there are big rocks. And Krishna knows all these places; so 
when the gopis are crossing, Krishna is just blocking their way. And He says: “No! You 
cannot cross. It is impossible. You have to pay a fee.” The gopis say: “How can we pay any 
tax?! This is our fathers’ and mothers’ property – the yoghurt.” That means that they forget 
about Krishna. But then Krishna is not satisfied if they would offer something naturally; He is 
trying to snatch, to take it by force.   

Usually we do not sell yoghurt in the cities. Usually we do not tend the cows during 
the day. And I can mention a long list what we do not do usually. Still, whatever we do, it 
should be harmonized with the divine will of Krishna. Act in a harmonious way and then the 
results will be appropriate. If you act stupidly, however active you are it does not matter, 



rather more reaction will come to you. Therefore we should not quarrel with the reaction; we 
should consider how to act properly. 

So following the basic instructions, joining the practical service of devotional life and 
maintaining a nice sadhana – personal practice of spiritual exercises – will help. But once 
Shrila Prabhupada said: “Simply try to love Krishna!” This is the secret. Then it is very easy 
to forget about our exploiting mentality. This is the highest type of knowledge. Actually this 
is not knowledge, this is wisdom. And on the highest level you will understand how to satisfy 
Krishna.  

But once a person told me: “This is too high for me! Whatever I hear is so impractical 
for me; I cannot apply it in my life.” Which is, let us admit, more or less true. Most of the 
time we hear about full devotion. What is the percentage of our devotion? Fifty-fifty would be 
nice. But even that is high; what to speak of the hundred and eight percent devotion of the real 
vaishnavas?! Or again – we hear about ecstasy. Where is that? Ecstasy means you step 
outside of your existence. From bhava (existence) you come to bhaava (ecstasy). This is a big 
step! They are very close to each other; and it shows that originally, in the proper manner, life 
is ecstasy! This is the only reason to live – to get that taste. So, we should not waste our time. 
Because if we do not join the devotees, we miss the nectar. Then we are fools number one! 
Why should I miss something, that is eternal and nourishing my heart and soul?! Do not waste 
time. 

 
 
 

The three levels of life 
 

There are three ways to act and to live in this world. One is the level of exploitation. 
This is receiving and giving. Taking some fruits and paying the price later. So, whatever you 
enjoy, you will have to pay. Usually when you have a job, first you work and then you get 
paid. The same way with the karmic reaction: first you act and then you get the reaction. This 
is the level of exploitation – you try to enjoy, but you have to pay the price later. Therefore act 
in a proper way.  But it is very difficult! So many mistakes we do. Yet do not maintain the 
mistakes for a long time. That is already not a mistake, that is a sin. 

If you had enough of this enjoying and suffering business, then you start to think. 
Before we do not, we only want to reach the fruits. Later on you think: “Activity brings me so 
much trouble. Better I do not act. Then no reaction will come.” Clever? It is logical. No 
activity – no reaction.  

It is impossible not to act. Actually those, who do not act, they also act. They act in 
renunciation. Usually these people, by the force of their knowledge, gyana, renounce. 
Renounce such things that never belonged to them. What do we have? We do not have 
anything. Not so much. We have some little affection; in a final sense that is all. We do not 
have material resources – these belong to God. Earth is not ours. The air is not ours, etc. etc. 
Everything is provided to men, humans. What do we have? Some little energy we have. As 
spiritual sparks we have energy. That energy should be connected to the desire of the 
Supreme Lord.  

So, if you only renounce, it is very difficult to satisfy someone. Also in the shastras it 
is said that by renunciation it is impossible to achieve perfection. And everybody is compelled 
to act in such and such way. Too much knowledge makes you dry. Somehow it takes away 
life energy. The heart is not soft – usually. And this renunciation does not really give too 
much pleasure to the soul.  

Therefore a third method should be applied, and that is devotion. First is exploitation; 
second is renunciation; the third is devotion. And this third method is Bhakti-yoga – when 



you devote all your thought, feelings, all your energy resources, whatever you have for the 
satisfaction of Krishna. 

Question of Dragi: My question is from the level of exploitation how a person can 
gradually develop through the renunciation level up to the level of bhakti? 

Tirtha Maharaj: Actually bhakti does not stress renunciation. Because this type of 
yoga is not called “renunciation service”; it is called “devotional service”. Whatever you feel 
that you can offer nicely, in a nice mood to Krishna – do it! Automatically He will capture 
your attention. And from this service mood, from this connection, such a high and delicate 
taste will come, that you will never be satisfied with any lower taste! So, Krishna’s attractive 
power helps us very much.  

Of course, some little basic principles should be followed. And usually people identify 
the four regulative principles with Bhakti-yoga, but that is a mistake. The four regulative 
principles are the basis of human existence! It is not for bhakti! It is outside. But in order to 
enter, we have to qualify ourselves a little bit. The devotional service or Krishna bhakti is not 
an association of such people, who believe in the reincarnation and do not eat meat. It is 
something more, a little bit more it should be!  

So – how can we qualify ourselves from exploitation to go higher? Actually these 
levels are not necessarily to be progressed through one by one. You can jump. How can we 
jump? By the divine touch of the spiritual master, of a pure devotee, you can jump. He will 
give you the power to jump. Otherwise, if we have only our own resources, we cannot really 
jump. We jump, jump, but no result. Just like, it is said, a dwarf trying to reach the moon. It is 
useless! Do not waste your energy! Better catch mercy. And this personal mercy will help us 
to grow. Because the pure devotee can tell us how to qualify ourselves, how to give up a little 
bit of our exploiting mentality and to use our energy into service of the Lord.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why Krishna? 
 

Who is this Krishna? Who are we? And why should I give anything to Him? Even the 
yoghurt He is snatching from the poor gopis. Why should I become like the gopis – robbed of 
my yoghurt?!  

For that reason we have to examine the character of Krishna. And it is just like a vast 
ocean: surface is unlimited, the depth is incredible and the waves are very high. And it is 
inhabited by many, many wonderful animals. This ocean is not made by water and some 
pinch of salt just like the Black Sea, like the soup of existence – too much salt… But that 
other ocean consists of sweetness. Because the King of all action, knowledge and feelings is 
Love. Affection, Love reigns on the highest platform. And Krishna’s character is just like this 
ocean. He is very charming, very attractive and gives you the soothing feeling when you join.  

So Krishna has unlimited characteristics. Can we imagine listing the characteristics of 
God Himself? It is impossible. Therefore many people say that He is indescribable. They try 
to describe Him like this – indescribable. Do you see the antagonism here? I give a name to 
the unnamed. Or I give one characteristic to such an energy, which has no characteristics. 
Better we get a positive understanding of the Supreme Lord. And the final characteristics of 
Krishna are very sweet.  



The vaishnavas are very fond of numbers. So they have calculated, they have made a 
list of characteristics of Krishna. They have made a list of the innumerable characteristics of 
Krishna! Sixty four main characteristics are there in Krishna. There are fifty characteristics 
for humans; fifty- five for higher tattvas like Shiva; sixty for Narayana, Vishnu, Sadashiva; 
and there are some extras. The four extras belong only to Krishna. Exclusively! What are 
these four characteristics of Him? Can you help? He plays the flute, He is the best player. 
What else?  

Yashoda: He has the full knowledge. 
Tirtha Maharaj: Ah… This is very secondary. Krishna does not know many things. 

This feature, when He knows everything, this is not interesting for us. We are interested in the 
feature when He wants to know, when He is searching… So, what else is there? 

Harilila: Maybe that He is the most attractive, because this is His name… 
Tirtha Maharaj: Why? What is attracting? His beauty, yes! So, we have two features 

so far: His playing the flute and His beauty. What else? His devotees! He is just like a full 
moon, surrounded by millions of stars. And what else? His lilas, His pastimes. So these are 
the final features of Krishna – His beautiful devotees, His beautiful lilas, His beautiful flute 
and His ultimate beauty. And they resonate in somebody. Who is the ultimate partner of 
Krishna? Radhika; it was not a difficult question. But how Radharani is meeting, how She 
accepts these final qualities of Krishna? 

First of all Krishna’s guna-madhurya. Guna-madhurya are the devotees around Him. 
And this guna-madhurya resonates in Radharani’s words. She is always glorifying Krishna’s 
devotees. And also She helps the devotees to come closer to the ultimate service.  

The second feature of Krishna is lila-madhurya – these are His wonderful activities, 
the pastimes of Krishna. When He knows everything, He is not playing in Vrindavana. In 
Vrindavana He is a small boy. In Vrindavana He is a charming lover of the gopis. But such a 
person, who does not know the feelings of the gopis. And He is the best friend of the gopas; 
and many other roles He takes in order to satisfy His devotees. Therefore His pastimes are 
there - to satisfy the devotees. And Radha resonates with Her prana, with Her life energy. 
Therefore when Radhika sees Krishna, She is living, but when She does not see Krishna, Her 
prana is leaving. She becomes empty. Life energy leaves the body; lying dead on the bed – 
almost dead, fully. All the relatives come together: “Hey, this Krishna has finished with our 
lady. Such a cruel one! What can we do?! She is ready to die without Krishna.” 

And what about you? “Thank you, I’m quite all right without this Krishna.” No, you 
should also be ready to die. 

Then comes Krishna’s rupa-madhurya, His beautiful body, His ultimate beauty. How 
Radharani recognizes the ultimate beauty of Krishna? By the vision. Therefore these are the 
chakshus, the eyes of Radharani, that enjoy and recognize the beauty of Krishna. This is the 
perfection of vision – to see the beauty of Krishna.  

And finally there is the venu-madhurya of Krishna – the flute nectar. And this enters 
Radhika’s heart through the ears. In this way Her senses and Her prana are engaged in 
Krishna: vision, listening ability, speaking ability – Her whole life is given to Him.   

Sometimes people think: “Ah, these are beautiful stories, but this is myth or some kind 
of these fairy tale explanations of the Indians. It is very far from the Absolute Truth.” No! 
This is very close to the Absolute Truth! But we should understand that this is an artistic 
expression of the Absolute Truth. Just imagine, they have the conception of God, who is the 
ultimate beauty, who is the best flute player! The conception of bhakti about God is not a 
creator or punisher; ultimate beauty! Player of the flute! Young boy, who is playing on the 
grounds and who has many, many friends. He is never alone. Sometimes we might think: 
“Ah, God must be very lonely. Alone in His category.” The all-knowing God – maybe He is 
alone. But this Krishna – He is never alone!  



So, why Krishna? This was the original question: why Krishna? For this reason. 
Because that conception of Godhead is so dynamic and so charming , that you cannot 
overpass it! Therefore – bhakti! Therefore devotion! Devotion is the highest principle of life, 
beyond exploitation and renunciation.  

What else can I say? Not so much… Divine Love is the King of all emotions. And 
Mahaprabhu was the person to communicate this. Due to Him this beautiful conception of the 
Supreme is shining in a golden hue. Therefore this Hare Krishna maha-mantra is very 
precious. Because this is not a mechanical instrument to purify your existence; this is not a 
meditational formula to pacify your mind – no, this is an exclamation to the Supreme Lord. 
And not only to Him, but to Her also! 

So, glorifying the names is a beautiful practice of spiritual life. And if you chant the 
holy names with devotion, then you can establish a contact with Brahman, the Supreme, 
because the holy name is shabda-brahman, God Himself, in voice. Beautiful!  
 
 
 

Thousands of ears 
 

Usually everybody who meets the devotees will understand that it is very useful to ask 
for some service. Once I remember Gurudev was meeting some new bhaktas, some new 
friends. There was one very nice young man and they were discussing about the same city 
they both knew. Somehow Gurudev mentioned: “And you know that very nice old lady, 
working at the library? Maybe you can visit her.” The conversation was going on and on, and 
finally it was finished. Then our young boy was amazed and said: “Ah! What a fool I am! I 
forgot to ask for a specific service.” And I told him: “Did you not listen? He told you to visit 
this old lady at the library. This is direct specific service to you, for you!”  

So, sometimes guru just mentions something. And it depends on the catching capacity 
of the disciple whether he understands or not. Usually they do not understand. Even if you 
give instruction on paper, black on white; what to speak of giving a lecture and sitting on a 
lecture! Brahma had given two ears to everybody. Here in – this way out. This is the normal 
condition of the disciple. One side in, other side out. Change it! You must have thousands of 
ears to listen to the beautiful qualities of Krishna and to catch a few drops of instructions from 
the spiritual master.  And we must have millions of tongues to glorify the qualities of Krishna 
or to chant the holy names: Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare Hare 
Rama, Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare. Maybe one of these millions tongues will sound 
the real name.  

Kripadham: How can we learn to listen? And on what depends our hearing capacity, 
understanding capacity?  

Tirtha Maharaj: If Krishna has taken away all your understanding, if Krishna has 
taken away your intellect, then spiritual understanding will come. When you lose your brain – 
then comes spiritual wisdom. Until we are moving on the level of intellect – no way out! We 
want to explain everything, we want to understand everything. We want to understand what is 
impossible to understand! This mind, intellect, brain is much trouble.  

Comment: But we are created like this: in order to accept something, you have to 
understand it.  

Tirtha Maharaj: All right! But I suggest: let us follow the advice of the highest 
intellect of this universe – and this is Lord Brahma, the Creator. In the beginning he was 
meditating, using his intellectual power – for how many years? Billions! Very long time! And 
finally he understood: “Hey! I cannot understand! Better I worship – because in this way I 
will understand.”  



So until we think that we have to explain and understand – we do not understand. As 
soon as we start to establish a loving contact, He will come. Spiritual understanding is not a 
material science. It descends; it is not an ascending process. So we should cultivate our hearts, 
our identity to invite and to accept Krishna’s presence. This much about understanding. 

Hearing is depending on speaking. If there is nobody to tell you anything, what can 
you hear? So, shravanam is running after kirtanam. Without kirtanam there is no shravanam. 
If somebody is not practicing kirtanam, what can you shravanam?   

Kripadham: But how to practice kirtanam if you do not have shravanam? 
Tirtha Maharaj: No, no, no! Let somebody else practice kirtanam. And be attentive, 

pay your attention to listen. The first impulse is coming from Krishna. He is playing His flute. 
Kirtanam is there. Sound is there. And what is the flute sound of Krishna? This is the Gayatri. 
The flute sound of Krishna is the Gayatri mantra. You only pay a listening ear to this 
vibration.  

But maybe this was again a kind of high answer. Not so much practical. Sorry, I am an 
impractical person. But maybe if I understand the question like this: „How can I improve my 
listening capacity?” If you chant from the heart: “radha krishna prana mora jugala kishora 
jivane marane gati…” If you chant this, your hearing will be purified. May I have a karatal?  
 
 
 

The heart of Krishna 
 

Question: It would be interesting if you elaborate more on personal relationships. 
Because as far as I can understand, behind all the qualities that God has, the inner content is 
His heart. And if we try to embody God’s love, how will our personal relationships in the 
world  develop?  

Tirtha Maharaj: You enquire about the heart of Krishna! There is a book about it; 
there everything is very nicely and fully described – what are the qualities of the heart of 
Krishna. But because you are asking about our personal life and practice, from this book I will 
quote the main message. And this main message is do not commit aparadha. Aparadha means 
offence towards a devotee, towards somebody, who sincerely tries to worship God from the 
heart. Because such a pure devotee is always living in the heart of Krishna. So if you blame, 
or hurt, or neglect such a devotee, then you neglect the heart of Krishna. So do not commit 
aparadha. 
  Aparadha also means inattentive service. We were discussing about sin. Sinful 
activities concern the body. But aparadha concerns the soul. There is a big difference. Much 
more reaction is there for aparadha than for a simple sin. But it is very difficult if we have to 
warn somebody not to hate, or not to deeply criticize, or not to have bad feelings against 
somebody. In a positive way we could say: love the devotees. Because then Krishna will love 
this very much, will appreciate this. And if you serve the devotees, then you can capture 
Krishna Himself. Why? Because Krishna is not able to serve the devotees. Usually people 
worship God because He is omnipotent. But our Krishna is not omnipotent. He cannot serve 
His devotees, because they are not ready to accept any service from Him. This is a kind of 
shortcoming of Krishna. He is full of willingness to serve, but nobody is willing to accept! 
What can He do? This is such a trouble for Krishna! Again, He is not omnipotent, and He is 
not omniscient, He does not know what to do. But He wants to understand the feeling and the 
heart of a devotee! The heart of Krishna wants to understand the heart of the devotee! And the 
devotee is always searching for the heart of Krishna! So they are both running after each 
other. It is an unlimited run, no end! One is running after the other, the other is running after 
the one. Therefore we should examine the heart of a vaishnava. Because Krishna is not only 



collecting taxes from the gopis at the difficult points; but He has some hiding places also. And 
His main hiding place is the depths of the hearts. 
 
 
 
 

The influence of inferior and superior nature 
 
 

“Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intelligence and false ego—all together these 
eight constitute My separated material energies. Besides these, O mighty-armed Arjuna, there 
is another, superior energy of Mine, which comprises the living entities who are exploiting the 
resources of this material, inferior nature. All created beings have their source in these two 
natures. Of all that is material and all that is spiritual in this world, know for certain that I 
am both the origin and the dissolution.”46  

The natural elements are the first step. Air, heat, earth, water, fire – all these are the 
basic principles of the constituting parts of our world. These are the gross elements. The body 
is made up by these gross elements. More than two-thirds of this body is made of water. Then 
the finer elements are the mind, the intellect and the false ego. They are also like material, but 
a little bit more delicate. Therefore it is more difficult to control them and they are more 
powerful also. Whatever you do on a bodily, material platform, that is more or less easy to 
control. But the mental activities are more difficult to control. We were discussing that often: 
all these eight different elements – the five gross and three subtle – constitute the lower 
energy of God. But because they are also coming from divine source, therefore they also 
should be considered as divine in a final vision. Whatever is taken from matter will return to 
matter. Body is taken from matter, it will return back to matter. Life or death – that is very 
close to each other. Life means that matter is organized in a certain way - by some power; and 
this power is the soul power. When the soul is present, it just exercises its organizing power 
over matter and the body can function. When this organizing power is missing, the body 
cannot function. Therefore we should not identify ourselves with the body, because this is 
only one instrument that is functioning under the direction of our soul. The body is just like 
the hardware, the instincts and the rules of material life are just like the software and the 
operator is the soul. So: you live according to the rules through this body. You take the 
experience. We are living in a world of experience. People usually are not ready to learn 
through hearing, they want to learn by experience. This is an inferior type of learning. But 
who is ready to learn after hearing?! It is very rare if somebody is ready to accept a good 
opinion. I do not know how it is with Bulgarians, but Hungarians…! It is very difficult to 
impress them with something. They will say “yes” and add “but”. Still it is a little bit better 
than Indians, because they will say “yes” but act the opposite. So there are different levels of 
accepting or not accepting. But it does not matter what characteristics different nations have, 
because we have to control our own present nature – in order to purify our existence. Not to 
live and judge on the bodily platform, because this is inferior energy, but to come to some 
higher level. What level? We should come to the superior energy. Ourselves, as spiritual 
sparks of consciousness, we are always under some influence: influence either of the material 
energy or the superior energy. It is up to you which control you choose. 
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Nothing you can see that isn’t shown 
 

The two levels of existence – like material gross and material subtle – they hide 
something. They hide reality. Although whatever is shown to us seems to be very real, 
nothing you can see that isn’t shown. Somebody shows this relative reality to us. Whatever is 
around us this is called nature. But who is the lord of this nature?  Whose nature is this? If 
there is a nature, there must be an owner of that nature? Just like we have certain features as 
our nature, and it is us who possess this nature. So material covering as a nature also belongs 
to someone. And just like our characteristics conceal, hide the spiritual essence inside, in the 
same way material nature covers its Lord.  

Illusion or nature has two functions. One is avaranatmika – that means to cover with 
something. It hides the truth. Illusion works in this way: it hides the reality, shows something 
else instead. It is just like the screen in a cinema. The whole movie, the whole film is 
projected on this screen, it seems to be very realistic, but actually this is only some white 
textile. And you know in the beginning when the first little short movies were shown to 
people, for example when a train was coming towards the public, when they gave the show, 
people were running away from the cinema. It was so realistic for them that the train is 
approaching. Our life is also like a train coming to us. It seems to be very realistic, but 
actually these are only some pictures on the screen of our mind. Yet who is the operator of the 
projection machine? That is somebody higher than ourselves.  

Actually it is said that the world is a dream. But this world is not a dream of humans; 
they are sleeping but not dreaming. The world is a dream of God, Vishnu. Everything moves, 
everything happens according to His dream. Humans have two kinds of dreams – good and 
bad. Vishnu has only one kind of dream – ultimately good. Sometimes this dream, this 
material existence, is just like a horror movie – makes you tremble; but this is not real. 
Whatever is there is only a covering made up of gross and finer material elements.  

So this first function of illusion – to cover – is very strong. Second function is 
vikshepatmika – to divert your attention. When you have a little knowledge, then you will 
understand: “Ah, this is only a projection on the screen of our mind. Better I change my point 
of attention. In this way I can be the operator.” This is illusion – changes your attention, 
diverts your attention to something else, which you think is real, but it is again unreal. 
Because you are not the operator. You are sitting in the cinema with eyes wide open, and 
mouth also, and just watch the movie. Sometimes you put popcorn and Coca-Cola into your 
mouth to fully satisfy the senses. But then when the show is over, you have to go. This 
function of illusion captures most of the people under its sway.  

But to find reality, we should change the vision. You cannot stop the show; and why 
should you? But you should change the vision: see the projection, see the screen, understand 
from where the projection is coming, who is the operator, who is the master of the cinema, 
and who is the master of the universe. Search, we have to search: what is what, who is who.  

Krishna says “I am the origin, and dissolution of everything that exists.” What is 
given here in Sanskrit is prabhava and pralaya. Prabhava means creation, manifestation; and 
pralaya means annihilation – this is the unmanifest stage of the universe. From this we can 
understand, that whether the movie has started or not, Krishna is the source. When the 
projection starts, when the material nature manifests, that is the beginning of the show. Then 
when the time is up, the show is finished. But there is one leader of this game; and it depends 
on us in which manner we take part in this play.  

Krishna says: “O conqueror of wealth, there is no truth superior to Me. Everything 
rests upon Me, as pearls are strung on a thread.”47  
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It is not the pearls that make up the necklace; it is the string. It is not the projection 
that makes up reality, but the fine thread behind everything. This we should search. Do not be 
satisfied with the projection. You should search until your heart is fulfilled.  

 
 
 

Sun, moon and fire 
 

How to see Krishna, how to see God? The following verse tells us something about 
this: 

“Raso ’ham apsu kaunteya - O son of Kunti, I am the taste of water, the light of the 
sun and the moon, the syllable om in the Vedic mantras; I am the sound in ether and ability in 
man.”48  

Isn’t it easy to see Krishna always? His message is always there. A good message for 
the whole universe is for example the sun – every morning it just comes, bringing the good 
news that light is stronger than darkness. Still we think: “I cannot see God! Better stick to 
reality. Be more realistic, please! Sun is just like a sky phenomenon, moving according to the 
rules of gravitation – there is nothing mystical behind.” Which is in one sense true. But our 
universe functions under different rules. Our sun is not only some atomic bomb in the sky – 
no, this is the eye of Krishna. Just like the moon; you know the moon comes during the night. 
Usually not during the day; in a very few occasions it comes during the day, but then it has no 
effect. And this moon is very strange in character – sometimes putting on weight, other times 
losing weigh; sometimes small, sometimes big; but it definitely has vеry huge effect. Even the 
ocean moves when the full moon comes. It says: “Ah, I cannot control myself, I just spill over 
my limits.” You can explain this also by physics, but that is very dry. And when the ocean 
comes due to full moon, this is very wet. The moon has always been a symbol of mysticism; 
and also an inspirer of arts. This is the other eye of Krishna.  

We also must have these two features: one in light, one in a different light. Just like 
one of my friends told me that fire has two aspects. Fire is usually bright; yet sometimes, in a 
poetic way, fire can be dark. Just to blow your mind! But if you have this sun nature – seeing 
reality in light, giving light, giving wisdom; and if you have this other feature of mystical, 
internal, hidden moon nature – then you combine both. 

In Krishna both sides are combined. During the day He is very realistic, behaves like a 
good cowherd. But during the night, especially in a full-moon night, He starts to behave in a 
different way – not so obvious, not so open. His ways could not be understood – how He 
invites the jivas to dance during the full-moon night. So both sides are there in Krishna. And 
this is already beauty, and this is already artistic explanation. It is not a demonstration of the 
physical law of gravitation or I don’t know what – no, this is beauty and love. This is the 
Krishna conception of Godhead. 

 
 
 
 

Like a full moon for traveler 
 
 
“I am the syllable om in the Vedic mantras.”49 Actually divine life is full of mantras; 

because in the ancient times people were not speaking in prose, they were speaking in verses. 
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This golden age was so poetic that if they needed words, they would express themselves in 
poetry. And as in the previous times there existed only two types of living entities – the 
hansas and the paramahansas, that means the pure heart and the supremely pure heart – they 
were not talking gramya-katha, ordinary speech; they were always telling some mantras. 
Because the purpose of a mantra is to glorify the Supreme. And the mantras are full of om.  

Sometimes people think that om is an impersonal representation of the Absolute. But 
here Krishna says: “I am the om.” And according to our understanding om is composed by 
three sounds – like A-U-M. A stands for Krishna; U stands for Radha; and M stands for jiva. 
So om is also representing for us the divine love where Radha, Krishna and jiva all meet 
together.  

The Vedic mantras are very strong, very effective. If you do not know the rishi, 
through whom the mantra comes; if you do not know the devata, to whom the mantra is told; 
if you do not know your identity; and if you do not know your connection to the divine, then 
it will have no effect – rather it will give disturbance. Therefore the Vedic mantras are 
limited. But not the Holy Name mantras; Holy Name mantras are open and free. Therefore 
Mahaprabhu says: “Always chant, glorify the Holy Names! Kirtanya sada hari.” 

If you chant the Vedic mantras improperly, then they can disturb you, they can make 
you crazy. But chanting the Holy Names has converted many stupid guys into divine 
characters. Vedic mantras are limited by proper time and circumstances in chanting. But Holy 
Name you can say and chant anywhere and anytime. Shrila Prabhupada says that the Holy 
Name is just like the full moon for the traveler. The full moon always follows the traveler 
through the night, never leaves him. So the Holy Name can be the full moon in your life also. 
Then if you are under the influence of this divine moon, the mystical influence of Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu, the sun of Krishna will rise on the horizon of your heart. Divine moon as 
Krishna Chaitanya and divine sun as Krishna Himself - they work for your benefit.  

 
 
 

The word 
 

“I am the sound in ether”50; this sound creates and organizes the universe. Like Om, 
like logos or Amen – actually it is also a distorted form of Om. So the word, the word 
vibration gives much power to the disordered universe. By this force from chaos becomes 
cosmos; from disorder order comes. 

Here I see many housewives. You know how difficult it is to maintain the order in the 
family life. All the time you have to put more and more energy to maintain the same standard. 
Not for improvement – only to preserve, to keep the standards – much energy you have to put. 
Because the order in our homes usually tends towards disorder. Just like our mind; we have 
achieved a certain level of order in our head, but it very easily comes to a more or less 
disordered way.  

Put more and more energy to maintain your standard. And not only to maintain, but to 
improve. Because maintaining means that others pass you by. For example in a competition; 
if your policy is “just to maintain my position, to stay here, not to move, not to fall back”, 
then others, who have the policy to go forward, will leave you behind. Also in spiritual sense 
it is not enough to maintain; you should improve. 

Shrila Shridhara Maharaj gives a very practical example about the bicycle; if you push 
the pedals, then it goes. But if you do not push, you will fall off your bike. The same is with 
spiritual life – if you do not push the pedals, the whole movement will stop and you fall off. 
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So in order to grow, in order to move forward, we have to make a little exertion. And as the 
creative word can make the order in the universe, in the same way the Mahamantra can create 
order in our disordered mind. “I am the sound in ether”. If in the ether of our intellect 
Krishna’s sound is resounded, it will create order. 

 
 
 

Emergency energy 
 

“I am the ability in man.”51I like this expression very much! Other times Krishna 
says: “My devotee is clever, he can work properly, he can work competently.” Why? Because 
“I am the ability in man.” Everybody has some abilities. Use your abilities in the divine 
service. Because actually it is not yours, it is given to you. Use these for the best purpose.  

“I am the ability in man” - this is a beautiful expression of the connection between 
God and jiva. Like father like son. He is active, we are active; He is able, we are also able. He 
is loving, we… I do not know, you decide. But because of this divine connection, this divine 
similarity between Him and us, we can come closer to Him. By the divine features and 
characters, a human can approach God. Therefore we should not waste this divine energy. 

 So, if only you remember this beautiful verse: “O son of Kunti, I am the taste of 
water, the light of the sun and the moon, the syllable om in the vedic mantras, I am the sound 
in ether and the ability in man,” then it is impossible to forget Krishna. Whenever you think: 
“Ah, I have run out my energy”, just think, Krishna says: “I am the ability in man. “And then 
your whole function is just turned to emergency energy and you can go on with your services.  

Sometimes it is very difficult, I tell you. Shall I give you a story about this? You 
know, in Nandafalva the standard of worship is quite high. There are five food offerings and 
five pujas every day. Krishna is just like a baby, crying all the time: “Give me this, give me 
that!” You should run like a mother and a father to satisfy His desires, devote your full time to 
Him. If you are one day pujari in Nandavalva, you will feel ecstasy: „ Ah, it is so beautiful 
that I can devote all my time to Krishna!” But after two weeks? After two years?  How 
difficult it becomes to do the same thing all the time! Once there was a mataji as a main 
pujari. She was doing incredible service! But once we were singing the evening arati and a 
little bit behind the curtain she was offering the puja. And in the middle of the evening arati 
she just stepped out from behind the curtain and she said: “I cannot do this anymore! I cannot! 
It’s beyond my abilities!” Everybody was a little bit amazed in the temple. Then the husband 
of this very beautiful devotee lady told her mildly: “Ah yes, you can do this!” And after just 
few minutes of convincing herself, she went back and finished the arati.  

Sometimes we have to win over ourselves. It is very easy to be a good devotee when it 
is easy! But when Krishna gives you the time of testing you, then we should show how much 
ready we are for service. I appreciate this story very much, because somehow it was divine 
and human at the same time. This was a beautiful moment of a person overcoming herself. Do 
not forget about this when you will face some difficulties. If there is somebody behind you to 
tell you: “You can do this!” then it will be very easy.  

How can we summarize the ultimate message for humans? Life is difficult, but help is 
close. Remember this: life is difficult, but help is close. With few words about the essence – 
this is real eloquence. 

Question of Bhakti Shakti: I would like to ask why is it happening like this that for 
example when we do a certain service for few weeks or few months it is very interesting, 
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enthusiastic and so on. Why is it happening like this that doing it two years or more, like in 
the example, it is becoming harder?  

Tirtha Maharaj: This is a serious question. Usually the western conditioning is too 
much active. We are born in karma kshetra – land of activity. Indians are born in dharma 
kshetra; that land is for religion. It is not for karma. Therefore Indians are not good in karma. 
Indian organization is a disaster! This is not for them! They are for mantras and rituals and 
dharma – they are very good in this. But to organize something, to buy a ticket for the train – 
it is so complicated in India! Just forget it! So, that is dharma kshetra, and in dharma result 
comes from repetition. Krishna says that if you are very much fixed in your service and 
permanent in your practices, the result will come. Or in the “Vedanta-sutra” it is also 
mentioned that by permanent repetition of the mantras revelation of Godhead will come. This 
is very much according to the nature of those born in dharma kshetra, because their rajas is a 
little bit more down. And our rajas is very high! We are born in karma kshetra, therefore we 
have to adjust and take it into consideration. And we should be very active in our devotional 
service, to engage this capacity of being very active in divine service. Because Krishna says: 
“I am the ability in man.” 

But you mentioned, when the service becomes a routine and becomes difficult and you 
lose this original taste of ecstasy. Once Gurudev visited Shrila Shridhara Maharaj and he put a 
very similar question to him. He started to try to explain: “O Gurumaharaj, what can be done 
if devotional practice or the Mahamantram becomes routine and you lose the taste and you 
know, you do it as a duty.  Shridhara Maharaj could not understand what he is talking about. 
He could not understand! He said: “Routine?! What is that?” It was beyond his understanding.  

 
 
 

The taste of water 
 

“O son of Kunti, I am the taste of water, the light of the sun and the moon, the syllable 
om in the Vedic mantras, I am the sound in ether and the ability in man.”52 

Question of Yashoda: In this verse there are two meanings. One is literal; the other is 
indirect, mystical. What is the mystical meaning of the taste of water? 

Tirtha Maharaj: The taste of water is very simple thing. But it is such a huge topic! 
Just to give some little ideas that come to my mind. What is the definition of water? Anybody 
knows the physical, scientific definition of water?  

Actually water is such a liquid, which has no color, no smell and no taste. Why 
Krishna says “I am the taste of water”, if water is such a thing, that has no taste?!  

There is a taste for water. Water has a higher taste! If you can feel Krishna’s presence 
in water, then this is a higher taste for you. He is talking about creation, in a hidden way, like 
“I am the sound in ether”; but the sound energizes the creative ocean, the ocean of creation. 
Usually in the beginning everything is in a fluid consistency; later on it starts to manifest as 
forms. That water is also coming from Krishna.  

The taste we can call the essence of water. This is again Krishna. What you cannot 
detect, still it is there. You cannot feel, so to say, the taste of water, still you cannot forget the 
taste of water. Achintya bhedabheda tattva – He is there and not there. “I am the taste of no 
taste.” Because Krishna is hiding, this is His nature.  

Actually water has this capacity to take the quality; with whatever it comes in contact, 
it can take its quality. Therefore it is possible to purify the body with water. Because it will 
wash you off. In a physical sense people will think that this is the soap, but no, the water is the 
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purifying element. And not only in physical sense; but if you go to Mother Ganga to take your 
bath, she can remove your sins also. So, physical and metaphysical purification is there. And 
still the water itself will not become dirty. She can purify herself. Beautiful characteristic!  
 
 
 

Divine destiny 
 

 “O my Lord Hari, o merciful Radhanath, all glories to You! Again and again I have 
petitioned You, but now I beg you to accept me as Your intimate company.” In another 
version it is said: “I have tried to escape You, I have tried to avoid You so many times, but 
this time, please, accept me!”53 

How many times we have tried to escape God’s mercy?! We are very clever in this; 
very busy and very clever to avoid and try to escape from our divine destiny. Which is death. 
Immediate death. Death for the world and rebirth for the higher existence. Humans are very 
eager to avoid this divine destiny and “I am a human number one. I was best in this respect, 
trying to avoid You for so many lifetimes, living in my own knowledge and understanding. 
But this time, please, I want to finish with this typically human avoiding existence and I want 
to be Yours. Please, accept me now in Your intimate company.” 

And this prayer is not directed to an ordinary God, but to Radhanath, a special type of 
God. He is the Lord of Radhika. Because that aspect of God is the loving God. God loves 
universally, but Krishna loves specially. There is a big difference between the general love of 
God and the special love of Krishna. In both ways: as the devotees love Him and as He loves 
the devotees. Both are special. “So this time, please, Radhanath, You take me! I have already 
taken You in my heart; now it is Your turn.” This is the intimacy of bhakti, devotional line. 
Because usually we understand that we should love God and we should be His property. But 
in the higher realms of bhakti, God becomes a servant.  

Rasa dance is the symbol of meeting. And how is it performed? This is a round dance, 
circular dance. One Krishna – one gopi – one Krishna – one gopi… Who is the beginning and 
who is the end? Who is first and who is second? Can you decide? It is impossible to decide 
who is first, who is second, who is God, who is servant. Because usually the servants are 
running after the master; but in a circular dance everybody is running after the other, right? 
Krishna is running after the gopis and gopis are running after Krishna. This is the mystery of 
bhakti – that God is running after the love of His beloved. Maybe you do not understand it 
right now, but just try to have it in your mind, have it in the list of your future goals. This is 
some very, very secret point in bhakti.  

 
 
 

The levels of existence 
 

“This time, please, Radhanath, You accept me! O my Lord, after I have been 
wandering in so many wombs of mothers, finally I have taken the shelter of You. Bahu yoni – 
through many wombs – bhrami – I have been wandering here and there.” Different species 
are there for learning, to get more and more experience. And you know, there are so many 
levels of existence. Just like when we arrived yesterday, driving in a big car, you just park 
your car in front of the house, and then an old lady is coming and searching in the garbage. 
We both are humans, but what is the level of our existence? She is living just like a parivrajak 
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acharya54. Wait, she is living just like a parivrajak; maybe the acharya is missing. What is 
the difference between such a homeless person here and in India? Difference of the level of 
consciousness. Because usually people have very limited consciousness, but in India if you 
live in poverty intentionally, as a spiritual practice, then this is a way of salvation. 

 So, these different levels of existence are there for taking the experience. When we 
are in need we are very much able to appreciate any help. When we are not in need, we are 
very much ready not to give help. We should invite the mentality of people in need; they have 
this ability to appreciate.  

But this poverty-stricken human existence is not the end, it is not the bottom line. For 
example if you go to Vrindavana, you will see different species gathering in the holy place. 
Ninety-nine percent of the people living there are materialists – they say, I cannot judge, but 
they say that very, very many come for material reasons. Because Vrindavana is covered with 
very thin covering of matter, but most of the people live on that thin covering. Few can go 
deeper. There you can see people running after you to give you blessings – in exchange of 
your clothes or some money or some donation: “Haribol! I want to give you some blessings!” 
only for money… There are beautiful characters also. A simple person, merchant, but with 
deep realizations. Of course his business is selling japa-malas, he has a japa-mala store in 
Vrindavana, so naturally there are nice realizations.  

Yet again this is not the bottom, because there are animals also in Vrindavana. They 
have very beautiful, nice and charming animals like the parrots, who are always talking about 
Radha-Krishna lila, Shuka and Shari, he and she-parrot. And everybody likes these jewel-like 
animals, flying and green like anything, with red beaks – everybody is charmed. But there are 
the monkeys also and sometimes they give much trouble. When you buy some banana for 
yourself in the market: “Hey, I am so hungry, I will buy some banana and have a good lunch,” 
then they come and snatch all your bananas. What more: they even snatch your glasses! 
Therefore Indian people have a very strange security system: they bind the glasses with a 
piece of cloth and fix it around the head. This is a natural sport for the monkeys – to steal the 
glasses. They enjoy it very much! But do not be afraid, because they are very clever. They do 
not want to use it, they want to give it back – in exchange for something. So, when the 
monkey have stolen your glasses, immediately run to the market and get some peanuts. 
Peanuts are sold in little packets, made from newspapers. Then you throw it up! Monkey is 
sitting on the top of the electric cables, sometimes messing them, but now it holds your 
classes, right?! You have to throw the peanuts in order that it throws the glasses to get the 
peanuts. This is their exchange; they know what they are doing. It is your turn to get it! So 
sometimes they give troubles, even they bite humans. Still everybody accepts and appreciates, 
sometimes even loves the monkeys.  

But there are hogs. And you know, the canalization system in Vrindavana is very 
special – some Middle Age system: open canalization. So all the stuff is just running on the 
streets, sometimes black like anything! And the hogs are just jumping inside this and eat up 
all the stuff that is coming to them. This is their business. When you go to a holy place this is 
a very good type of meditation – not to take your second birth as a hog in Vrindavana. 
Because the direction is good – a holy place. But the level of consciousness is a little bit low. 
Of course, who knows what level of consciousness a hog in Vrindavana might have! Still the 
practice is a little bit disgusting.  

So, we should be very careful about our human existence and wherever we can we 
should try to help a little bit. Because in this way we help others and we help ourselves also.  

“I have been wandering through so many species of life, I have been a dog, I have 
been a hog, I have been a wandering person, walking all around… but this time, please, 
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accept me as Your servant. Take me in Your family, for finally now I have found Your 
shelter. Please, by Your divine mercy, liberate this wretched soul!” 

 
 
 

Our prayer 
 

The two aspects of mercy are that there must be somebody who provides and there 
must be somebody who accepts. God provides, you have to accept. He is running after you: 
“Here is My mercy, here is My mercy! Take it! Take it!” This time do not run away. Just take 
it, be a receptacle of mercy, because you can be liberated. Liberation is very highly 
appreciated all over in the different religions – except in bhakti. In bhakti liberation is not so 
much appreciated, this is not the highest goal. This is a secondary result. Again from this we 
can understand the superior beauty of bhakti – that this is not running after liberation, this is 
running after God. 

“O lover of Radha! You are the cause and the life of universe. Jagata karana and 
jagata jivan – You are the cause and You are the life.”  55The three aspects of God are 
mentioned – that He is the cause, He is the maintenance and He is the destroyer, who will 
invite everything back. 

“You are the cause, You are the life. Beyond You nobody has anything.” This vision is 
limited only to two aspects of the Supreme: Creator or the origin; and Maintainer. And there 
is no end. In our conception there is no end to divine fullness. 

And what does it mean “Beyond You nobody has anything”? That means “You are the 
most precious.” Because if Krishna is life, what is more precious than life. Life by itself is 
very natural and very unique at the same time. But we can manifest and enhance the beauty 
and value of life in connection with the Supreme; in this way it is more complete. We should 
not miss this opportunity to invite divinity in our life. And if you have Him, you have 
everything; if you do not have Him, you have nothing.  

“You bring blessings to the world and You are the Lord of the universe.”Bhuvana 
mangala – mangala means blessings and bhuvana means existence. So the happiness of all 
existence is concentrated in Krishna.  

“I have come to the conclusion that in this world it is only You, who can save Your 
fallen and sinful servant.” This should be our prayer. „Hari he doyala mora jaya radhanath!” 

Somebody compared bhajan to a magic carpet. And on this magic carpet we just fly to 
a different state of consciousness. Isn’t it true? It is very much true. Therefore this is one very 
important cultivation in bhakti, because it gives vibration that irresistibly purifies and liberates 
the consciousness.   
 
 
 

Some dance to remember, some dance to forget 
 

“O my Lord! Where can I find any shelter if You just reject me?!” You are the cause, 
You are the life, You are the happiness, You are the Lord – where can I find shelter if You do 
not accept me?! What does it mean? In a hidden sense it means that it is possible that He does 
not accept you. So, it is a very risky game, this bhakti. Maybe you are doing, you are doing – 
but He is not responding. After some lecture a person come and his first question was: “How 
is it that God does not listen to my prayers?” Such an intimate question in the first moment! 
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But then I said: “Ah, I am sure that He has heard even your first prayer; even without telling 
He hears you.” Because if somebody has this quality of humility, naturally he is very close. 
Then somebody mentions something about the Holy Name. And he said: “Yes, yes! Maybe I 
should chant more.” Then somehow Chaitanya Mahaprabhu was mentioned. At that time he 
exclaimed: ”Ah, He is so close to me! I love Him so much!” Then I understood that this 
person is accomplished! What else to say? Humble, likes to chant and loves Mahaprabhu!  

Still the question is there: How is it that He does not listen to my prayers? How is it 
possible as it is mentioned that “You might reject me.” This is the game, this is the play. It is 
not sure. What is sure in life? Life is insecure and death is sure – if you see from this side. Just 
think from the other side: there is only life eternal. There is no death.  

Harilila: As usual I feel some little controversy, but maybe it is a characteristic of 
God. On one hand it was said that God is running after the love of His devotees; on the other 
hand even if they give their love, He does not respond?  

Tirtha Maharaj: Yes! According to His mood.   
Harilila: This means I did not understand anything!  
Tirtha Maharaj: Well, Krishna is full, right? He does not miss anything, he does not 

need anything. If He manifests this feature, we are running after Him. But when He is missing 
something – the company of His devotees, Radhika, the friends or the cows – then He has the 
need and He is running after devotees. Because He is a living God; He is not only some 
theoretical conception, that is always the same without any change, like a crystal – beautiful, 
but not really moving. Because our state of mind, our mood is changing sometimes, what is 
the reason for this? This is a reflection; the original mood is also dynamic.  

And you know, some dance to remember and some dance to forget. Some love 
because of unfulfillment, because of missing; others love because of surplus. Do you feel the 
difference? The connection, the activity is more or less the same, but the cause is very much 
different. One is in need; the other is also in need of company – to share! You run after 
somebody to share what you have. Just like Lord Jesus; nobody criticizes him for catching 
disciples! Right, although he was doing it – going to the fishermen and saying: “Follow me! 
You should come with me!” This is canvassing! Nobody criticizes him; but if a guru comes 
and says: “Well, you can take initiation,” everybody says: “Ah, he is canvassing for himself!” 
Do you see the difference? How much life and times have changed!  

But why he was running after the fishermen? Because he had surplus. It is not that he 
had some need. “I need somebody to take care of me.” No, he was taking care of them!  

So, this is the difference; some dance to remember, some dance to forget. Some love 
due to need, others love due to surplus. You decide to which camp you belong.  
 
 
 

Productivity and creativity 
 

Question of Shyamasundara: In order to construct a shrine in the heart we have to 
invest some energy, maybe the creative energy that is invested in us. How to transform this 
creative energy? 

Tirtha Maharaj: Let the creative energy transforms us. Why - because the ultimate 
possessor of energies is Krishna. And He has two basic types of energies – and now I am not 
talking about the higher and the lower type like spirit and matter – but one of His energies is 
productivity and the other of His energies is creativity. The productivity is represented by 
Balaram; and who is the creativity energy? This is Radha, of course! So, Balaram produces 
everything that is necessary for the worship or for the spiritual existence, He is the existential 
power on one hand; Radha is the beauty, the artistic power, creativity. And Krishna is the 



master-mind, the top intelligence to use both. This is His position. Therefore I say: let the 
creative energy uses us, changes us, converts us – because then this is a big change.  

And of course we shall understand that productivity is a male duty and creativity is 
like a female contribution. One is more powerful, the other is more tender. But both serve the 
highest intellect – Vasudeva Krishna.  

And in our lifetimes, in our lifespan, different periods are coming and changing. One 
is more for building, collecting, gathering; others are more for preserving. But without 
collecting we cannot preserve anything. Sometimes there is a period of, so to say, enjoying  - 
reaping the harvest. This should be done according to the age, to the period that we live 
properly.  
 
 
 

Meditation and motivation 
 
 

If we come together on some spiritual purpose, we should know we should practice 
meditation and we should focus on motivation. Meditation is very popular these days. 
Sometimes people meditate on their business prospects or some future husbands. We all 
meditate on something; but what is the motivation? Meditation without good motivation will 
not work. Although this as a process is very powerful.  

For example, how is the butterfly born? Where does it come from? It comes from the 
caterpillar. The caterpillar whole life long is meditating how to become a butterfly. Everybody 
likes butterflies, maybe except the gardeners, yet usually people like them. But people are not 
so fanatic about worms, caterpillars. How from a caterpillar to turn to a butterfly? This is a 
question of meditation.  

And in our human existence without the divine touch we are just like caterpillars. No 
matter that we have only two legs, the condition is the same. But to manifest the divine 
qualities of our soul we must convert from a caterpillar into the butterfly condition. Usually 
men are satisfied with their own human level of existence. We are satisfied unless we do not 
know something higher. Immediately when something higher comes to our consciousness, we 
will go for it. This is motivation. A caterpillar is able to move only in very slow speed and is 
very much limited on the trees and the leaves but the butterfly can fly without any limitation. 
In our present situation we are limited by so many, so many unlimited numbers of conditions. 
To be a man or a woman determines so many things in our life. If somebody is trying to fight 
for her rights as a woman, equal rights for women, I tell you, it is impossible. Because men 
cannot give birth to babies. This is your special right! And if you want equal rights with the 
men, you should provide equal rights to men. It is impossible; we should find our own 
dharma, our duty.  

Still it is possible to turn from a limited human being into a purified spirit soul. For 
that we practice yoga. Yoga means to be connected. Connected with what? With the supreme 
source of bliss, eternity and knowledge. This is yoga; yoga means to be connected with the 
Supreme Lord. And there are many different schools of yoga. Our specific school of yoga that 
we follow is the bhakti type of yoga. Bhakti means devotional feeling. Actually this is the 
language of the soul. When you speak yourself and God Supreme. This is real meditation; and 
we must have the perfect motivation also – to become an unconditional servant of the 
Supreme. Which are high words. Still it is possible to put it into practice.  

We came together to celebrate. To celebrate the victory of the soul over matter. To 
celebrate the victory of our spiritual identity over our bodily conditioning. 
 



 
 
 

Reaching the Absolute 
 
 
We shall read from the Seventh Chapter of the “Shrimad Bhagavad-gita”, which is a 

song of God, a divine message. This chapter specifically deals with the knowledge of the 
Absolute. Because if we can agree that we should come in contact with the Supreme Lord, we 
should examine how to do this.  
“The Supreme Personality of Godhead said: “Now hear, o son of Pritha, how by practicing 
yoga in full consciousness of Me, with mind attached to Me, you can know Me in full, free 
from doubt. I shall now declare unto you in full this knowledge, both phenomenal and 
numinous. This being known, nothing further shall remain for you to know.”56  

From this we can understand that this is a very special kind of knowledge. If you can 
understand this, nothing will be there to be known. The Upanishads say that the Supreme 
Lord is such, that by knowing Him, everything is known; by reaching Him, you have reached 
everything. This connection is giving full satisfaction to the soul.  

“Out of many thousands among men, one may endeavor for perfection, and of those 
who have achieved perfection, hardly one knows Me in truth.”57 

From many thousands one or few will strive for perfection. But this message should 
not depress you – that “hardly anyone knows Me in reality.” Why not you become this one? 
You can become this special one, who comes in contact with the Supreme.  

And this devotional type of yoga is not only concerning our perfection. „I have helped 
myself, I do not care for anybody else.” Sometimes we say in Hungarian: “after me the 
deluge”. “I’m through; it does not matter what happens to the others.” Not so much feeling is 
there, right? It’s a kind of selfish. But the real thing is when you have achieved something 
high and you are ready to return to help others. This message is communicated in many 
different religions. In our tradition they say: “How beautiful that the perfected souls have 
crossed the ocean of material existence taking one boat. They have reached the other side, but 
the boat is still on this side.” That is beautiful! And sometimes they even return to help you to 
get in.  
 
 
 

Divine energies 
 

“Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, intelligence and false ego -- all together these 
eight constitute My separated material energies.”58  

So whatever is around us is divine energy, fulfilling different purposes. Soul, your 
existence, is one kind of energy – eternal, knowledgeable and blissful energy, just like a spark 
of individual existence. But the beauty of this individual soul is hidden under the veil of 
illusion. This illusion is another divine energy, very difficult to penetrate; but this is possible. 
And what is all around us is part of this mayik illusion. But this is separate energy from God. 
We should come in touch with contacted energy. There is a separated energy and we should 
come under protection of the contacted energy.  
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“Besides these, O mighty-armed Arjuna, there is another, superior energy of Mine, 
which comprises the living entities who are exploiting the resources of this material, inferior 
nature. All created beings have their source in these two natures. Of all that is material and 
all that is spiritual in this world, know for certain that I am both the origin and the 
dissolution.”59  

God is defined in three different functions: like the Source, like the Maintainer and 
Receptacle, Destroyer. Which is easiest to perform? Just think: to destroy something, to create 
or to maintain? What is your opinion?   

Somebody: Easiest is to destroy. 
Tirtha Maharaj: Many of you are housewives here. You know, to destroy the order 

in the house is very easy. The husband comes – order is finished! Right?! To create the order 
– it takes some efforts. But to maintain that order – it needs you permanently. The same is 
with the cosmos, the universe. To break it down it is very easy.  

Cveti: Can you?! Who can destroy the cosmos?  
Tirtha Maharaj: Well, I try to talk about how to maintain the order in the cosmos, 

because that is more demanding task. That destructive function is performed by Shiva, the 
creative function is performed by Brahma and the maintainer is Vishnu. Therefore Vishnu, or 
Krishna, is our permanent friend. He is permanently there to provide His energy for 
sustenance of our life. And everything finds its origin and returns to God Supreme. 
Everything returns from where it is taken. Body is taken from matter; it will return back to 
matter. Soul comes from divine source, but it is not sure that it will return to the divine origin 
if it makes some mistakes. There is some hell. But finally soul returns back to God. So 
everything returns from where it has been taken. Everything that exists in this world finds its 
origin and ends in God.  
 
 
 
 
 

The sharp vision 
 

Krishna gives very important message in the following verse:  
“O conqueror of wealth, there is no truth superior to Me. Everything rests upon Me, 

as pearls are strung on a thread.”60  
This chapter talks about the supreme knowledge of the Absolute. But from this verse 

we can understand that there is nothing higher than Him. He is the supreme truth. Can you 
give a definition of God?  

Kripadham: From Himself for Himself.  
Bhakti Shakti: The supreme absolute truth, as it was said.  
Ramvijay: Rasaraja (The king of sweetness ). 
Tirtha Maharaja: Yes… and finally we can say – a naughty boy. All these 

explanations and visions about the Supreme are there: Creator, Maintainer, Lord, Punisher – 
so many different conceptions. But bhakti brings God very close. Or maybe we can say bhakti 
takes us very close to God, gives a very intimate picture about Him: what is His liking, what 
is His taste, what does He likes, what He does not like – and so many other details about His 
character. But the goal of bhakti is such, that you never lose Him from your vision. God 
sometimes is hiding. But again, it is said that everything is dressed in the robes of God. So 
behind everything you can find the same divine existence. “I am like the thread behind the 
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pearls.” What makes the necklace – the pearls or the string? Yes, both, but the essence is the 
string. The interesting and obvious thing is the pearls. But the real stuff is the thread, which 
keeps the whole thing together. Otherwise you can have pearls here and there all over, but it is 
not really nice. When there is order – that is beautiful. In the same way, when we speak about 
creation, that is cosmos; when we speak about destruction, that is chaos. Chaos means when 
you have lost the chord. Pearls are just all around, without the basic principle.  

But Krishna says here “I am the thread and everything rests upon Me as pearls on a 
string.” Therefore we practice this Bhakti-yoga. Not only to be charmed by the pearls, but to 
always see the thread behind. And if our vision is purified enough, we shall never miss Him, 
we shall always be able to see Him.  

As I told you, God sometimes is hiding. Just like the thread is hiding behind the pearls, 
the Supreme is hiding behind the creation, Krishna is hiding behind the devotees or the 
tamala trees. Because Krishna is black; tamala trees are also black – these are special trees in 
Vrindavana – and when Krishna wants to hide, He just stays there, in the wood, between the 
trees. Then you miss! Ah, this is one tree, this is another tree, and where is this Krishna?! So 
sometimes He is hiding. But you must have that sharp vision, never to lose Him.  

And the devotees have this power of vision. For example when Mahaprabhu was 
visiting one place, not far from Jagannath Puri – this is a very famous pilgrimage place, and 
next to it is a little village, Alalanath. There Vishnu is worshiped in the four-armed feature; 
this shows the beauty and the superior power of God, in non-human but superhuman form. 
But when Mahaprabhu visited this temple, He told Vishnu, to this deity: “Hey! Why do you 
want to hide? You come with this four-armed form – what is this?! I know that You are just 
two-armed guy, just show me, come!” And then Vishnu submitted: “I cannot hide Myself!” 
and dropped two hands. In this way He became the dark-complexioned, two-armed Gopal, 
Govinda.  

We should have the same sharp vision, so that when God wants to hide from you, He 
should not be able to do that. This is the goal of Bhakti-yoga – to be always connected. 

 
 

 
 

That sweet taste 
 

How to be connected with the Supreme - this is a logical question. But Krishna in the 
“Gita” acts like a very good teacher, because He sets a very high target, but explains the 
gradual process how to get there. He says – and this is a beautiful explanation how to see God 
everywhere:  

“O son of Kunti, I am the taste of water, the light of the sun and the moon, the syllable 
om in the Vedic mantras; I am the sound in ether and ability in man.”61  

We could talk about this verse for a week, minimum. Because here are the different 
aspects how to see our Lord everywhere. He starts: “I am the taste of water.” The Sanskrit 
goes: “raso ‘ham”  and finally He says “apsu kaunteya” -  “I am rasa, I am the taste… of 
water.”  I am rasa, I am the essence, I am the taste of everything. Everybody is running after 
good taste. Therefore I come running to Sofia. We are running for good taste. Shrila 
Prabhupada used to say that if in sweet shops they use ghee, they do not have to use any 
advertisement. It gives very special and very delicate taste. If you give best taste to people, 
they will come running. You do not have to wash their brains with some advertisements. 
Taste will satisfy them, taste will invite them. And here Krishna says: “I am the taste.”  
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Is not that beautiful? Shall we read anything else from this “Gita”? I am taste – 
finished! Krishna could stop here and all the Kurukshetra war would just not be manifested. If 
Arjuna would understand everything immediately, then the whole Mahabharata story would 
be finished. But Krishna wanted to avoid this problem in history, therefore He said: “I am 
rasa… of water” in order Arjuna would not faint immediately.  

“I am the taste of water” – and water is a very special element. Liquid, transparent, no 
odor and no taste. And Krishna says: “I am the taste.” Water has a taste or does not have a 
taste? It has very pleasant taste. When you do not recognize – this is real water! When you 
recognize: hey, this water has some taste, then something is wrong with that. So, Krishna is 
hiding as taste behind the water. You cannot recognize, He is hiding so much, but He is there, 
He is this unknown, unknowable taste of water.  

Tsvety: But when you are thirsty, water is tasty.  
Tirtha Maharaj: Yes! And we take what kind of water – we take the Black Sea 

water? No, we take sweet water, right?! Water is sweet! Is it sweet indeed – it is not sweet! 
Still we call that this is sweet water. Drinking water you can call sweet water, right? So, to 
what conclusion we can come? Krishna is sweet! That hidden taste of water is sweet, Krishna 
is very sweet. “I am the taste of water.”  

How many times you have tasted water in your life – unlimited times! And how many 
times you have remembered: “Ah! This is the taste, this is God, this is Him.” So, one humble 
offering for you to be connected always: if in your life, whenever you taste water, do not 
forget: “This is Him.” This is Him – this hidden, unknowable, sweet taste – this is Krishna. 

And just think if the introduction, the first lesson, is so charming and this taste is so 
sweet, what about the post-gradual studies of Bhakti?!  

 
 

 
 
 

The gratitude of service mood 
 

Krishna says “I am the ability in man.” Which is something very important for me. I 
will tell you why. Because here, in Sofia, among the devotees I have found so many talented 
people. Singing, dancing, playing, drawing, painting – so many talents are there. And so many 
other talents you have. And in your talents I worship Krishna. You should also worship Him 
with your talents. Whatever you can perform, this is not yours actually. We only possess the 
ability, but finally it is coming from a divine source, Krishna. Therefore it is given by Him, it 
should be used by you and offered back to Him. Just like when you want to worship mother 
Ganga. You take some water, offer to the river and pour it back. In the same way you have 
got so many talents from God; use it, offer it back to Him. “I am the ability in man” – think 
about this message. From this we can understand that we should act. Not only think. “I’m so 
absorbed in my meditation on Krishna, that I am unable to do anything.” So with our active 
service mood we can also express our gratitude for the many talents that He had given to us.  

Question of Yashoda: Krishna gives many talents. But sometimes it happens that He 
takes them back. And this is how a person gets into the so called artistic crisis. My question is 
how to deal with this situation, how to get out? Maybe Krishna is giving a lesson of humility? 

Tirtha Maharaj: Also. Sometimes we commit mistakes and then Krishna takes the 
ability. For example, what is the basic problem? This is pride. And it works in very simple 
things. Once a devotee mentioned that: “Ah, I can bake the best bread.” Immediately the 
ability was taken. Only very disgusting things came out from the oven. So whenever we think: 
“Ah, now I am great!” then Vishnu in Vaikuntha says: “What?! I did not hear correct.” Then 



He starts to teach you the lesson. But when we have learned the lesson, when we have taken 
the exam, then He gives it back multiplied. Before that you were a cook; now you became a 
super-cook.  

 Crises are good, very good. Because in the moments of crisis you can appreciate the 
moments of happiness. And who is the protector of the creative power? That is Radhika. 
Balaram is the productive power and Radhika is the creative power. So if you are in need, you 
just pray to the source. Radhe! 

 
 
 
 

Three ways to fix the consciousness 
 

 
Question of Bhakti Shakti: I would like to ask something. How can we act like this 

to see everything as it belongs to Krishna and to worship it like this, but not to get attached to 
it? To realize all the time that this is Krishna’s and not wanting to possess it.  

Tirtha Maharaj: You can try to be attached. Krishna will help you to get rid of your 
attachments. Because, do not forget, it is said that if He wants to take away something from 
you, even if you have ten hands, you cannot protect yourself. But if He wants to give you 
something, even if you have hundreds of hands, you cannot protect yourself of this. So, He 
will rid us of our attachments. You can try this method, He will help.  

Second advice is: think, meditate - really, deeply, always. This is difficult – to fix your 
consciousness on a very high and very elevated standard. Isn’t it difficult? It is. If we are 
forbidden to think of an apple, definitely we shall think of an apple, right? This is our 
conditioning. It is very difficult to control the mind. Still, it is possible by very long and very 
strong practices.  

But if you do not want to waste so much time, then I suggest: associate with the 
devotees. Through them Krishna helps us also to get rid from our attachments. And also from 
their good example we can see the right method. When they achieve something, they say 
“Thanks” to Krishna. Or even before, when they start to do something, immediately they offer 
it to God. It is also suggested: it is not enough to do something and to offer only the final 
outcome. We should offer right from the beginning. When you wake up in the morning, what 
are you doing? When you open your eyes?  

Bhakti Shakti: I am thinking what I have to do for the day.  
Tirtha Maharaj: It is not bad, because many people think: “Ah, I will turn to my 

other side.” But first should be to bow down. To offer respects to Shri Guru, Shri Krishna: 
“Thank you that I have got another day for your service, chance for the service.” And if you 
start in this way, you will continue in the same manner.  

So there are some chances to fix the consciousness. Also by chanting, it helps to be 
connected - your personal, private meditation, when you talk to Krishna: “Krishna, Krishna!”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Constructive humility 
 
 

Question: What is Krishna’s opinion about the underestimation of ourselves? 
Tirtha Maharaj: We should be constructive in our humility. If our humility is 

destructive: “Ah, I am zero, I am less than zero. I know nothing,” what can you offer then? 
We should be a little bit realistic: “O my Lord, You have given me this task and ability also. I 
would like to offer it back to You to the best of my abilities. I know what is my part of that 
business: to do it right. Success depends on You!” This is the constructive humility.  

And actually to underestimate our own capacities would be very difficult, because 
they are very low. We have understood what Krishna says, that “I am the ability in man.” So, 
if we underestimate ourselves, that means we underestimate Krishna, which is an offence. 
How can you say: “You cannot do this!” Because if you say: “I cannot do this,” you say: 
“You cannot do this.”  

The best example is coming from the times of Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, when He told 
Nityananda: “You go to Bengal and preach.” Preaching is a difficult task. What to speak of go 
to a different country and preach there?! Very difficult! Without blessings it is not working. 
Without the divine consent it will not work. Nityananda also realized that and He said: “I am 
unable to do that! I have no strength, no knowledge, no nothing! But I have something. I have 
devotion to You. And by this I will be able to do that. Because I am willing to surrender to 
Your desire, therefore You will be able to perform the task through me.”  

This is the special quality of devotional service, of bhakti. Through this selfless 
surrender you get unlimited power. In this way we do not underestimate Krishna.  

 
 
 
 

Trustful vision 
 

Question: In human relationships, for example, two friends, devotees want very much 
to do something for Krishna. The first one thinks that his friend has a special capacity to do 
something and asks his friend to do something together, so that they can work harder and 
more successful together for God. Is it possible that Krishna can give internal vision, internal 
eyes to this friend to encourage the other, who seem that is not self-confident, he does not feel 
that he is good enough, he says: “Ah, maybe I cannot do it, who am I.” But the other one 
wants very much to be together, to give more power to their devotion. Can Krishna work like 
this? 

Tirtha Maharaj: Yes. Yes. It depends on the difference of power, spiritual power. If 
the difference of power is big enough, then you can transmit. But if you are on the lower 
level, you must invite that spiritual power first. Therefore first we should associate with 
somebody very powerful in spiritual life. Because he will give the strength, he will give the 
self-confidence: “Yes! I am a devotee of Krishna, I can do it!” In the beginning this is more or 
less an illusion, because at that time we are thinking that “I am doing.” You can do, 
meditation is there, but motivation? Later on you should improve the motivation also.  

This is very much possible. Even once a disciple mentioned to the guru: “I am very 
weak, I am very unqualified, but by your vision, what you see in me, I can do! I can reach that 
level what you see in me!” Is not that beautiful?! That means the guru gives so much trust to 
the disciple: “Yes, you can grow! Yes, you are the one from the thousands, that can achieve 
perfection.” Is this true? Maybe not, not always. But if guru always tells the truth to the 
disciple, this is very destructive. If he gives always his real opinion… But he is generous and 



patient and he says: “This is the direction, my son, you go!” He does not say: “You are back 
there!” he says: “This is the goal!” In this way we get some inspiration. The real guru is not 
talking about your mistakes, your faults and shortcomings, but he is always giving: “That is 
the goal, my son!” Do you see the difference? One is giving you a very bad impression: “Ah, 
I am so wrong, I am so bad, I am so zero.” The other says: “Wow, such an ideal we have! It’s 
worth to go, it is my turn, I will try!”  

Trust is very important. And if you are strong enough, you can impress people: “Yes! 
This is my religion! This is my path!” But when you are unsure of yourself, you say: “Well, I 
do not really know, maybe right, maybe not… Well, find it for yourself, “ would you join to 
such a concept? No, you will say: “Hey, this guy does not know what he is talking about.” 
You must know what you are talking about. It is not only empty words. There must be 
realization beneath. Without that your words will have no effect. Because this is Kali-yuga 
feature, that people will be successful who can speak, and speak, and speak… This is not only 
the words.  

I think, we finish now with the words. We can sing a little bit.  
 
 
 
 

The lake of consciousness 
 

I think most people need very simple messages, like “I am the taste of water.” And 
Krishna is ready to give very simple message. And for me this is very practical side of Bhakti: 
how to see God everywhere. Which is at the same time a high school of spiritual practices. 
Because you are, we are, all of us are engage in so many activities and many times we just 
forget who is behind everything. We are enamored by the pearls and we do not see the string. 
Just think in your life whether you can permanently maintain your consciousness or it is 
moving in waves. Sometimes up – then you feel better; sometimes down – then you feel the 
pain or the lack of spiritual fulfillment.  

Everyday life moves in waves, no doubt. Therefore the first step, the great jump is the 
step of yoga, the level of yoga, where you have permanent consciousness. Yoga means to be 
connected to the supreme source and it also means you are connected to the source of 
happiness. Many times I have mentioned to you that in your own personal individual life you 
are just a small peripheral computer, but when you are connected, when you chant, when you 
are in meditation, when you are in yoga, then you are connected to the central Big Brother, 
with the big computer with all the resources and all the assets that it has. Therefore humans 
are limited, but God is unlimited. When you are connected to God, you also have unlimited 
capacities. But sometimes on your screen some messages come: “Overload” It is just too 
much! Please, Krishna, not so fast! You give too much energy to me! Or other times “System 
failure”. Breakdown. 

We should be always united. And usually if people meet such a person, who is always 
united, who has this permanency, they are amazed: “Wow! Such an unique feature! What is 
your secret?” If people meet such a person, usually they ask: “Is there any time when you are 
upset?” Because what they see is permanency and quiet state of consciousness. And this is so 
unique, that they think: “Ah, this is almost completely divine!” But this is only an 
intermediate stage of spiritual elevation. Because what is the highest ideal of Bhakti? Who 
represents the highest ideal of Bhakti?  

Ramvijay: Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. 
Tirtha Maharaj: All right, if we take His example, He was mad! He was mad with 

divine love! Sometimes He tried to compose himself, but many times He could not. 



Trembling and tears and speech and… impossible to control. For example when He was in 
trance, He tried to utter the name of Jagannath. You know in Jagannath Puri this big 
procession, this nice feature of God – Lord of the Universe – He wanted to praise. And what 
was coming out from His mouth? “Ja-ja-ga-ga-du-du…” This was all that He could say! So 
much in trance, that He could not pronounce such a simple name as Jagannath. Do you want 
to follow such an example?! Do you want to become mad, not to be able to pronounce the 
name of God? He had a permanent consciousness? Yes, He had, that consciousness was 
permanent, but you know, very unusual.  

You should not simply imitate the form, but invite the essence, take the essence into 
your heart and there cultivate. And if you really come to such a stage when you are unable to 
say “Krishna” then this is some real achievement. Until that time do not imitate. It is not 
necessary.  

So far about Mahaprabhu as the main emblematic person of Bhakti-yoga. We can go 
on describing His different ecstasies for a long time. And I am very happy that psychologists 
do not read “Chaitanya Charitamrita”, because immediately they will identify the symptoms. 
But give me another example of Bhakti. Gopis, right. So, what about the permanent 
consciousness and the peace of mind of the gopis? They are very satisfied all the time and 
have a very unshakable consciousness? Because yoga for most people means: no emotions. 
Just like the North American Indians – they were trained to tolerate pain without any 
response. They were tied to this pole of torture and still without move on their face. So many 
people think that yoga is like this: no response to anything. Which is possible; but this is not 
the yoga of the gopis, neither the gopis, nor the gopalas. Sometimes they were coming with 
their conditions: “Krishna, You do like this.” Sometimes they were chastising; sometimes 
they were very sad.  

Yoga means that the lake of your consciousness is very smooth. But bhakti means that 
this mirror of your consciousness is in big waves! Up and down, storm is there and 
thunderbolts are splashing. Again you return to the same state of consciousness – troubled. 
But on a different reason. So, this is the process. Maybe I did not tell you in the beginning, but 
this is what you can expect.  

Still, on the general platform we must have some composed and reliable state of life. 
So, next time you drink water do not faint. We remember “I am the taste” – finished for today.   

 
 
 
 

Finer and finer 
 

“I am the original fragrance of the earth, and I am the heat in fire. I am the life of all 
that lives, and I am the penances of all ascetics.”62  

When the rain starts you feel very special and very good flavor. And I think some 
Australian or some western scientist examined where this odor is coming from. Because we 
may think that this odor is coming from the rain, but actually this is coming from the earth. 
By the rain this odor is just released from the earth. Another proof of the Vedas! You 
remember this very fine, very special odor – this is the original odor of the earth. So ether is 
filled with sound and earth is filled with odor. And these natural things determine so much in 
our life. For example you are happy when there is sun and not so happy when there is no sun. 
Or for us it is obvious that there is only one sun in the sky, only one moon and many stars. 
But if you are living on a different planet, maybe you have two suns and three moons in the 
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sky; and then that will be natural. This is so natural for us to have two legs; we identify fully 
with the human body. Maybe in different circumstances you have a completely different 
body. So, until a certain limit we live on the natural platform and we are determined by these 
borders, so to say. And if we act according to the different impulses, coming from these 
biological, earthly and natural elements, then we accept: “Ah, this is very much human.” 
Although they are not especially human, they are part of the natural arrangement. And until 
we act only according to these impulses, then we are only natural, human. Superhuman you 
can become when you start to be supernatural. Do you understand what I mean? When we are 
not only on the biological platform, but when we come to the spiritual, we come to the atman 
platform. It is a big difference! Big difference. So if we really want to be superhuman living 
entities, then we should somehow overcome the limitations of body, mind, biology, genetics, 
etc, etc. This is very difficult. Very few glimpses we have during our lifetime.  

Always we should try to look beyond the curtain of illusion. Illusion is natural, natural 
arrangement. We consider the smell of the earth very pleasant. Although usually people are so 
dull that they do not even recognize that this is nice. They say: “Ah, again it is raining!” This 
is their main problem. They do not see the beauty. So even to recognize the beauty of the 
natural arrangement – it is a high level. But to recognize the beauty of the supernatural level 
– that is a real achievement.  

Finer and finer we should become – more sensitive. This can be achieved through 
different methods. By theoretical analysis: you can judge what is what, examine, penetrate 
deeply and try to figure it out – how everything is working. But this is quite dry. For example, 
in human relations not only the practicality of the connection is the point, but there must be 
something beyond. Analysis means the practical; it is the same level – dry. In human relations 
we can find some rasa, some happiness. Which is attractive. Rasa is attractive.  

And if you have a higher goal, then it is more attractive, more interesting. Analysis can 
be achieved by mind or intellect; this can be achieved by emotions. When you feel something. 
Usually feelings you cannot really explain, even on a biological level. “Why do I love this 
girl? Because she is there.” That is a stupid explanation! “Because she is nice.” Ugly like 
anything! “For me she is nice!” So on a biological level – no explanation for emotions. This is 
beyond! It shows that emotions are beyond explanations, beyond intellect, beyond mind. It 
means that this is something higher, more delicate, finer. Therefore if we apply the same 
method to approach the supreme truth, not in intellectual, not in an active, but in an emotional 
way – then this is Bhakti Yoga.  

So do not be limited by biology, do not be limited by theory. Because “I am the 
original fragrance of the earth.” Beyond the beauties of nature, beyond these natural 
limitations we should see the divine essence.   

 
 
 
 

To show your weakness 
 
 

Tirtha Maharaj: You had one dream, do you remember your dream? How was that? 
The big bird? 

Uttama-shloka: We were together with the brahmacharis at that time in my old 
school in the gym-room. There were Prananath, Jagannath, also Ishvara. I do not know why 
suddenly we just died on the spot together everybody. But all of us were still present there in 
our subtle physical bodies, like ghosts. Everybody was about to go to the spiritual world 
except me. And the others were asking me: “How is it that you are not coming with us?” I 



remember Prananath was asking me the most: “You were always on the same place where we 
were; you were always doing the same things that we were doing – how is it that you are not 
coming?!” And I answered him: “Maybe I was at the same place like you, maybe I was doing 
the same things like you were doing, but it did not reach my heart.” And then I turned my 
head down and I thought: “This is my fate.” And one big bird appeared – as big as an eagle 
that eats monkeys – such a big eagle. Then he just took me with his nails by the shoulders and 
took me down to hell. That is all.   

Ramvijay: And now you are here?  
Tirtha Maharaj: I think this must have been Garuda. And you know, when he is so 

big, it is very difficult for him to take turn, so it is a big turn, first to hell and then to heaven.  
But anyway, this story tells me the importance of feelings. We can perform formally 

everything perfect, but if you do not give your heart, there will be no real effect. But if you 
give your heart, you will have much problems. Just like we were discussing about Lord Jesus. 
He was so much ready to sacrifice himself, to show his weakness, that he was killed for that 
reason. If you are ready to show your weakness, ready to give your heart – because if you  
give your heart you open yourself, you show all the weaknesses that you have - many times 
you will be crucified. Somebody told me: “It is very easy for the kshatriyas, because they die 
only once. But bramins die unlimited times.” Which is a good realization. You should become 
bramins! Minimum! To die unlimited times for your own sake and to be born on a higher 
level of consciousness. Birth is happy. Well, our shastras sometimes condemn birth, but 
usually if somebody takes birth in a family everybody is happy, everybody is smiling. Only 
the baby is crying: “Ah, what a fate!” But if we are reborn on our spiritual path from time to 
time to a higher level of consciousness, then this is really very happy for us also.  
 
 
 
 


